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RETIRING SHERIFF HONORED

Important Changes Are Being Made At the Edward Rowe Snow Visits Ash Point Airport ’reeman Young Guarantees It But Declines Knox Bar Association Voices Regard In Which
On His Coastal Journey
To Divulge the Details
North Lubec Canning Plant
It Holds C. Earle Ludwick
The plant of the North Lubec
Manufacturing & Canning Com
pany Is undergoing extensive re
pairs and remodeling this Winter
under the direction cf Supt, Tho
mas Watts. A twc-story addition
52x24 feet has been added cn the
southern side cf the building which
will allow an extension of the pack
ing tines of the plant.
Four new steam boxes are to be
erected while the packing capacity
of the cqnveyer systems carrying
fish to the packers will be extend

Edward Rowe Snow. Boston au
thor and marine expert, playing
the role of aerial Santa Claus,
dropped out of the skies at 11.30
i. m . Thursday on his tour of the
Maine coast. Greeting him at the
Rockland Municipal Airport were
everal adults and a host of young
sters who received presents direct
rom Santa's hand as they clambued up the wing walk of the plafie
X5 receive them.
First up the walkway was Woodury Post, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Post of Rockland, closely
‘ollowed by Madeline Post daugh
ter of Mr and Mrs. Walter Post of
Rcckland. (Boosted up by his grand
father, Capt. John G Snow, was
15 mcnth-cld John Lamb, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Lamb of
Rockland. Everybody received a
present from Santa’s hajnd.
Snow, who has flown as far
South as New Jersey and hopes to
make Cape Sable Island today, left
Boston at an early hour Thursday
in a Cessna twin engine plane pi
and was queried as to where the loted by Ralph Hines of Wiggin’s
offending dog might have gone. Airways, making his first drop at
Right there beside ycu allowed thf
DAVTD DEAN A WINNER
good lady. The cop took a look and
there was that same old nannygoat.
David Dean 9-year-old son of Mr.
contentedly nibbling at the strap and Mrs. Lucien Dean. Old County
of his billy club hanging from his road, received the thrill of his
pocket-but no dog.
young life time Wednesday night,
Realizing that there 'was a bare when he learned from a radio
possibility that he was a defeated broadcast that he was one of the
man for the moment, the cop two winners ‘of the week bf the
opened the back doors of the wa- Yankee Network's famous ccptest
nojr, and hoped the goat would en •'Let’s Go to the Game." David's
ter.
victory is all the more amazing be
luck was with him, the goat cause the contest is open to all
spied something in the city taxi lges in all New England. His
that needed investigation a
winning theme was "What Winter
sport I Like Best, and Why." The
>rize was a pair cf tickets to the
Christmas night hockey game in
the Boston Gardens.

ed considerably New equipment is
being added with new racks anc
other items essential to the opera
tion of an expanded plant when the
season opens next year.
The building once knowji as the
Spanish Villa and at times a skat
ing rink and indoor golf course
and now used by the company as a
storage building has had a concrete
floor installed and other repairs
Work cn the plant is bejng done
by regular maintenance crews of
the company under the direction of
Mr. Watts.

POLICE CAPTURE STRANGE “DOG”
.•.•.•■.•■.•-I

And Now the City Farm Has Occupant Which
the Owner May Claim
The dog pound at the City Farm
has its oddest occupant yet—a
nannygoat, no less. Seems that
last Tuesday afterncon a woman
on Broadway called the station
house to say that a big dog was
upsetting garbage cans in the
neighborhood and biting the chil
dren and she wanted the creature
out erf there, but quick.
The paddy wagon was dispatched
to 'round up the pooch. Arriving
at the scene, the officer searched
diligently for a dog but found only
a friendly old nannygoat nosing
about the lawn.
The lady of the hcuse appeared

aepped in at once. The doors shut
tightly, the wagon headed for the
City Farm and the pound. Once
there, the caretaker of the estabLshment allowed that, he had
enough dogs on hand for awhile
and hoped it waqn't another the
police were bringing him
He
stared in amazement as the wagon
doors were opened and the strang
est boarder yet added to his list of
guests at the mountain retreat.
Chief George Shaw allows that if
anyone has a goat among the miss
ing they can collect the same by
visiting the farm and identifying
their "dog."

Ipswich at the home of an bid re
tired lighthouse keeper who is ajh
especial friend.
The tights of the Massachusetts,
New Hampshire and Maine coast
were covered up to Rlockland with
Saddleback Ledge scheduled for the
afternoon, and other lights to the
Eastward.
Barring storms, he will work to
day toward the Canadian coast and
hopes to cover ttie lights in the
treacherous Cape Sable area.
The job of distributing Christmas
cheer to the light keepers, surf sta
tions crew and families has been
in progress about two weeks.
The package dropped on Saddle
back Ledge Thursday afterpoon
made the 2000th such gift Snow
has distributed since he first took
up the task vacated by the late
Capt. Bill Wincapaw- This year,
he has dropped 228 packages and
will near the 300 mark before
Christmas Day.
Presents were Sent this year to
the lights and stations of the
Great Lakes area and Snow said
that he hopes to fly the route next
year.
A PUBLIC INVITATION
The public is cordially Invited
to attend the Christmas pro
gram to be played at 3 o'clock
thus afterncon at St. Peter’s
Episcopal Church by Stafford O.
Congdon, recitalist.
Mr. Congdoii's genius at the
keyboard of the Hammond elec
tric orgagi is well known from
previous conaerts but an added
charm awaits the public this aft
ernoon in the first playing of the
lovely new chimes at St. Peter's
installed this week in connection
with the electric organ as a me
morial to Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
M. Little.
Mr Congdon's Christmas re
cital will start promptly at 3
o'clock and it is hoped that the
people 'will be seated ln the au
ditorium by or before that hour.
Admission
fTe and thc
hope is expressed tlaat a large
group 'will avail ti$emselves of
the opportunity to hear My.
Congdon and the new chimes.
Charles C. Wotton .who has kept
in close touch with Fowler since
the latter located in Denver, says
that "Gabby is making "big time"
in the Colorado circuit.

BASKETBALL
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
vs.

Christmas

ALUMNI AND ALUMNAE
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

kring you many

’

Wednesday, December 29

BOYS AND GIRLS
Admission: Adults 60c, Children 40c,

Messings anJ mucL

103-104

Tiie Courier-Gazette was assured matic reply.
this morning that Knox County
"Will It be located on the water
will have a new industry in its front?
Christmas stocking.
"Yes."
The assurance came from the
Mr. Young was very secretive on
well-known real estate broker, Free other points, but with his wellman S. Young, who was treasuring known desire to obtain new indusa telegram approving the project, j tries, he was manifestly very happy.
but which he declined to make pubReading between the lines one
: until the deeds were passed.
may guess that the fish industry is
An interview with Mr. Young was I to have a new accession, one which
replete with promise, but lacking, will require a new factory of con
for the moment, in details which siderable dimensions.
the public would like to know.
Could Mr. Young, by any chance
“Will it be located in Rockland?” have any reference to the fish
was the first inquiry.
J plant which is about to locate in
‘‘In Knox County," was the enig- Vinalhaven?

The Knox County Bar Association there were brief speeches by each
gave a farewell banquet to retiring of the above-named persons and
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick at the by Judge Elisha W. Pike, who. on
Thorndike Hotel Tuesday night.
behalf of the Bar Association, pre
Preceding the banquet the group sented to Mr. Ludwick, a red leather
met at 4.30 and were transported In chair and smoking stand.
Wood’s bus to the home of Chris
Expressions of regret were made
topher S. Roberts on the Old County by everybody on the retirement of
road where a visit was made, and Mr. Ludwick from the office of the
Mr. Roberts was presented with a Sheriff. Mr. Ludwick, in respond
big basket of fruit and groceries ing was visibly moved, told how
and a Christmas card containing much he had enjoyed the associa
material evidence of good-will from tion with the attorneys, and thanked
members of the Bar.
them for their lovely gift.
Mr. Roberts was found to be in
Present were Justice Frank A.
improving health and good spirits. Tirrell, Jr., Governor-elect Frederick
Because of a sequence of illnesses G Payne, retiring Sheriff C. Earle
he has been unable to practice Ludwick. Clerk of Courts Milton
since April of this year.
M. Griffin, Register of Probate Wil
Returning to the Thorndike Hotel lis Vlnal, Deputy Sheriffs Ernest
the party sat down to a steak dinner Gray and Robert Webster, State
topped off with strawberry short Parole Officer E. Stewart Orbeton,
cake.
and attorneys Gilford B. Butler,
At the head table were Gilford B. Alan L. Bird, Elisha W. Pike, Harry
Butler, president of the Knox Bar E. Wilbur, Jerome C. Burrows,
Association, guest of honor, C. Earle Frank F. Harding. Stuart C. Bur
Ludwick. Governor-elect Frederick gess, A. Alan Grossman, Alfred M.
G. Payne, and Justice Frank A. Strout, Curtis M. Payson, Judge
Tirrell, Jr.
Zelma M Dwinal. Alexander R.
Following the dinner, and after Gillmor. Gilbert Harmon, and Do
The Courier-Gazette is thorough- I young Seavey has given perfect per- the singing of Christmas carrols, minic Cuccinello.
ly proud of the ten carrier boys formancc
I
who really constitute its “first line , Tlarlan Sylvester, son of Mr. and
haps cause more than one former
of defense," delivering over 1800 ^rs Theodore Sylvester, 26 MdLoud
GI to chuckle a little—the Army ls
papers twice weekly. It can be said str5et and Murray Arbo. son of Mr.
advertising for the return of a de
By The Roving Reporter
without fear of contradiction that ant ^rs Chester A Arbo, 12 Lisle
serter, an M P no less, who went
no finer, more dependable boys can street, were in the very high nine"Over the hill" ln November. In
fce found, look where you will. The
" Thomaston carrier Douglass
the Army less than six weeks, and
C.-G. boys are carefully picked and
}er’ 60,1 01 Mr' anti ^rs' Stanley
member of an MP battalion, the
as carefully looked after, once they "‘iller, necessarily operates on a
Rockland man took off and has yet
are on the force. Just how good different basis, but dees a grand job.
to be heard from.
the Courier jobs look to the rank Another olo.se contestant was Paul
What's in a name? The age-old
and file of boys (and girls) in Rock- Mcmam' 72 Mechanic street, son of
query certainly applies to the cur
land is shown by the waiting list
alld ^rs
Merriam. The
rent draft situation. Abraham Lin
of 20 names
Wixson boys. Raymond and Russell.
coln was inducted into the Army
The award system used is simple
’',Ir alld Mrs. Carroll Wixson.
from Olean. N. Y„ the same day
and straight forward as the boys ' " Warren street, do a fine brother
that Robert E. Lee was classified
who use it. A flat amount Ls given aC^ 'n delivering difficult routes and
1A by the Burlington, Vt„ draft
each carrier for the proper delivery
lowest recruit, Clifford Perry,
board. Hope they den't get to scrap
of all subscribers' papers in his dl Talbot avenue, son of Mr. and
ping.
area. If he delivers his full list Mis. Clifford O.Perry, gives signs
with but one error for the month of being a real record breaker.
There will be four eclipses the
In addition to delivering their
he receives an extra dollar. If he
coming year—April 12, a total
receives his extra award 12 months reBnlar fuoscribers, all carriers act
eclipse of the mocn, visible from all
in the year, he receives the grand on the "lltUe merchant" plan, sellpoints in the United States; April
award of $10 additional The aim ing papers for cash to their own
28, a part.al eclipse of the sun vis
is perfect service and there are no customers. Every carrier will be
ible in the United States; Oct. 6. a
excuses or second prizes As the an . a8en*- of The Courier-Gazette,
total eclipse of the moon, visible
boys put it. "He is or he ain't." Thp beginning Jan 1, 1949, and will refrom all points ln the United States;
“aint's" make a fresh start the first ‘ cei;c a commission on all new subOct. 21, a partial eclipse of the sun,
of the next month.
I scripttons he secures
Mrs. Virgil E. Hills oi Warren fur not visible in the United States.
, Jt(1LPr°Vd ueCOrd.2f the -.eaJ' S*' I-incoln E M^Rae. Sr., suffered a nishes this interesting item:
Our thanks consequently go to the
ing today is herewith reported. Four broken leg when struck by a ear on
"Our Thanksgiving menu was the moon.
??me chr°U8hiMltw 100
North Main street near'the junc- same this year as usual, but our
[»^rtdS'r^fyMSrCa'neJ'iJ83 £
tion of Maverick, late Wednesday squash was very unusual. It was The Black Cat has been remem
street, son cf Mr. and Mrs. Rowland afternoon. Police state that the car raised the Summer of 1947 and was bered with Christmas greetings
W. Seavey; Ronnie Orcutt. 68 Cedar whlch struc!c Mcnae ,vas operated
good flavor as it usually Is. It frem "The Cliffords," proprietors of
street son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth bv Phllip RowI;lw, j,,. 15 Treated as
has to be cooked in the skin be Red Apple Camps, Macwahoc. MacI. Orcutt; Frederick Palka. 35 by
hv Dr.
n, Howard Apcllonio
An
wahoc was the first place I visited
at Knox
Water street, son of Mr. and Mrs Hospital. McRae was later in the cause its too hard to peel. In Sep in Aroostook County, and I have
tember I canned 16 pints of the
Mathew S. Palka and Richard Say evening taken to his home.
same lot and at present have four very pleasant recollections of meals
ward. 48 Thomaston street, son of
served to me by "The Cliffords."
Mr and Mrs. Earl C. Sayward. This
India estimates it will produce more ln very good condition.
Ussually
if
squash
keeps
until
July
A disgruntled school teacher
is the second successive year that | 590.000,WO pounds cf tea this year
or August the flavor isn't good for handed ln her resignation, says The
mashed squash, but fs o. k. for pie Journal of Education, with the fol
or rolls. This year we raised only lowing comment:
77"—
four medium-sized squash, due to
'In our public schools today, the
the drought. We are saving seeds teachers are afraid of the princi
from these squash, hoping to get pals, the principals are afraid of
good keepers another season."
i the superintendents, the superinI tendents are afraid of the school
Mrs. Leola Rodamer, Friendship: board the board members are
You have only to specify the date afraid of the parents, the parents
on which that blackberry pie is to are afraid of the children, and the
be eaten. Not a single blackberry children are afraid of nebody.”—
have I had this season.
Globe Man's Dally Story.

PROUD OF OUR CARRIERS

The Courier-Gazette Boys Have Made a Re
markable Record the Past Year

THE BLACK CAT

happiness

At last It has come and will per-

LELAND S. MCELWEE

Mobilflame

ACCOUNTANT
ST. BERNARD'S PARISI
\ /**■ llev. Charles F. Bennett, Pasta'
(rov. George Goudrcau, Curat
I//'

1(13*1

Address Until Further Notice
P. 0. BOX 687, ROCKLAND, ME.

AT THE

THORNDIKE HOTEL
CHOICE OF
Tomato Juice
Lobster Cocktail

Grape Juiee

Fruit Cocktail
Consomme Supreme

Cream of Mushroom Soup

CONDIMENTS AND RELISHES
Spiced Crabapplcs
Sweet Mixed Pickles and Gherkins
,
Spiced Watermelon Hind
Radish Rosebuds
Crisp Pascal Celery
Black King and Green Queen Olives
ENTREES
Roast Tom Turkey, Sage Dressing, Giblet Gravy, Cranberries
Roast Goose, Sauerkraut Stuffing, Apple Jelly
Fancy Western Sirloin Steak, Sauted Whole Mushrooms
Rockland's Choice I'i Pound Lobster a la Thorndike
Broiled Lamb Chops, Baked Tomato Surprise, Mint Jelly

Mashed Hubbard Golden Squash
Buttered Green Peas
Broccoli with Hollandaise Sauce
Candied Sweet, French Fried or Mashed Potato
rarkerhouse Rolls

DESSERTS
Old Fashioned Apple Pie, Cheese
Hot Mince Pie
English Plum Pudding. Brandy Sauer
Strawberry Shortcake, with Whipped Cream
Hot Fudge Cream
Minted Pineapple Sundae
After Dinner Mints, Nuts and Fruits
Coffee
Tea
Milk
12.00 to 3.00
5.30 to 8.30
DINNER, $2.50; CHILDREN, $1.25
it4

GAS

CEE DC

£T!S’g'!:'5:S!r:'<«,(r«««KWW«iM«K««WWWW«W«’5
I
HOTEL ROCKLAND

COMPTON’S
TEL. 1135-W
17 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

81-F-tf

CHRISTMAS DINNER

A NIGHT LIKE THIS

It must have been a night like this!
Now gloomy shadows reign,
! Much like the time when darkness land
across Judea’s plain;
When glimmering angel forms appeared
within a sudden glow.
Causing the sheep to bleat in fright;
I
and shepherds huddling low
Could hear an angel speak. ' Pear not,
for unto you this day
i Is born the Saviour of mankind.
Light shall lead the way!”
And leaving then the milling sheep.
sure now and unafraid.
They took the starry trail until they
found where He was laid!
Ruth Lenea Erickson.

His

DECEMBER 25. 1948

6.00 to 8.00 P. M.
SELECTION
Half Texas Grapefruit, Sherry
Gulf Shrimp Cocktail
Chilled Tomato Juice
12.00 to 3.00 P. M.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
K I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
j poetry and listen to some music at
I least once a week The loss of these
tastes is a loss of happiness —Charlee
i Darwin.

CHOICE
Bisque of Fresh Maine Lobster
Saltines

Consomme Royal
Rye Krlsp

APPETIZERS
Queen Olives
Iced Pascal Celery
Sliced Cucumbers
Rose Radishes
Spired Seekle Pears
Sweet Mixed Pickles

Roast Young Watertown Goose, Apple Stuffing, Brown Gravy
Grilled Premium Lamb Chops. Maitre D’Hotel
Roast Young Native Turkey, Oyster Stuffing, Giblet Gravy
Boiled Live Genuine State of Maine Lobster, lemon Butter
Broiled Suger Cured Ham Steak, Pineapple Glace
Roast Prime Ribs of Western Beef, au jus
Lime lee

FREE HEARING TESTS

SEASON'S

ACOUSTICON HEARING CLINIC
THORNDIKE HOTEL, ROCKLAND
Moy good cheer and

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 28
HOURS: 1.00 TO 5.00 P. M.

contentment be yours

Write for booklet “Your Hearing". This booklet should prove very
Interesting to any person whose hearing is impaired. Address:

on this joyous holiday.

ACOUSTICON BECKWITH CO.
903 CHAPMAN BLDG..

Gregory’s

PORTLAND. MAINE

Strawberry Ice

Baked Maine Potato
Candled Sweet Potatoes
Mashed Hubbard Squash
Boiled Silver Skin Onions
New Peas, En Creme
Snowflake Potatoes

Poinsettia Salad

Pecan Rolls

BOTTLED

VACUUM
FULL LINE OF
APPROVED APPLIANCES

TELEPHONES 497, ROCKLAND OR 7-12 UNION
103*4

««««««<«««««««««<««««<»
CHRISTMAS DAY DINNER

SOCONY-

I don't hear from my old friend,
(Cent nued on Page Four)

Christmas Salad. Whole Wheat Wafers

BASKETBALL

DESSERTS
New England Plum Pudding, Hard or Brandy Sauce
Green Apple Pie. Cheese
Hot Mince Pie, Cheese

BANGOR ACES

First of the Month — First of the Year
means detail—tons of it.
Ease your clerical work with

Old Fashioned Strawberry Short Cake, Whipped Cream
Chocolate Ice Cream
Vanilla Ice Cream
- Peach Sundae
Home Made Cake
Assorted Fruits and Nuts
Coffee
Tea
Milk
After Dinner Mints
$2.25 PER PLATE
102-103

NELSON BROS. OF ROCKLAND

RUBBER STAMPS

Parker House Rolls

Cinnamon Buns

Sunday, December 26

ALL SIZES. ALL TYPES FOR ALL PURPOSES
ON ORDER AT

GAME CALLED AT 3 O'CLOCK

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Aces Are Last Years Tournament Stars and Others
ALSO PRELIMINARY GAME
Admission 50c; Students 25c Tax IncL

102-103

103‘aw

A Bishop’s Message

GRANGE CORNER

Greatest Gift Of Today Is
Hope Declares John
Wesley Lord

ft A A A

Neighborhood Orange met recent
ly with Victor Orange with a goodly
attendance. Equity, Grand View.
Georges River, Georges Valley,
Hope, and Mystic Oranges were
represented. There was work in the
first and second degrees. A program
of group singing was enjoyed. Past
Master Albert Bardsley received a
Past Master’s Jewel from the mem
bers of Victor Orange presented -by
Master Raymond Gelo. Supper was
served, and dancing was enjoyed.
9 • • •

A Christmas tree and a program
of Yuletide music and recitations
followed the recent meeting Hope
Grange. It was thoroughly enjoyed
by a large group of children and
Grange members.,
• • • •
Weymouth Grange of Thcmaston
has elected as officers: Master,
Earl Maxey; overseer, Percy Clark;
lecturer, Elizabeth Dupler; steward,
Ralph Clark; assistant steward,
Earl Davis; chaplain, Mipnie New
bert; treasurer, Nettie Robinson;
secretary, Ada Simpson; gatekeep
er, Isabelle Genthner; Ceres, Greta
Clark; Pomona, Madeline Hanley;
Flora, E Chase; lady assistant
steward. Evelyn Davis; executive
committee. Alden Stanley, three
years, Carl Gray, two years. Cla
rence Harraden, one year.
The third and fourth degrees
were conferred recently on Eliza
beth Dupler, Edith Hunt and Ma
rita Butler, on a date when supper
was also enjoyed. Sengs and read
ings and various exercises were
featured, the participants being
being Nina Winchenbach Vera
Chapman. Abbv Stanley. Ruby Allep. Dorothy Jameson. Minnie New
bert, Greta Clark, Elizabeth Dupler,

TWICE-A-WEEK

An Auxiliary Sloop

theatre

WALDOBORO—TEL. 100

Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00, Sunday at 3.00

TONIGHT, FRIDAY, DEC. 24
Randolph Scott, Anne Jeffreys
Robert Ryan in

“RETURN OF THE
BADMEN”
With George "Gabby” Hayes’
Jacqueline White

SATURDAY ONLY—DEC. 25
CHRISTMAS DAY
Pat O’Brien in

“FIGHTING FATHER
DUNNE”
With Darryl Hickman,
Charles Kemper
SPECIAL HOLIDAY MATINEE
SATURDAY AT 3.00

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
DECEMBER 26-27
James Stewart, John Dali
Farley Granger in
Alfred Hitchcock’s

“ROPE”
In Technicolor
With Sir Cedric Hardwicke
Constance Collier
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 28-29
Betty Hutton, MacDonald Carey
Patrie Knowles, Virginia Field
Walter Abel in

Listave Genthner and Isabelle
Genthner.
• * • •
Officers elected Wednesday at
Seven Tree Grange of Unicp were:
Master, David Carroll; overseer.
Howard Hawes; lecturer, Aubyne
Hawes; steward, Robert FarrLs; as
sistant 1 steward. Richard Goff;
chaplain, Harriett Carroll treasur
er, Bessie Carroll; secretary, Flo
rence Calderwood; gatekeeper. Alan
Martin; Ceres. Sylvia Farris; Po
mona, Ann Calderwood; Flora,
Faye Robbins; lady assistant stew
ard. Elaine Robbins, and executive
committee. Mildred Burns. Date
of ipstalltion will be Jan. 13.

“DREAM GIRL”
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
Double Feature;
DECEMBER 30-31
Roy Rogers, with Andy Devine,
The Sons of the Pioneers in

“NIGHT TIME
“IN NEVADA”

In Trucolor
Also on the Program

“HERE COMES
TROUBLE”
In Cinecolor

SAT.-SUN.-MON.
JANUARY 1-2-3
Bette Davis, Robert Montgomery
The Outstanding Comedy Hit
of the Season;

HAVE YOUR

Ice Skates

“JUNE BRIDE”

Sharpened Now

With Fay Bainter, Betty Lynn,
Jerome Cowan
Matinees Saturday and
Sunday at 3.00

Coming; “A Song Is Born";
“Good Sam”; “Fighter Squad
ron”; “Julia Misbehaves”; “Hills
of Home'; “Johnny Belinda”.

Tuesday-Friday

(3) Japan will not resist Communist propaganda indefinitely
if the country remains poverty-stricken; (4) American sub
sidy of Japan to the extent of hundreds of millions of dollars
a year ls a drain on the strength of the United States; (5)
economic health in Japan is needed to promote economic
health in the regions of Asia with which Japan normally
trades; ((6) a temporary restriction on some forms of free
dom in Japan is less serious than the calamities that would
be faced if Japan could not be made self-sustaining.
These reasons are persuasive. But if the stress on eco
nomic recovery led to such a result as neglect of Japanese
peasants, who have benefited so much from the American
land-reform program, the consequences could be grave and
might be of great advantage to Communists. Until Japan
produces political leaders with more honesty and with more
enthusiasm than those in evidence today almost as much at
tention should be given by Americans to reform in Japan as
to economic recovery, despite the urgency of the need for re
covery.—Herald Tribune

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
Bishop John Wesley Lord, resi These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
dent in the Boston Area of The Subscriptions $4 00 per year, payable in advance; single copies five cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
Methodist Church, today released
the following message to the 733
Methodist Churches
he serves
[EDITORIAL]
throughout New England:
„ Greater than any other gift that
men need today is the gift of Hope.
MORE VISITORS, SPENT LESS
Can our world Survive? Men have
lost hope because every power they
Visitors to Maine this year spent slightly less than in 1947
relied upon seems to have failed.
but we are pretty well satisfied to learn from Everett F.
Sciqnce could not save us; it has
Greaton of the Maine Development Commission that was
brought us to the very brink of
approximately $110,000,000. Greaton, who is also president
destruction.
Education has not
of ihe National Association ol Travel Officials, predicted a
saved us, for it has failed to give
slight gain in the travel business next year. He warned, how
moral and spiritual disciplines. Po
ever, that Maine is steadily failing to meet the increasingly
litical science has revealed itself
greater competition for the tourist’s dollar being waged by
inadequate in the hour of need.
other States and many foreign countries
General MacArthur spoke truly
"Rising costs and without an increased appropriation,
when he told us that the might of
have made it necessary to cut down our advertising program
armies and the military could not
and our other promotional activities all along the line. At
save us. The problem, said he, is
the same time, other States and countries have increased their
"theological, not horizontal but
appropriations and are putting us in an increasingly perilous
perpendicular." And. finally, mar.
position. Maine was the first State to advertise its vacational
seems to have lost hope In himself.
attractions and for many years we led the field. Now, how
But the Hope of Christmas lies
ever, we have dropped to a comparatively thrid class position
in the change of climate that it
because of lack of sufficient funds. The time has come when
brings Christmas reveals Gods
we must make up our minds if we are going to meet compe
eternal purpose, and when al) our
tition or slip farther and farther out of the picture,” he said.
sadnesses and failures and fears
He warned those who cater to Summer visitor^ that they
art seen In the light of that eternal
must "spruce up" their accommodations "inside and out” if
purpose, men find new insights, and
they expect to hold their customers. Other localities, he re
calm, and mastery over the “down
vealed, are offering increasingly better tourists accommoda
ward drag of circumstances."
tions and Maine must keep pace with them. He also cautioned
The Hope of Christmas is the
them to be "on their toes” in providing good service and hos
power of this "event in time.’’ the
pitality. Maine also needs better roadside facilities for the
birth of the Christ, to change th<convenience and enjoyment of visitors, he said. He listed
climate of our lives, to give beauty
picnic sites, scenic turnouts and other roadside accommoda
for ashes, to restore confidence of
tions as being needed.
man in man, and of man in God;
for “'in Him was life; and the life
was the light of men. The light
WELL TO REMEMBER
shines in the darkness, and the
darkness has not overcome it.’’
Gov. Hildreth wants to see a lessening of holiday catastrophies, and the public stands firmly with him on that score.
"An accident is a personal thing,” the Governor said. "Ask
the father of the youth who is crushed beneath a car as he
plays with his new Christmas sled. Ask the mother whose
Construction Begins Monday
child has been burned by a faulty Christmas tree light con
nection. Because safety is so personal a thing, each indi
At the Morse Plant In
vidual must realize that an accident can happen to him, and
Thomaston
refuse to take tire chance that may be its cause. This is the
individual’s responsibility to himself and to his family. The
Morse Boatbuilding Company of
little extras’ that insure a safe holiday, extra forethought,
Thomaston and naval architect
common sense and courtesy, will help to bring a safe Christ
Vere Crockett of Camden are start
mas for everybody.”
ling next Monday on the construc
tion of an auxiliary sloop which
will be the first of a series of stock
WISER THAN YOU THINK
model craft.
Molds for the 26 foot 6 Inch boat
In another column appears the appeal of the Health and
will be those of the Joy, 3d. de
Welfare Department for parents to teach their children safe
signed hy Crockett two years ago
ty habits. Judging from our own observation it might well be
and built by Elmer Collemer of
the other way around, for we observe that children are uni
Camden. The Joy 3d displayed un
formly cautious about crossing streets during traffic, while
usual sailing qualities lor a boat of
their elders continue to walk on the wrong side of the road,
her size and accommodations. She
and cross when the red light is showing. Might as well look
is now owned by Kendall Bass of
at the situation as it is.
Camden.
'
Length will be 26 foot 6 inches;
beam 8 foot 3 inches, with a draft
BUYS A FAIR GROUND
of 4 feet. She will carry 269 square
feet of sail area and will be
The purchase of the Lincoln County fairgrounds by Sen
powered with either a United States
ator Edward B. Denny Jr., of Damariscotta lends assurance
7 horsepower auxiliary or a Kerto the statement that they will be reopened for fair purposes
math 5 horsepower.
the coming Summer. Senator Denny’s stand is always for
Changes made in the design show
progress.
in the removal of the outboard rud
der and the building of a transom
stern. The cabin will sleep two
POWERFRUL RADIO CHAIN
and will be equipped with a stove,
toilet and ample locker space. The
Radio fans who listen to the stations of the Columbia
cockpit seats can be transformed
Broadcasting System will be interested to know that it is the
into a double berth to give the craft
nation's most powerful network. The aggregate power of
sleeping space lor four.
CBS stations will be 1,641,200 watts daytime and 1.556,450
watts at night when KFRE goes to 50,000 watts about Feb. 1.
Members of the Knox County
delegation to Legislature, which
convenes next month, met at the
A FAVORED HOLIDAY SEASON
home of Senator Cleveland Sleeper
in Rockland Wednesday night in
Today marks the close of another Christmas season, fa
an organizational meeting of the
vored by the mildest weather that old residents can remem
group. Present were representatives
ber. For three weeks, at least, the Rockland business section
Fred H. Bird and Stuart C. Bur
has been crowded with holiday shoppers and the fact that
gess of Rockland; Leroy Ames.
we hear no complaints from the merchants is a guarantee
Vinalhaven; Ray Ludwig. Hope:
that the reason has been a financial success. With stocks
Curtis M. Payson, Union, and
unrivaled by any other city of Rockland’s size this can scarcely
Ralph Winchenbach of Friendship.
fail to be the case. Shopping in Rockland is a pleasure and
Sleeper was elected chairman of the
a privilege.
group and Fred Bird as vice chair
man.

Mavs Items from all af the Pa
trons ef Uaahonrtr j am wriootned
here.

WALDO

*
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For Training Cruise

Applications Desired From Holds a Busy All-Day Session
All Classes Of Naval
and Lights Tree In Hos
Reservists
pital Garden
First Naval District Headquarters
epnounced today that applications
! are desired from all classes of Na.al reservists, both officers and enlisted-nien, for an extended train
ing cruise with the 2d Task Fleet.
' Fleet exercises will be held in the
At lantic from'Feb. 21 to March T9.
Full pay and allowances have
I been authorized for the 28-day
cruise, for wliich reservists from
the New England States will em
bark at Newport R. I.
Large quotas have been assigned
to the various Naval Districts in
an effort to brijng the fleet com
plement up to strength for the
cheduled exercises. Applications
for this cruise are especially de
sired from inactive V-6 Naval Re
servists.
Those interested in this course
should make application to the Na
val Reserve Training Center near
est their home, or .direct to the
Commandant, First Naval District
'Director of Training), Navy Build
ing. 495 Summer street. Boston

Basketball Battles
Lincoln 41, Alumni 36

Linccljn Academy ■ defeated the
Alumni team, 41 to 36. while the
Lincoln girls made it 41 straight by
winning from the Alumnae, 22 to
19.
The Lincoln scoring was fairly
well divided among Bob Larsen,
Chris Russell Dick Ballantine and
| Otis Page, while Don Hunter a|nd
Bob Hilton led the Alumni.
! The score:
Lincoln (41)
G
F
P
Larson. If ........... 3
3
9
Bridges. If
0
2
2
Chilman, If
0
0
0
Russell, rf
4
0
P
i Anderson, rf ...... 2
0
4
I Page, c .....
1
6
8
i Ballantine, lg .
4
0
8
i Brewer, rg ........... 0
2
2
' Spencer, rf ......... 0
0
0
41
Totals ............. 14
13
Alumni 136)

Twenty-three members apd guests
were present Tuesday when the
Rcckland Garden Club met In St.
Peter's undercroft for an all-day
session of making Christmas deco
rations and ‘wreaths for the Vet
erans Hospital at Togus and the
Knox Hospital.
A covered dish luncheon was
served at noon under the direction
; of President Mlary Avery assisted by
Mrs. Marion Pearson, Mrs. Etta
Stoddard and Mrs. Ria Knight.
( At a Short business meeting, it
J was decided to arrange for the
lighting of the blue spruce located
in the Hospital garden which was
formerly purchased and planted by
ithe Club. Mrs. Percy McPhee was
welcomed as a new member.
Eight wreaths, 13 table apd win
dow decorations and 28 place cards
for the Christmas dinner trays were
taken to Knox Hospital and 29
wreaths were sent to Togas.
Those attending were: Mrs.
: Brooke Gregory, Mrs. Frank Carsjley, Mrs. Ceetta Whitmore. Mrs.
iLeonise Delano Mrs. Louise IngTaham, Mrs. Maude Blodgett. Mrs.
Gladys Burns, Mrs. Ruth Albee,
Mrs. Leola Wiggin. Mrs. Helen
French, Mrs. Mary Avery, Mrs. Ma.
i riep Pearson, Mrs .Ria Knight Mrs.
Ruth Levenseller, Mrs. Etta Stod
dard, Miss Caroline Jameson, Mrs.
j Jane Beach, Mrs. Percy McFee,
Mrs Harold Green, Mrs. Bess Ben
ner. Miss Ann Richmond. Mrs.
Stella Linekin. and Mrs. Iziui.se
Burgess.

Hilton, If .............
Pease, rf ...............
Hunter, c .............
Waltz, lg ...............
Collips, lg .............
Sprague, rg ..........
Brewer, rg ...........
Totals ...............
Referee. Wotton.

O

F
2

P

2

1
3

5
13

2

4

0
4
0

0
6
0

3
5

1
0
1

A Penniless Pah-

Sum Of $1400 Thus Far Judge Dwinal Listens To An
Pledged To Warren Vol
Unusual Case In Muni
unteer Fire Dept.
cipal Court

The Garden Chib

Marshall T. White, secretarytreasurer of the new equipment
drive, in the Warren Volunteer
Fire Department, reports that con
tributions up to Wednesday night,
total $1,400, with 123 contributors
thus far heard from.
The largest donor the past week
is Mrs. Jane Andrews, of Safety
Harbor, Fla., Summer resident of
Warren, with $100.
The response has been most grati
fying, proving that the department
is being backed up in the efforts to
secure more equipment for Warren.
The expense of equipping the new
chassis is still ahead, and will run
into more money than the purchase
price of the truck, as is.
It is the aim of Warren firemen
to fully equip the newly purchased
long wheel base, two-speed axle,
with the following, a 525 gallon
capacity custom made tank, 10
Indian or back pumps, a frontmounted, 500 gallon per minute
capacity, centrifugal pump, a port
able pump, 30 feet of hard suction
hose for the pump, also 30 feet of
hard suction hose for the portabfe
pump, 200 feet of three-quarter inch
high pressure booster hose, mounted
on a reel, fittings as couplings, y’s,
nozzles, including the fog nozzle
type; one 20-foot extension ladder,
and one 14-foot roof ladder, two,
five or 10 pound CO2 fire ex
tinguishers for gasoline fires; an
ax, a bar, ice chisel, three fire rakes
and three forest fire axes.
It is the plan to outfit the chassis
fully before turning it over to the
town.
At present, the new chassis Ls ga
raged by Richard Butler, volunteer
fireman.
Those who have given the past

Testimony of a Searsmont mother
and her son in Municipal Court,
Thursday morning brought inform
ation that they were existing on a jff
towjn and State poor allotment of
$16 per month.
Mrs. Cera Richards and her son
Ivory. 27, appeared before the court
on charges of stealing chickens from
tlie larm ot L. W. Benne. ^>f Hope.
Two dressed birds were brought to
court by State Trooper Foley as
evidence in the case.
Judge Zelma M. Dwinal, after
listening to the story of the penni
less pair and learning of the con
ditions under which they exist,
continued the case for one month. »
despite their pleas of guilty to the
offense, to 'further investigate the
conditions.
Mrs Richards explained that her
sein. ill for some years, was unable
to work and that they existed on
the meager allotment of groceries
authorized by the community in
which they have residence.

A

week are: Tauno Manner, $5.: Mrs.
Addie L. Vinal, $10.; Raymond
Vinal. $5.; Anonymous, $5.; Oscar
Holmberg, $5.; Reed Brothers,‘$10.; .
Lizzie and Winnie Winslow, $1.; »
Hillcrest Homestead, $5.: White Oak
Grange, North Warren. $10.; Wil
liam R. Shibies, $5.; Mrs. Jane
Andrews, $100.: Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
White, $10.
Homemade soups made with meat
or fish stocks should be simmered,
rather than boiled.
Barley, rice,
and noodles, if used, should be add
ed toward the end of cooking. Use
the tops of celery and a few sprigs
of parsley lor good flavor.

8

0
12
12
36
Time. 4-8’s

France is increasing its prouction of streptomycin and is expected
to have output sufficient to meet
all medical requirements of the
country by next year.

<4 SEASON'S
ft
May your Christmas be one ot

ft

joy and contentment. May your
New Year overflow with good
health.

A DISTINGUISHED VICTIM

ft

ft

Airplane catastrophes are no respecters of persons The
Chinese airliner which crashed near Hong Kong this week
carried 33 persons to their death, and among them was Quen
tin Roosevelt, a grandson of former President Theodore
Roosevelt.

ft

C. F. JOY

INSURANCE
375 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND ft*

CHANGING POLICY IN JAPAN
The United States is making a marked change in policy
for Japan with a view to placing primary emphasis on eco
nomic recovery rather than on economic, social and political
reform In line with this change, Gen. MacArthur has in
formed the Japanese they must surrender some of the freedom
they have enjoyed in recent months. There is no indication
that he intends to restrict individual liberties, but it does
appear that he will not tolerate interference with economic
recovery by either Communists or Right Wing groups.
*
The reasons behind this shift in policy have not been
discussed in public at any length, but some of them seem to be
readily apparent. Presumably they include the following:
(1) most of the basic reforms desired in Japan are well under
way; (2) economic recovery is needed to make these reforms
permanent, a.s ideas taken by Americans to Japan almost cer
tainly will be discarded in the future if they are associated
in Japanese minds with hunger and other forms of misery.

The Fund Grows

rV
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By Bill Black who sharpened last
year at Schofield-White Park.
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AND BEST WISHES
ELMER C. DAVIS
INSURANCE

FARNSWORTH BUILDING, 356 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

I.
All the pleasant

greet you

thoughts a gift can

KNOX BUSINESS COLLEGE

with u

MHIIIY CHRISTMAS
COMPTONS

17 PARK STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.

410 MAIN STREET,

MAINE WILLYS SALES CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

wishes, too . . . are

cheerfully offered in our Christmas

LAST CLASSES START JANUARY 3.

greeting to you.

ENROLL NOW for Accounting, Shorthand and

ROCKLAND GARAGE

Executive Secretarial Courses

WILLYS OVERLAND — PACKARD

TEL. 192-W OR RES. 45-M

ROCKLAND, MAINE

bring ... oil the happy

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN STREET,

LENA K. SARGENT, Proprietor
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ROCKLAND, ME.
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TALK OF THE TOWN

•x»

*

Anniversary Supper

• .

Junior Chamber Of Com
merce To Kick Up Heels
Jan. 17

O

Dec. 25—Christmas Day.

One of the stellar performers In
the annual Christmas Concert of
the Junior-Senior High School last
Friday afternoon at 1 Community
Building was emitted, unintention
ally, in the write-up of the concert.
He was Paul Halligan, pianist, who
presented by special request, an ex
cellent rendition of Fred Waring's
arrangement of ’ "Night Before
Christmas.” Paul graduated from
R H. S. last June.
J. E. Stevens entered the Maine
Eye and Ear Infirmary, Portland
Tuesday for a cataract operation.
He was accompanied by Miss Mary
Gerrish, R.N., who will remain with
him as his nurse while there.

1

*

$

*

Many favorable comments are be
ing made on the living Christmas
tree on the grounds of Knox Coun
ty General Hospital. Its cheerful
lights can be seen from many dif
ferent streets and from all the hos
pital windows on the southern side,
giving the shut-in patients a little
touch of the Yuletide spirit. The
tree was provided by the Rockland
Garden Club at the time when the
Knox County General Hospital
garden was its yearly project, and
has grown Into a beautifully shaped
tree. Funds for the lighting of the
tree this year were provided by the
Rockland Garden Club, the work
being done by A. T. Thurston.

Last Sunday the Congregational
Church witnessed the consecration
of twe lovely, adjustable candelabra
which were piesented by Mrs Al
bert Havener, president of the
Rounds Mothers in 1948, on behalf
of her organization, and accepted
on behalf of the church by Hervey
C. Allen, co-chairman of the board
cf trustees. Following Mr, Allen,
the pastor gave a statement on the
place of symbols within the church,
and then offered the prayer of con
secration. 1 Sunday night the capdelabra were lighted for the en
tire service of carols and candles,
and the closing hymn of the Serv
ice was sung with only the candel
In addition to the regular activi abra for illumination.
ties of the Eastern Division Rifle
Boatswains Mate first class Elson
Club of Rockland, which provides
practice for members |not only ‘Fri L. Small USCG. who has been sta
day nights but also Monday nights, tioned at the Portsmouth Harbor
with Junior practice on Thursday Light Statiqn for several years,
night, there has been received from writes The Courier-Gazette that he
the Lincoln County Rifle Club of ls to retire June 1. The station on
Damariscotta a challenge for a which he has served so many years,
match to be held in Rockland on has been made into a surf station
the night of Jan 3. To meet this and he has moved Ills family to
challenge properly wall require a Eliot, six miles distant.
He ex
great deal of Interest qn the part tends his thanks for the paper
of members of the local club. Let’s mailed to him each issue over the
go! .
years and which has kept him in
touch 'with the news cf the Coast
Alton Johnson, grand junior war Guard in the light and surf sta
den of the Grapd Commandery, in tions along the coast.
stalled the officers of Claremont
Commandery, Monday night, assist
Arriving in.Waldoboro ahead of
ed by E. Murray Graham, grand schedule, Santa Claus presented to
prelate, Edward R. Veazie, grand Maine's new first lady, a Chinook
marshal, and George T Stewart, puppy, the gift of her husband.
grand warder The new officers Gov.-elect Frederick G Payne.
are: Gerald Orant eminent com Dirlgo, as the pup was promptly
mander; IJcyd M Richardson, gen named, ts a descendant of sled dogs
eralissimo: Earl Porter, captain- used by Admiral Bvrd on his South
gqneral; Carl Stilphen senior war Pole exploration trips. He was
den; George X. Bernier, junior raised by Perry Greene of Waldo
warden; Ralph U. Clark, prelate: boro, who maintains the only
lames E. Stevens, recorded: Edward Chinook breeding kennels in the
O CB Gonia treasurer; Howard E world. Although only two months
Crozter. standard bearer: Peleg old. Dirlgo ts satisfied he can take
Bradford, sword bearer; and Sterl care of the watchdog department
ing Mcrse. warder.
at the Blaine Mansion, Augusta,
Temperatures ran red from 1? to wliep he moves in the first cf the
18 above this morning. Kinder year.—Bangor Daily News.
snippely.
Well, we have had two of that
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings Searsport prophet's 33 snowstorms.
Sun and Wed., 7.30 p. m. 431 Main
The Atlantic Fishermen’s Union
8t.—adv.
57-F-tf has issued notices cf a tneeting to
Visit Lucien K Green As Soar be held in the Ccmmunity Building
wconn noor. 1# School street Ode Sunday at 7.30 p m., for the pur
Fellows Block, City, far Furs Ftm pose of electing officers of a local
Coats and Cloth coats »t moderate unit of the upicn. Meetings have
orte,.
10tf been called by the same union at
various times over the past two or
three years with no local organiza
tion being formed: or announced
as having been formed. An organi
zer has been working in the city
at times apd notices have nnv
been posted of the meeting.

Chapin Class will hold its month
ly supper. Tuesday, Dec. 28, at 6
in the vestry with ‘Mrs. Ella Bird,
Miss Mabel Lamb and Mrs. Lena
True, committee.
Please bring
dishes.

Jan. 17, there will be held at the
Thorndike Hotel, a banquet and
dance to commemorate the flrst
anniversary of the Rockland Junior
Chamber of Commerce. A speaker
of Statewide prominence will ad
dress the assembly on future devel
opment of the community through
the Intensified efforts of the Junior
Chamber.
The Junior Chamber of Com
merce. though founded only a year
ago by a group of foresighted young
businessmen, has progressed through
a successful year of diversified
achievements. Their interest and
ability to carry out the varied and
numerous tasks it undertook about
the city resulted in the Community
Park's rehabilitation, the enjoyable
Lobster Festival, the present in
dustrial survey, and the promotion
of the dredging of Rockland Har
bor. These constitute but a small
part of the notable accomplish
ments in its first year of activity.
The future holds great promise
of success through the constant per
severance of each member, as with
the inevitable growth of this or
ganization will come the civic pride
due the city of Rockland.

Laforest A. Thurston of Rockland
has been nominated as an associate
member of the State Board of
The Rockland City Council has
Equalization. The board sets uni announced
appointments to the
form valuation rates for the State various advisors
boards of the city
Tax on municipalities.
governme|nt. Only newcomer to the
The M.'&G. Sportswear employes several groups Ls Rev. Charles F
Bennett of St. Bernard’s Church,
are holding their annual Christmas wlio
serve a three-year term
party this afternoon as they have on thewill
Library Advisory Board. Re
for several years past with the aft- appointed
were: Allan J. Murray to
; ernoon being devoted to the dis the Planning Commission for three
tribution of presents and refresh- years; Harold S Leach, Personnel
1 ments.
Examining Board; Harold P. Blod
gett, Library Advisory Board;
The Waldoboro residence of Gov- Franklin H Wood. Board of Assess
: elect Frederick G. Payne is bril- ment Review; Horatio C. Cowap i
I liantly illuminated, and on his lawn Allan F. McAlary, Pauline Bosse.
I stands a handsome electrically- Recreation Advisory Boaid Ralph
! lighted Christmas tree. The Paynes P. Conant, Board bf Zoning Ap
‘ expect to move into the Blaine peals, as an associate member; Al
i Mansion, Augusta, Jan. 4 or 5.
bert C McLoon, John M. Richard
Donald Kelsey. Mrs. 'Marguer
The Woman’s Association of the son,
ite Perry, Lawrence Miller and
' First Baptist Church met Wednes. Thomr-s
Chisholm. Community
day afternoon in the vestry, with Building Board
of Control.
nine members present. Thirtythree calls were made the past
There will be a meeti|ng of the
month on the sick and shut-ins. At Rockland ChapteT of DeMolay
the close of the business seslon each Monday night at tlie Masonic
member was presented a gift by the Temple Regular business meeting
president, Mrs. Marion Lindsey. will be followed by movies and re
Light refreshments were served by freshments.
Mrs. Margaret Robbins and Mrs.
Edwin R. Edwards, former pro
Ethel Colburn.
prietor of the Deer Isle Messen
David H. Stevens of the Health ger, now editor of the Bedford
and Welfare Department will be (Penn.) Inquirer, was a highly wel
guest speaker at the Kiwanis meet- come caller al The Courier-Gazette
; ing Monday night. Last week he office Wednesday. The former
addressed one of the Baptist Men’s Rockland bey is well pleased with
[League's most successful meetings. his new field of labor, which is
laid in a town of 5003 population,
The Bangor Jamoques basketball so strategically located that its
team has organized again this sea. principal industry Ls "hoteLs,” ac
son and is interested in playing cording to Editor Edwards. His
teams in the Rockland area during liking for his new snrroundings is
the latter part of December and fully shared by his Australian wife,
January. Any teams interested who by the way is now a citizen
should contact Manager Frank of the United States, hav!|ng been
Soucy, State street. Bangor.
naturalized Dec i. Jt is r.ot un
likely that Editor Edwards feels
Five students frem Rockland 'ike a cat in a strange attic, for the
i studying at the University of Maple Bedford Inquirer is a radical Re
are tuneng the 225 men recently publican newspaper.
initiated into 15 fraternities at the
University. Two more fraternities
It was young folks’ day at the
1 will announce their initiates early Lions’ meeting Wednesday, and ev
i in the new year. Those joining erybody enjoyed it from the oldest
! Maipe fraternities from Rockland adult to the youngest kiddie. The
were: Vance G. Norton, Jr.. Alpha entertainment consisted of com
Tau Omega; Leroy E. Peasley. munity singing, with the youngsters
’Beta Theta Pi; Kenneth A. Chatto in the honor role. A quartet assem
Phi Kappa Sigma Dcnald L. Kel- bled on the spur of the moment,
[sey, Jr., Phi Mu Delta: Herbert J. and comprising Sam Savitt. Howard
Hurme, Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Crockett, Leon White and Maurice
Nute upheld the club’s prestige.
Leon White made an admirable
song leader, and Duke Annis occu
pied his reserved seat on the piano
stool.
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Farnsworth Museum will present
BORN
a program of recorded music Sun
Smalley—At Knox Hospital. Dec 24.
day from 3 to 4.30 p. m The mu
j
to
M:
-»nd
Mrs
Benjamin W. Smalley.
Roland Benner, Waldoboro clam
seum will be closed all day Christ- digger,
was fined $10 and costs of Jr., a daughter..
! mas.
—At Knox Hospital. Dec. 23.
court in Municipal Court Wednes toWalker
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Walker, a
day morning on charges of short daughter.
[ The weekly Elks’ (notice reads: clams brought by Coastal Warden
—At Knox Hospital.
2- . to
' The regular meeting will be held Fred A. MacOlauflin of Friendship. MrWiley
and Mrs. Edgar L. Wiley, a daugh
I at the Elks Home next Tuesday at
ter.
,
Wfcichenbaugh—At Knox Hospital.
8 o’clock lobster supper at 6.30
RESOLUTIONS
o'clock. Regular order of business.
Whereas, the Divine Master, in His Dec. 23. to Mr. and Mrs. Conrad H.
a son.
Waterville Lodge will be our guests infinite wisdom and mercy, has taken Winchenbaugh,
Upham—At Knox Hospital, Dec. 18,
our midst our beloved Brother,
and will 'bring their Degree Team from
to Mr and Mrs. Oscar F. Upham,
Samuel Tarr.
with them and put on the Second
Therefore, be lt resolved: That White Union, a daughter—Sally Jane.
Brann—At Knox Hospital. Dec. 21. to
Degree You will want to see this. Oak Grange has lost a valued member
and Mrs John F Brann. a son—
Arthur G. Htnhy of Rumford w.ll and that our charter shall be draped Mr
in mourning for a period of 30 days. Stephen John.
make its a visit. He Ls president
Larrabee
—At Knox Hospital, Dec. 17.
Resolved: That a space in our records
of the Maine Elks Association. You be set apart and inscribed to his mem to Mr and Mrs Charles H. Larrabee, a
daughter
—
Sadie Marie.
will want to heaj; what he has to ory
Brann—A* Knox Hospital Dec. 10 to
Resolved: That a copy of these reso
tell us. Don’t forget the New Year’s
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alton Braun, a daughter—
be sent to the bereaved family.
Eve Frolic. Friday, Dec. 31, 9 to 1. lutions
Resolved: That a copy of these reso j Karan Ann.
Committee — Thomas Anasta?io, lutions be sent to The Courier-Ga Holbrook—At Portland, Dec. 22 to
Mr. and Mrs Frank M. Holbrook, a
chairman; Al Plourd Gardper zette for publication.
Mabel Shuman. Che i^alu, ' son—Richard Frank.
French. Charles Berry. Don t lorOsier—Miles Memorial Hospital. D&mRuth Wiley.
get your Christmas Donation. Thp
. ariscotta. Dec. 18, to Mr ar. i Mrs.
Martha Campbell.
James E Osler of Friendship, twin#—
committee is working hard to make
Evelyn Payson,
those in need happy at Christmas 103 It
Committee on Resolutions. Leo and Leola.
time If you have forgotten to
MARRIED
IN
MEMORIAM
send it in, will You please give it
Wasserman-Heath—At RockLa.
Dec.
In loving memory of Daniel Cole, who
McAvoy, who suc your immediate attention?
23. Sam Wasserman of New York City,
went to Heaven Dec. 26. 1946.

Meet New Manager

In Municipal Court

Richard A.
ceeds lo the management of llolel
Some years ago when you went
Rockland, and who hegan his career to buy a three-cent stamp you in
as a bellboy. Will begin his duties evitably received the picture of
with the patrons' best wishes.
some president. But when a Min

Employes of the City of Rockland
held a joke Christmsa tree in the
city building Thursday aftemcon at
the close of business. Chief of Po
lice George I. Shaw was pressed
into service as Santa and distribut.
ed the presents. Refreshments
were served after the tree. Attend
ing the party were Joshua N. South
ard, Len Harlow, Gerald U. Margelon. Olive Bragg, Ruth Cross, Miss
Helen Corbett, James Moore, Fred
erick Cates, Harold Brown, Arthur
Doherty, Katherine Veazie, Joyce
Champlin, Mrs. Nettie Frost, Rob
ert Shaw and Carl Nelson.

GW** •

ROCKLAND
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DAVIS
Licensed Lady Embalmer

Rockland Tel. 810
558 Main Street

CONANT’S

Thomaston Tel. 192

22 Knox Street

Ambulance Service

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all the people who
were so nice to me during my stay at
Knox County General Hospital
A
special "Thank You" to my surgeon,
Dr. Allen, my three special nurses. Mrs.
Past, Mrs Chisholm and Mrs. Fales.
To all the staff and nurses of the hos
pital "Thank you.” You were all Just
grand
Miss ELsa H. Orff.
Waldoboro.
103*lt

Read The Courier-Gazette

i Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

373 MAIN STREET,

FRED E. HARDEN

ROCKLAND, ME.

THE MAGAZINE MAN
ASiSl»S:S.»3lS,5,SlS.S-.S-,».2.2;2.»)5.S.:
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CURISTfflAS

EVELYNS

HOME BAKED BEANS AND
BROWN BREAD
Wednesdays and Saturdays. Orders
taken until 9 A. M. Beans 45c per
Qt„ Brown Bread. 30c.
115 MAIN STREET,
TEL. 1259-J
Deliveries 15c in City Limits
102*104

& fc ztt*?

FUNERAL HOMES

DIED
Risteen—At Thomaston, Dec. 23,
Leona M Risteen. widow of Edmund
Risteen. age 83 years. 3 months. 10
i days.
Funeral Sunday at 1 o’clock
from Davis Funeral Home. Thomaston.
Interent in Oak Grove Cemetery. Bath.
Young—At Massachusetts
General
) Hospital. Dec. 21. Mrs. Mollie Young,
widow of the late Fred Young, of
Young's Point, Vinalhaven, age 73
years. Funeral Tuesday at 12 o’clcok
from Headley Funeral Home, Vlnalha. ven.
Interment Roberts Cemetery,
I Vinalhaven.
Packard—At Veterans’ Hospital. New, ington. Conn., Dec. 21. Maynard E.
j Packard, native of Warren, aged 53
{years, 11 months. 12 days. Funeral
services today at 2 o’clock, at the Simi mons Funeral Home. Warren. I nterI ment ln Riverview Cemetery.

WALMSLEY PHARMACY

&

On Christmas Day only at Knox
Hospital the visiting hours will be
from 11 a. m. to 8 p. m., only two
visitors at a time to a room, de
pending on the condition. of the
patient. No children will be al
lowed in Maternity and no visitors
can be admitted to Maternity while
the babies are in the mothers'
rooms.
102" 103

Geo. R. Perrv & Sons, Prop.
20 LINDSEY ST.,
TEL. 600

There are going to be some absormally long week-ends the com
ing year. Fourth of July. Memorial
: Day and Labor Day, all fall on
i Monday. It’s not too early to think
of being careful. *

and Alice L Heath of Rockland—by
E R Keene. J P.

MERRY CHRISTMAS

Prank Bridges, Jr., of the U. S.
Marines is home from South Caro
lina for the holidays.

MONUMENTS OF
DISTINCTION
Marble & Granite Works

neapolis woman ordered a lot the
other day the clerk told her to take
her choice. There were five commemoratives—the Joel Chandler
Harris, American Turner society,
and Mcina Michael issues, all in
shades of red. the Lincoln Gettys
burg Address stamp in light blue
ink; and the yellow Gold Star
Mothers stamp.

There is someone who misses you sadly.
And finds time long sihee you went
There is someone who thinks of you
daily.
And tries to be brave and content
But my heart aches with sadness and
my eyes shed many a tear
God alone knows how I miss you. at
the end of two long years
But my memory still lingers on
Of the day I will meet you
Up there on the great beyond.
103*lt
Mrs. Cassie Cole &. Family.

JOHNNY’S TAXI

'■■V.

I

and napm/new-ill'ttiuJiouX Tkc

WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

Remember Your Loved Ones With ‘A Fitting Tribute’
In An Everlasting
MEMORIAL
All Memorials and Work
Guaranteed
32 Years’ Practical Experience

PHONE 701

TELEPHONE 8-5
WARREN. MAINE

DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

South Cushing Grange Hall
8.30 P. M.

.

7-F-tf

DANCE
1883

(65 years of service)

eomi/ncj t|£a/L

Admission 35c and 50c, tax Incl.
3-F-tf

CHESTER E. BROOKS

9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
64-tf

DECEMBER 25

1948

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
BUILT WITH DOWN EAST YANKEE CARE

WATTS HALL
ITHOMASTON, ME.

Every Sat. Night
JOE AVERY
AND HIS BAND

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON, Inc.

Williams-Brazier Post,
No. 37, A. L.

Manufacturing Plant, East Union, Me.
Main Office and Showroom, Thomaston, Me. Tel. 175

Adm. 58c, plus tax

TJ-F-tt

Dancing 9 to 12

DANCE
95-F-tf

HOLMES PACKING
CORPORATION

I5

Ft -
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Telephone 78

Miss Marie Cochran of Patten
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Parsons of
Newcastle, accompanied by Mrs. C is passing the week-end holiday
B Stahl. Were visiters Saturday In with her sister, Mrs. Lee Oxton.
Mr. apd Mrs. Uno Walsanen and
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Clouse are children, Ronald, Nancy and Da
vis,
and Walno Seilonen of Harri
visiting relatives in Springfield,
son have been guests of Mr. and
Mass.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay was a Mrs. Carl Walsanen Mrs. Laina
Walsanen. and Enard, Arthur apd
Portland visitor Monday.
Elvln Kyllonen.
John Doyle a teacher in Port
A Christmas tree will follow the
Kent High School, is passing the i meeting.
Monday at Mystic Rebek
holidays with his family ln town.
ah Lodge Committee in charge of
A daughter was bom Dec. 19 to refreshments is: Mrs. Clara Leach.
Mr and Mrs Edward Therlaut at Mrs. Marion Manner, and Mrs.
Miles Memorial Hospital, Damaris I Caroline Davies.
cotta.
j Albert Garrett of Kennebupk,
At heme for the holidays from the Grand Warden cf the Grand Ledge
University of Maine are James of Maine, J.O.OIF., made an of
Currh William Miller, George Sal ficial visit to Warren Lodge,
mi, Elroy Gross, Jr., and Clarence I.O.OF, recently.
Woodbury, Jr.
j Miss Leona Sidclinger arrives toMiss Laura Gard per of Machias day from Providence to pass the
is passing the holiday with Mr. and holiday week-end with her parents,
Mrs. K. K. Weston.
Mr, and Mrs. Arthur Sidelinger.
Mrs. Mildred Duzwald. who was
employed by Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe I Mrs. George Beers of Cranberry
Hinckley, has returned to Benner Lake. N. J., is passing the week
and the holiday with her parents,
Hill.
Mrs. Earl Benner entertained Mr and Mrs. Willis A. Moodv, Sr.,
We-So Club at a Christmas party and will be joined Saturday by Mr.
: Beers.
recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Theriault I The fire department was called
and son are guests cf Mr. Theri out Tuesday morning to a chimney
ault's father in Bostcp over the fire at Charles A. Webb's.
Miss Elizabeth Robinson, daugh
holiday.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Robin
cws «’cwt’*’?vrnimiHitiNiK son. studept nurse at the Webber
Hospital. Biddeford, is recovering
frem an emergency appendectomy.
DON’T FORGET
Midshipman Gilbert Boggs of the
■ Naval Air Base In Pensacola, Fla.,
is home with his parents for leave
Friday, Dec. 24, at Warren over the holiday.
102-103
There will be no Window service
and no rural delivery service at the

Christmas Eve Ball

The Black Cat

almost Impossible to stop. I skated
there the night the rink burned.

(Continued from Page One)
Col. Frank P. Sibley as often as I
would like, and It Is barely possible
that I owe him a letter or two. But
at Christmas time he inevitably
sends me greetings in rhyme. Here
is the one I just received:

From the Rumford FaJls Times,
our little nature talk for the day:
"We Tead that It is not uncommon
for two buck deer to battle fcr the
affection of a female of the species
apd usually the fight is between
an old bull that has been boss of a
herd and a young bull wishing tc
depose him. The winning animal
usually mates with the female over
which the two fought. But from a
sport.,man at the Rangeleys comes
a different story. A small spike
buck after a long battle put to
flight an eight point buck and as
the defeated buck fled, the doe over
which the pair had been fighting,
stepped along at his side”—Lewiston
Journal.
■O—
Rockland’s idea of "a sensible
Christmas gift'' is one of sauer
kraut ... in a gallon, jar, two gallon
pail or 314 gallon keg.—Lewiston

Now comes the lovely miracles
So old. but always new,
On Christmas Day. the world forgot.
We can be children, too!
The gifts upon our Christmas tree
Are durable, and stout.
For love and goodwill, friend of mine,
Are th.ngs that don’t wear out!
Frank P. Sibley.
Christmas, 1948.

"The familiar troop pullmans in
which many a service man jolted
across the country one way cr an
other during the war, have shown
up again this time, as Railway Ex
press Agency cars,” The CourierGazette repoits. "A reliable source
says that the steel bares on Wheels
still ride worse than a box car. ,
One makes a trip into Rockland
daily for the express compapy,
painted the red of the B & M. it
is still far from a thing cf beauty
—or comfort.” Amen. Brother,
Amen! And that goes double for
the Forty and Eights used in the
African campaign, too. because you
could sit down, at least, on the
American troop trains .— Lewiston

Journal.

When X was a boy, living at 192
Llmerock street, our idea of sauer
(we spelled it sour) krout was a
pork barrel full.

The Black Cat ls always glad to
bestow credit where credit Is due,
so it corrects an Item in the Tues
day issue which stated that Byron
Jameson was the man who gave
the inmates of the Home fcr Aged
Women a ride to see the Christmas
Somebody sends me a reminder of lights. The kindly gentleman who
the good, old days in the form of performed that act was Dyson
a card announcing the opening of Jameson.
the Park Street Skating Rink Jan.
A time honored friend who has
16. 1906. I was not present on
that occasion, being a loyal patron frequently showered me with evi
of the Arcade, then under the man dences of his regard is Walter W.
agement of the late Jose Colcord. Morse, the well known insurance
But eventually the Park Street executive, who made his home in
Rink wooed and won me, and I R-o.-kland before he began his phe
spent many happy hours on what nomenal rise. By way of the sea
1 came to consider one of the best son's greetings, he sends me this
skating surfaces in the State of message:
“At this season when the Christ
Maine. So easy did the rollers turn
on that springy surface that it was spirit rises in the hearts of men, I
am most grateful for the privilege
post office, the holiday. The lobby of wishing you and yours a Happy
will be open from 8 a. m. to 7 p. m. Ghristmastide with the hope that
the new year may see the dust of
more theoretic husks, with a keener
appreciation of the American way
where men live, work and play un
der a government founded upon the
principle of peace on earth to all
men of good will."
—o—
Henry H. Payson is responsible
1 WOQk AT
for this cne: "Man and woman arc
of opposite sex, and some of their
STAPLES
habits are equally as opposite.
When a man sits down he pulls up
GARAGE
his pantlegs; when a woman sits
AMP *FM TRAINED TO
down she pulls down her skirts.”
GIVE THE BEST OF SERVICE
—o’ ' ‘ IERS._____ .
A letter received at the Rockland
Pest Office this week was addressed
to "President” street. The city has
a Washington street, a Jefferson
street, api Adam street and a Lin
coln street The clerks guessed
"Lincoln” and it was correct.

SPECDY"^ STAPLES OAIWCE’^^^dU*

STAPLES GARAGE
TEL. 2498
ROCKPORT, MAINE

DREWETT GARAGE
TEL. 33-3
WARREN, MAINE
97-F-tf

SOUTH THOMASTON
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Watts will
hold open hcuse Monday in observ
ance of their 50th wedding anni
versary. AU friends are invited.
Two burglars in Denmark es
caped in a|n old car which ran
faster backwards.

Nome Freezer Saves Time
In Pocking School Luncl

UNION
MRS CHARLOTTE HAWES
Correspondent
Telephone 2-21

Mr. and Mrs. John 141ja were
pleasantly surprised Wednesday
night whegi a large group cf
friends 'arrived at their home laden
with gifts and good things to eat.
The occasion was their 25th wed
ding anniversary. A beautiful cake
made by Mrs. Alfred Niskala,
formed a centerpiece on a taible
decorated in white and silver. Their
gifts included a set of silver and
money frem 65 friends. From Fin
land came a telegram of congratu
lations from five different families
and two airmail gifts. Friends from
Massachusetts and New York also
sent best wishes, making the day
cne long to be remembered by the
Liljas.
Students from the U. cf M.,
spending their vacation with par
ents dr relatives are: Vemcn and
Gerald Ames. William T. Gleason,
Eva Burgess. Philip Mortcgi, Cla
rence Leonard, and William Rochon. From Sargent School. Bos
ton, Joan HaU. From Gates Busi
ness College, Ruth Butler, Char
lotte Young and Norma Hawes, and
from Cornell University, Paul
Jones.
Mr and Mrs. Austin Lucas, Mrs.
Maynard Lucas and Miss PhyUis
Lucas called Mojnday on Mr and
Mrs. Alex Radsky in Augusta. The
Radskys will spend Christmas with
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Lucas.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Pettigrove
and son Bradley of Rockland, were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Blake.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sukeforth of
Augusta, were visitors Sunday at
the home of Mrs. Charles Esancv.
Mrs. Oscar Upham is a patient at
Knox Hospital.
Mr. a|nd Mrs. Lucius Barker were
in Hartland Tuesday as guests of
Mrs Chellis Page.
Miss Florence Thurston has gone
to Boston to join Mr. and Mrs.
Alvah Robbins and together they
go to Quechee, Vt., to spend Christ,
mas with Mr. and Mis. Merrill
Henderson,
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Thurston of
Rockland will be holiday guests at
the home cf Wilbur Thurston
Mr. a(nd Mrs. Edward Miathews,
Mr. and Mrs. Merten Paysofi and
son Marshall, leave today for Hyde
Park. Vt., where they will be guests
of Mr and Mrs. Irving Mathews.
Miss Bernice Carroll cf Randolph,
Mass., will spend the week-end
with her parents.
Mr and Mrs. Russell Beckwith
of Dover, N. H. arrive tonight to
spend the holiday with Mrs. Zena
Nelson.
1
What h Nylon?
Contrary to the common Idea,
nylon is not a single substance. It
is a new and basic class of materi
als with many of the qualities of
metals, plastics and rubber. It can
be made in different degrees of
toughness, hardness, flexibility,
solubility and color. The individual
filaments of nylon yam are cylin
drical, smooth and uniform and
act differently from most other
fibers.
The commonest textile form of
nylon Is made from two chemical
compounds: hexamethylene dia
mine and adipic acid. The diamine
is made from coal 'coke), air and
water; from cyclohexane, a petrol
eum product; or from furfural, an
agricultural by-product. Adipic
acid is made either from coke, air
and water or from cyclohexane.
The diamine and acid are combined
to form ‘‘nylon salt,” which gives
molten nylon when heated. This
is extruded through fine orifices
to form filaments which are
stretched to between four and seven
times their original length and
twisted into a thread.

FOR SALE
NAILS—8 I) COMMON
MOORING CHAIN, \ in.;
ANCHORS, USED PIPE,
STERILIZED WIPING
CLOTHS, QUALITY RUGS
Gold Seal, Bird's, Armstrong's

MORRIS GORDON & SON

SCRAP IRON AND METAL
ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 388-W

Getting the children off to schoo
on time with a good packed luncl
is a double duty many homemakeri
face five maraiilJ a week. But i!
you have a home freezer this amaz
ing device can take one of those
tasks off your hands during busy
morning hours
Many good lunch-box foods, such
as sandwiches, can be prepared in
less busy hours, frozen and used
when needed.
Most sandwiches, when properly
packaged, freeze well, says Flora
L Carl, Missouri university exten
sion nutritionist And you can make
a two weeks’ supply of sandwiches
at once in much less time than you
can make one day's supply each
morning.
Also, most last-minute prepara
tion for buffet meals, picnics and
teas is saved if you prepare and
freeze sandwiches in advance.
For frozen sandwiches, use any
variety and thickness of bread. Dayold bread ls best Open-face or
closed sandwiches freeze equally
well.
Here are some sandwich fillings
suitable for freezing: Cheddar
cheose. cream cheese, sliced or
ground meat, sliced or ground
poultry, fish, cooked egg yolk
(whites may become tough when
frozen) Do not use fillings con
taining raw vegetables, those hav
ing hard cooked egg whites, o.
those containing fruit jellies. Such
fillings do not freeze satisfactorily
Fresh greens add zest to most
sandwiches. Wrap fresh greens in
cellophane or waxed paper and
pack with the lunch to be put on
thf. sandwich just before it is eaten
Spread butter on the bread; then
the filling. Do not use mayonnaise
for a sandwich spread for it sepa
rates upon freezing and soaks into
the bread. Fillings for sandwiches
can be frozen separately.
Electronic Range Now Used
In Restaurants and Hotels

use our

CLASSIFIED **

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S WHAT IS COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
serted once for 50 cents, two times for 75 cents. Additional
lines 10 cents each for one time; 20 cents for two times. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads" so called i. e. advertisements
wliich require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

BLACK and White part Terrier Dor
lost; answers to name of Napoleon or
Skippy. TEL 196 M
103 Lt

WANTED
MIDDLE-AG ED Widow wants work as
housekeeper or cook in small family.
Referneces. TEI. CAMDEN 535. 103*104

GARAGE to let
372 W.

Call 30 Oak St TEL.
103 104

LADY wanted to take care of one
child and live ln.
Opportunity for
someone who desires a good home.
F O BOX 180
103*104

GIRL for general office work want
ed. .shorthand required. Five-day week
from 9 a m. to 5 p nV Tel Camden
2802 or see MR. NILES at Industrial
Models. Rockport. Me.
102-105 j

ANTIQUES and Second hand Fur
nishings. glass and china. Thomaston,
TEI. 149 3; 12 to 9 p in_______ 102-103
PAPER Hanging and Painting want
ed bv the hour or by the Job. HOWARD
M KENNISTON, 69 Pleasant street
IOC-105
CARPENTRY.
alterations.
repairs
painting, floor reflnlshlng, linoleum
laid
LSRAEL SNOW. 14 Ocean St.
Tel 1171 RK
100*103
USED car. 1939 to 1941 model, want
ed. from private party, good condi
tion TEL 375-13.
102*103

TO LET

ously, the holly wreaths hanging in the windows, . .all

John Meehan & Son
Alfred C. Hocking, Supt
Telephones: Rockland 21-W2 or
Tenants Harbor, 56-13
81-tf

And Used
ars and Trucks
LOWEST PRICES
SINCE THE WAR

1941
CHEV.
Pick-up
$545.00

BUYERS WAITING

A Complete Selection of late model Sedans, Club
Coupes, Coaches and Pick-ups. It will pay you to
see us before you buy your next car or truck.
CASH — TERMS —
TRADE

1946

$1495.

HAROLD

C.
RALPH
WALDOBORO, ME.

Sales

good

battery;

STUMP AGE FOR SALE

An estimated 250 cords of white
birch stumpage, more or less, on Cam
den HTls State Park ln the town of
Lincolnville, are hereby advertised for
sale.
White birch may be seen by contact
ing Ralph Swift. Custodian. Camden
Hills State Park. Camden, Maine. Telephone 2540.
Prices should be listed separately for
each class of preduct cut (saw logs, mill
wood fuel wood, etc.)
Bids will be accepted and sale made
at the office of the State Park Com
mission. Augusta. Maine, on January 5.
1949 at 200 p m Eastern Standard
Time
The right Is reserved to reject
any and all bids
Bids should be marked on the out
side of the envelope "Bids for White
Birch "

DODGE-PLYMOUTH
TEL. 190

1947
Oldsmobile
Club
Sedan
$1745.

I have two buyers waiting,
eager to buy dairy farms. These
are spot sales. Phone me at
once. I have a buyer who wants
to get into the lobster business.
EXTRA SPECIAL VALUE
(Exclusive)

Nice 5-room, modern house, 2car garage, large woodshed, nice
lot of land located at 11 Freder
ick St., Rockland. All contents,
complete, ready to start house
keeping, electric washer, white
range, dishes, everything—com
pletely furnished, $5,200.

WEST FARM AGENCY,
INC.
Charles E. King, Rep.

Service

lower prices. LELAND TUKNHR. Tel.
406 J after 5 p. m.______________ 97-106
DRY Hardwood, mostly Beech, far
sale, 4 foot or sawed stove length. ZD.
WOTTON. Ingraham’s HllL City. Tel1388 xM____________________________ 97-105
DRY. Slabwood, sawed stove length,
$10 for over a cord load. Fast, free
d^ivery.
HILLCREST, Warren. TeL
35-41
97105
V kN ETIAN BLINDS

Custom built for your WIIHRIW,
aluminum slats, color* whit*,
or Ivory. Tap* color*: mingle,
'ii berry, apple
ivory, brown, mulberry,
radio blue or mack.
k. Call tnirnD BOMB

owe.

1-899
SUPPLY CO.. 879-84

these things plus joy and happiness in your heart we

Dodge
Custom
Sedan

(1936)

Granite Moorings

1941

Buick
Scdanettc
$845.00

Coach

good rubber, $75ERVEN GAMMON.
Middle Road. Warren. Tel. 1-4. 103-104
LYNN Furnace burner; has 3 nineinch adjustable plates with constant
level valve. Can be used for hot water
or air system. Also Hansen Gate Hot
water . heater with constant valve.
Also Baby Bassinet which has never
been use. TEL. 1174-J.
100-104
“~FROM "Twice weekly hatches, fast
growing
quick-feathering
cockerel
Chicks for sale; also started, sex-link
Pullets in limited numbers, available
at times
All from Maine V. 8 ftPproved, Pullorum-clean stock. DUTCH
NTY’K HATCTHFPY Melville W Oavla,
Waldoboro Tel. 122 23
lOO’l-tf
BLONDE walnut veneer Vanity and
Dresser for sale. Waterfall design, also
Hollywood Twin Beds. Vanity Stool and
Slipper Chair
Complete >100 or will
sejj pieces separately. TEL. CAMDEN
8853
103-104
HORSE for sale, sound and clever,
work single or double: 8 years old.
weight about 1800
Price reasonable.
K A HIHOI -M North Warren. R. F. D. 1.
Box 80_______________ lOOriOS
GOOD Quality Baled Hay, 830 per
ton JACK DOIXJE Rockland Munici
pal Airport. Tel 8001 orl57-22.___ 100-1
—POWER Boat? 30 ft long for sale; 8 ft
beam. 3 ft. draft. Boat and motor ln
good condition. MAYNARD O41KENLAW. North Haven.
100*104

ATTRACTIVE
Apt
three
large
rooms and bath to let. furnished.
Adults only, 825 month. TEL THOM
ASTON 111
_____
_
lOS'HM ,
APARTMENTS, furnished or unfur 1
nished. to let. Th”ee or four rooms 1
WEBBER'S INN Thomaston. Tel 340 3
108*103
A NEWLY FINISHED Heated Groundfloor Apartment with con.lnuous hot
water. Apply at 27 Elm St.
TEL.
510 W. city
lOBtf
MY Home at 113 Pleasant St to let—
4 rooms and ha'h. furnace electric
range, furnished
Dp,TA JOHNSON
___________________ 101-F-105
lOltf
Tel. 124 R
“FURNISHED Small Single House to "“sofa or Daveno Bed Wing Chair,
let
Two rooms and a flush. TEL Breakfast Sets. White Kitchen Cabl124-R.
101U ne . Sewing Machine, Card Tables.
Wool
Rugs. Cribs, Baby Carriage.
FURNISHED two room Apartment to Sleds. Chest of Drayers. Smelt House
let with flush
TEL 124-R
lOltf Stove Safe 14x11x17, 8 Step Ladder. 32’
FURNISHED Apartments.
V.~ F. F.xt Ladde . Dishes and many other
STUDLEY
Tel. 1234 or see MR ROB Items WEAVER 15 Hyler St., Thom
INSQN. 67 rear Park street
99-tf aston Open 12 to 9 P m. ___ 102-103
HANDY HOT portable Washing Ma
FURNISHED Apartment, to let. cen
Three-pound catral location, oil heat for the Winter. chin" with ringer
Practically new, 825.
TEL.
Fine for a couple Apply to ELMER C. paclty
233-M
102 103
DAVLS, Realtor, 356 Main St
98 105
WEBBER'S INN Bcara aid Room by i 1938FORD Convertible Sedan, for
s-,v or v-eek Under new management sale Radio with speaker ln rear seat.
Call THOMASTON 340-R
97 105 flood heater, supercharger, trim on
- ----- - .................
each side of hood, spotlight, top new
, last Spring, cooling system tight. Uses
i AMlAilC no oil no broken glass, tires. Good
i price 8-450 CARLETON TAYLOR. South
-------------------------------------------------------------- Union
108*103
I am opening an office at 6 Park St
ONE new scallop drag. 8 ft long for
Jan 3 fcr the convenience ot taxpayers sale. Inquire B D. SIMMONS. Port
who wish private assistance in filing Clyde
Tel Tenant's Harbor 62-15.
income tax returns Fees. 82 and up
108*103
Office hours 9 a m. to 6 p. m. Eve
1940 FORD Pick-up. excellent condi
nings
by appointment
Tel 1237
tion ALBERT ALLEY. Center Lincoln
RUFUS A. HALL, former Deputy Col
ville Tel 10 4
108*103
lector Internal Revenue Service.
103 105
STOVE Length Dry Slabs, delivered,
large load, approx 2 cds. J17; small
load. 89; green slabs at lower prices.
LELAND TURNER TeL 406-J.
Pipe Smoking, Old Custom
97-105tf
Use of the pipe in America is of
IN Thomaston, a 4 room House for
unknown duration. According to the sale, lately re modeled, and ln good
Encyclopedia Britannica, the most repair Corner of Erin and Beechwood
ancient American pipes are found in
*3900 F H WOOD.

PBE-WIVEII FW SILE1 F 50 NEW
of carol singers filling the air, the bells pealing melodi

FORD

Quick-as-a-flas1- electronic cook
ing has become a reality in nearly
100 hotels and restaurants and in
many factory cafeterias, where
speed and perhaps novelty are im
portant features, says the Indus
trial Bulletin, of Arthur D. Little.
Inc In other fields, including de
frosting of cooked foods for res
taurant use, large-scale defrosting
of uncooked foods, quantity cook
ing, and home cooking, much fur
ther development is apparently
needed
The problems and possibilities ot
electronic cooking are tied up with
the characteristics of the electro
magnetic waves through which it
operates. Light, heat from a boiler,
radar and radio waves are all elec
tromagnetic waves differing in fre
quency and in their effect on foods
and other materials
Light, whose waves are very
short, ts not suitable for cooking
Heat waves, slightly longer, will
cook a steak from the outside in,
giving the characteristic crusl
and flavor. Radar waves cook it all
the way through at once, producing
a different flavor and appearance
Radio waves, longest of all, gener
ally have little effect on food, but
those between the radar and radio
frequencies are sometimes useful
The electronic range now useo in
restaurants, called the Radarange. the Indian "pipe mounds,” in Ohio,
KINEO C Ivory Enamel Cook Stove,
operates in the radar frequency,
Indiana Illinois, and Iowa Many six covers, with tank; Book Case and
and is used in preparing, among highly decorative pipes are found in de. k combination, also Silent Glow
other things, meat, fish, eggs, and the Mississippi valley and in Mex Oil Burner RAYMOND PINKHAM. care
C Childs. South Hope, between
even live lobsters. It will cook a ico, indicating that pipe-smoking Charles
Dec. 21 and Jan 2 _____________ 100-108
ten-ounce steak in about 45 seconds was prevalent in the pre-Columbian ~CURLS Shoe’ Skates, size 5 (never
and a six-pound rib roast in two era In Great Britain and Ireland, worn) lor sale, cheap, also hire-man'*
minutes. Because meat cooked by small clay pipes are often dug up. Suit, size 40. worn six time*. PHONE
or 44 5. citv
108-100
the new process is gray, rather than These are frequently associated 709
—
... - ,
, . ——
... „
,7 ,,
, ”
orders taken for Chocolate Dough brown, and lacks the usual crust, a with
Roman relics However, there nuta and Cup Cakes ; 10 ROCKLAND
unit is provided to flash-sear be seems to be no reason to believe ST___________ ,____________108*104
fore cooking to obtain the desired that these pipes date back beyond
NEW Flagship Engine for sale-; 90 h. p.
surface appeararce.
the 17th century for it is thought «£«>•
that 'he first Indian pipe to arrive
108*103
Some people find the flavor de
veloped by electronic cooking su ir Europe was presented to Sir i ROOSTERS for sale; 15 Trinity 8t.
perior to the ordinary flavor, oth Walter Raleigh in 1586 by Ralph TEI- 99-M._____________ KO’lt
DRY Hard Wood, 'tawed as wanted,
ers find it comparable, while a few Lane, first governor of Virginia
consisting jt oak. maple, beech, 8X8
feel that flavor components are not
per
H1LLCREJST. Warren. Tel.
Surinam's .sixth motion picture 35 11cord.
fully matured and they complain theatre
______________________________ 1(8 1
was opened recently.
of a "steamy” taste.
RAILS, several hundred feet, A-l
condition
Ide J for marine railway.
Equipment cost is high, but ope
JOHN MEEHAN «i BON. phone ROCK
rating cost is comparable to that of
LAND 21 W2 or ALFRED C HOCKINO,
GET ONE OF OUR
Supt., Tel 56-13 Tenant'* Harbor.
an electric stove. The 6.5-kilowatt
____ _________________________________ 97-105
electronic range, the restaurant
CONCRETE Product* for sale—Buri
size. Is not sold, but leased for
al vaults, septic tanks, building post*,
and cease worrying
$150 a month, including main
outside concrete work, air oompres*or
Let us quote prices on Granite work ROBERT C. BURNS. Tel 1439.
tenance. Many restaurants consider
97 100U
Moorings, complete with chain
its advertising value important,
SAWED Dry Slabs. delivered, large
delivered.
and feature it on menus.
load, approx. 1 cord. 19; green slabs at
64-tf | famine, India is
Fearing another
Imposing strict rationing of food.

All that makes for a merry, merry Christmas... the voices

FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND

,

land

Tel 939
QRANIT* LIVES

lbla
_____at. aoofc91-105

roaxra

Granl'e walk* (any width), fireptaean.
posts (any size) boat moorin'
~
flagging chip,, and du«t for
(no more mud) rip np far aU
of fills and dock work, pier atona, <
foundations, curbing, paring bi
ashlar and monumental stone posts 1
property markers and building aup>
ports. We will deliver anywhere. AaU
us about granite fill loaded on >0499
truck. Estimate* gladly eubaalttaC ••
obligation.
JOHN MEEHAN 6c SON
Clark Island. Me. Tel. Rockland 21-W9
A C. HOCK1NO

Tel Tenant's Harbor.

M-U ao-iag

BODY and FENDER
Work
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS

A^Y TYPE OF WEUDDTO

HOSMER POND ROAD

fowling’s Garage

PHONE 8537. CAMDEN

T78 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MS.

34-tf

Tuesday-Frida?
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Muriel Oakes and Doris Skoog
the traditional holiday delicacies of
New England and Norway. Mrs visited in Rockland and Camden
Creed's guests included Mr. and recently.
Mrs. Arthur Brown. Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Fred Swanson and son Phil
MRS. OSCAR LAMB
Alex Hood, Grant Duell and John lip went Tuesday to Worcester,
Stordahl.
[This Is Not A Legal Notice)
Oorrrwpondmt
where they will spend Christmas
A recent newcomer comments with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
TBUK
this week on the delightful holiday Herbert Polky.
Wills Allowed: Christiane Han W. Crockett, late of North Haven,
appearance of this island in Penob The "Mr. and Mrs. Club" held a
sen. late of Camden, deceased, Alice deceased. Richard H. Crockett of
scot
Bay
where
the
lovely
New
EnglChristmas
party
recently
at
the
Miss Eleanor Churchill of Wollas
Sigred Hansen of Camden appoint North Haven appointed administra
ton, Mass., was recent guest of Miss land houses are brigiit with candles, home ol Mr. and Mrs. Roy Arey. ed executrix; Clifford C. Melvin, tor.
and
the
brilliantly
lighted
outdoor
The
rooms
were
attractive
with
Dorothy Johnson at the Down
Petition for Change of Name
Christmas trees reflect a rainbow Christmas decorations and a beau late of Rockland, deceased; Edna B.
Easter.
lighted Christmas tree. Melvin of Rockland, appointed Granted: Name of Jean-Louise
Mrs. Elizabeth Warner, son Mark of colors across the waters of the tifully
executrix Herbert R. Crabtree, late Knowlton of Vinalhaven changed to
and daughter Lucy are spending the harbor. The spirit of Noel truly Lunch was served and home movies of North Haven, deceased. Roy Kil- l Jean-Louise Peterson,
holidays with relatives in Hartford. comes to spend the holiday in this shown by Clyde Bickford were en ton Crabtree of Camden appointed j Petition For Conveyance of Real
town.
joyed.
Coon.
executor; Annette Woodbury Com- | Estate According To Contract
Work has been started on the
Mr. and Mrs. John Pepparil and
Norman Williams who has been er, late of Salem. Mass.- deceased, l Granted: Estate, Margaret M.
son Joshua of Old Town and Miss former J. Leopold and Co. Wharf, visiting his brotherGerald Williams ; Ernest A. Comer of Salem, Mass., ’ Coombs, late of Vinalhaven. deAlice Peppard of Boston are passing recently acquired by J. N. Rosen- returnedto his home
in Jamaica, j appointed executor, Lewis C. Turner ; ceased, presented by Agnes R. Orthe Christmas holidays with their gard of Boston. A fish processing v'of Isle au (Haut appointed Agent in cutt of Vinalhaven.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Pci - and quick freeze plant will be es
Mrs. Alice Osgood returned Mon- Maine; Julia Catherine Stimson, I Petition For License To Sell Real
tablished. At present a storage day from Thomaston where she jate of Briarclff Manor, New York, ; Estate Granted: Estate Frances E
pard, Sr.
" ....
.---- Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Dyer went building Is being constructed by was guest of
her daughter,
deceased. Philip M. Stimson of New Ryder of Rockland, presented by
Thursday to Charlestown. Mass, Forest Adams, contractor, with a Sherwood Sprowl.
York, New York, appointed execu- Ralph L. Wiggin, Guardian,
where they will spend Christmas crew of several men. The main
John A. Lowe has been spending tor, Gilbert Harmon of Camden
Accounts Allowed: Estates, Howwith Mrs. Dyer's parents, Mr. and building which will be 60 by 100 the week in Rockland.
appointed Agent in Maine.
ard J. Gould of Camden, first acfeet and require 40,000 feet of lum
Mrs. James George.
Albert Carver Jr., a student at
Petitions
For
Administration count filed by Marie Louise Gould,
Oay Christmas lights, evergreens ber will next be erected. A crew of Southeastern
Louisiana College, Granted: Estates, Eva E. Sayward, guardian; Patrick Arthur Gould of
and a sprig of mistletoe on the 10 to 15 men will then be employed Hammond, La., is spending the late of Union, deceased. Earl C. Camden, first account filed by
chandelier set the scene for the on construction. It is expected Christmas vacation with his par- Sayward of Rockland appointed Marie-Louise
Gould, guardian;
holiday party held Tuesday night when the plant is completed that ents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Carver, administrator; Alice M. Lane, late Charles N. Bogle, late of Union, dework
will
be
available
for
at.
least
at the home of Mrs. Ada Creed
Sr.
: of Rockport, deceased. (Lynton O. ceased, first and final account filed
when Santa Claus arrived to dis 40 men the year around.
Dante Pavone went Wednesday Lane of Lewiston appointed admin- by Sherlie B. Bogle, administratrix
tribute gifts among her guests, and
The Revue "Hi School, Hi Jinks" io New York, called by the illness istrator Michael Goldberg, late of Nellie E. Bean, late of Thomaston,
later Joined ln the singing of Noel presented by the High School Dec. of his mother.
Rockland, deceased, Yale E. Gold- deceased. Fourth and Final Account
carols. A brightly decorated minia 10 was a decide^ success. The cos
Guests at the Down Easter the berg of Rockland appointed admin- filed by Fred Burnham, trustee;
ture Christmas tree centered the tumes were attractive and the past week were H. deRocliemont, istrator; Freeman C. Leadbetter, Theresa C. Williams, late of Vinallace covered table in the dining parts well taken. The Revue was Rockland; A. E. Upham. Portland; late of Vinalhaven, deceased, Ver- haven, deceased, first and final acroofn where later in the evening a followed by a dance sponsored by J. G. Coan, Hallowell, Victor Gor- i non L. Beverage of North Haven count filed by George Williams
supper was served which featured the Senior Class.
don. Saddleback Light Station.
appointed administrator; Herman executor; Clara F. Follett, late of

VINALHAVEN

PROBATE COURT NEWS

him

Page FWf
Rockland, deceased, first and final
WEST ROCKPORT
Highway Casualties
account filed by Adriel U. Bird,
trustee; Antonio Anastasio, late of
.
.
_. ..
Camden, deceased, supplementary mas program and tree for the chllaccount filed by Frank H. Ingra dren was held Monday at the MrS. AnZalOne, One Ol We
The pews were well filled
Victims Is RidhtfultV
ham, Public Administrator, by church.
by the children, parents and inter»'Llllllb lb niymiuiiy
Louise S. Ingraham executrix of
Indignant
the estate of Frank H. Ingraham; ested friends, while some were
in the vestry. After brief
—- „
J. Frank Rich, late otf Rockport, seated
deceased, first and final account devotions, the service was turned Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
Safety on the highways is a subfiled by Perry F. Rich, administra- over to Mrs Mabel Peabody, teachtor, c.t.a. Elizabeth S. Nash, late of ef of !£e.l?ocal scho°1
dad Ject about which much has been
Rockland, deceased, first and final icharge of'he Pr°Sram_>Besides the written. I feel that one more article
aocount filed by Walter P. Conley,I "“mbers
members otf the .school can do no llarm and probably very
administrator; F. Helen Paladino,1 ther,e ,were.plan° solo-> duets and Uttje good There must be somelate of Rockland, deceased, first ;5y visi'ln« br
thing wrong wlth our system' there
and final account filed by J E ; ehlld'£n and oloer folks. Santa ap- is no fear of the ]aw> or What the
Stevens, executor;
William H.
!*naltY may be'.1 think “ “
Stalker, late of Camden, deceased, gifts distributed. There were boxes these j&w breakers are allowed to
of
candy
or
candy
bars
and
oranges
pay a fjne instead of being given
first and final account ffied by
Julia D. Stalker, executrix; Mary for all children presept as well as a jad sentence, they always seem to
be able to get the money some way
Louise Alden Edwards, late of a g1*'_____________
Carole,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs and go blithely on, free to kill or
Brookline. Mass.,_______
deceased,
first and
final account filed by William Al- HarV£I’ Lunden entertained friends injure some innocent person,
den Edwards and Eleanor Edwards, a.nd relatlves Monday at a party in
in my own case, Saturday night,
administrators; Alice L Crockett cos£rvanc£ r;f her ninth birthday two ears are laid up for an indefilate of Camden, deceased, first and Garn£s were played with prizes be- nite period, causing great inconventfinal account filed by Robert G.
7on
,Wl??!a Gt£T,lsh' Shal?1 ence t0 their owners.
Carle, executors.
Bowley and Miles Tolman. The; i suffered personal injuries, which
Petitions
PmSat.
uziti
girls sid£ won the Potato race and , ATe even harder to take at ClirislsentedTl^icT ManfredhLX
“J5
d°ne
Charles E. Wheeler of St. George Winola Gerrish. George Winslow. co-oneration between the courts
named executor; Mary J. Potter. Qeorge Starr. Walden Chandler, all
,j, police would help
late of Camden, decea^d. Herbert cf west Rockport. Sharen Bowley “d the
Ha^ M j&zalone
Jay Potter of Camden, named execu. o{ Camden. Mrs. Willard Wellman
nazei M. An
tor; Albert B. Bennett, late of of Hope and the hostess.
Camden, deceased, Harold S. Davis | Tuesdav club held ,te annual "
££a
of Camden named executor.
Christmas party. Dec 21. Members
»^ Pniherlnl Hallet ™m
Petitions
For Administration dined at the Copper Kettle in
.J^^nner eommitti Tlie
Presented for Notice:: Estates. Rockland. They returned to the
2
Walter E. Weeks, late of Rockland, heme of Mrs Clarence Deane fcr ;
brought bv Helen ^ucfcmln^tcr
deceased. Mary A. Weeks of Rock- the tree. After a special time of ,
which sifts were presented by
land named administratrix; Fran-, conversation and carol singing g^rtha Bor„f^on The meeting for
venMdere«^y>hH
N7th
f’’TT*
lMt ^wer^lanned and card party
ven deceased. Christine Lipoysky , minute jokes for the:tree, Santa ap- wU1
h l Jan 12 at lhe hame
of North Haven, named administra- peared with a sizeable pack on his • f Mrs Nel]ie Heed
r£dse money
trix; Emma C. Rich, late of isle back. ' From it. he presented each ! for the chlld
center.
au Haut, deceased, Rosamond R. one a present with an old fashioned
Kurlovich of Bristol named admin Christmas bag of candy, nuts and ;
istrator. .
corn cakes. Then gifts were picked
Petition
For
Administration from the beautiful and artistically ;
DUN Presented for Notice: Es decorated tree. There was a gift for
tates. Luke A. Spear, late otf Rock- £ftc'1 on£ Present beside the Jokes
land, deceased, Pearl E. Borgerson
°' a
°' T^bbon candy
of Rockland named administra- 7orn 3n, a*’3'’''1
wasak<>
trix, d b n
dispensed An artistic ‘no’e addin’
Accounts Presented For Noticethe dlnl£J r?°m„ decoration was
Estates, Walter H Spear, late of
namf
“ript
Rockland, deceased, first and final
LTL d^.ra2‘^ I
account filed by I. Lawton Bray, displayed over the door The group
executor Lee R. Dunn, late of agreed it was the best Christmas
Rockland, deceased, first and final narty in the 24 years' history of
account filed by Annie L. Dunn, the club.
executrix.

OWL’S HEAD

Mr. and Mrs. Neal Farrell of
Ownership of Faulklondt
,,
Thomaston, Mrs. Donald Morang.
Disputed by Three Notiow Mrs Annie Farrell, Mr. ajnd Mrs
Possession of th. Faulkland l»- Francis Dyer and daughter Bonnie,
lands ha, been tn dispute by Britain,
and Pester Farrell

Chile and Argentina. Thi, dismal
archipelago
was „unheard
.
. .
_ , of
, for a
hundred years after Columbu, dis
covered America John Davis and
Sir Richard Hawkins touched there.
but no British landings were made
until 1690 Thereafter aoverelgnty
fluctuated between Britain. Franc,
and Spain. Argentina did not de*
velop an interest in the islands until
1829. when she landed a few soldiers
.nd colonials, maintaining them

__
there

until

DBritain
.. .

were dinner guests Sunday of Mr
and Mrs. James Farrell.
Mrs. May Holt is ln Everett,
Mass., where she will spend the
Winter with Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Swan.
Mr. and Mrs George Sprague and
son C’lristopher arrived Thursday
from Mt. Kisco and will spend the
holidays at the home of Mr. and
*^ls- P* P’ Reed.
M,r a'ld
, T2iT

• ..them Conn
, where they
will spend the
|ho„days
NIr and Mrs Charles
i Freeman
Mr. and Mrs. Sterling
Cobb of New Haven will also join
them for a family gathering Christm?'lDayJ ,,
,
!, W' ™d Ml> W'lllm B'^km-ftster

and guarded the southern entrance 1
4
ah .1
ir
,
w’ill

to the Atlantic. However, in World
War I they proved their overwhelm
ing strategic Importance
In the Battle of Coronel, off Chile,
Admiral von Spe. had destroyed a
Rr-ifi.h
British squadron under Admiral
Craddock, dispatcher to drtv* him
from the Pacific This seemed to
open a way into the Atlantic and
von Spee apparently determined to
seize the Faulklands Unfortunately
for him, he arrived a day too late,
Just as two great British battle
cruiaere, the Inflexible and Invlnci
ble, sent by the admiralty to inter
cept him. had finished coaling The
ensuing battle was one-sided Out
matched iD speed and range, von
Spee fought until his flagship went
down with all hands under Admiral
Sturdee's guns Of the entire Ger
man squadron only the Dresden es
caped This action gave the British
full command of the outer seas four
months after the war started

and best wishes for the best Yuletide ever.
K.

J Scamnion
J?,™

expelled

1833
The islands are bleak fragments
of rock scattered off the eastern tip
of South America. In theory 'hey
protected the Cap. Horn passage

To our friends ... one and all... go our sincerest

*

^iX*

par-.
fnk cpend
NIr Christmas with her
Worm
(wood.
i Albert MacPhail. Jr . student at
1
Business College. Bangor, is
T"dlng 'he holiday vacation at
'he home
and.
AJbertof his parents,
TheiTMr.
daugh
ter nizabeth who
emptoyed in
Boston, arrived today for the
week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Clough ayid
trends of Portsmouth N H were
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Kirk.
MiS6 Margaret Borgerson who is '
employed in New York Citv. arnv£f1
for the hohda>’ ’'M*- !
end
The Farm Bureau met recently at !
the library for the annual planning
meeting and Christmas party. Sev
eral Christmas suggestions for cep- ,
terpieces and homemade candles
were demonstrated bv Edna Wotten and Catherine Hallet. Tlie din
ner tables were attractively deco
rated with centerpieces and place

'AN

”May the Yuletide
season and the days

May health ... happiness ... good cheer... and

ro follow glow with

the best of everything be yours. And

an abundance of
good things”. . . is

with the coming of 1948 . .. may the new year

our wish to one

bring you success and as many joys as there are Christmas lights

and alL

4

/

on your tree. While the carolers sing of
V

I

"Peace on EaTth—Good Will Toward Man" let the spirit of Christmas glow

easons
with an abundance of good things and happy memories.

wetii^s

The Courier-Gazette

PEOPLE’S
LAUNDRY
17 LIMEROCK ST.,

TEL. 170

ROCKLAND, MAINE

COMMERCIAL
Best wishes for a joyous

PHOTOGRAPHY

Christmas, a bright and
prosperous New Year.

<4

■

VINALHAVEN
PORT DISTRICT

All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups,
Weddings, Industrial,
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Sidney L Cullen
TEL. 907 or 770

Page SI*

Rocklanti

THOMASTON

INFORMATION ON THE ROCKLAND CITY

ROCKPORT

News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to

MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3

This series of reports concludes the information contained in the 95th
annual report of the City of Rockland which have been republished for
public knowledge in the columns of The Courier-Gazette during the past
month.
Copies of the city report in full may be obtained in any of the offices
of the City Building or by writing to the office of the City Manager.

E. A. OHAMPNEY
Correspondent
XN XX XX XA

Pauline Butler recently celebrated the Farmington State Teachers’
Tel. 2228
her eighth birthday with a party College is home for her Christmas
at the home of her parents, Mr. vacation.
The Thimble Club will meet
and Mrs. Walter K. Butler. Deco
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Snowman
rations were in keeping with the announce the engagement of their Wednesday with Mrs. Myra Giles.
Mrs. Nellie R. Ballard will arrive
holiday season. Pauline received daughter. Ruth Earlyne, to Sgt.
nice and numerous gifts. Entertain Bernard Hastings, son of Mr. and today to spend Christmas With Mr.
ment included games in which Patty Mrs. Walter Hastings. Green street. and Mrs. E. M. Graffam.
The Try to Help Club will meet
Lindahl won first prize. Dawn But Miss Snowman is a third year stuler second, Faustina Steele, third; dqnt at Farmington State Teachers Monday with Mrs. Ethel Spear
At the Baptist Church, the morn
Walter and Waneta Butler tieing College and she graduated from
for consolation. Walter K. Butler, Thcmaston High Scliool in 1946 ing service of wership will start at
Jr., sang two solos, and Mr. and Sgt. Hastings graduated frem 10.45 a. m.. with the pastor speakMrs. Butler played a violin and Thomaston High School in 1946 n; on the subject. “Spiritual In
piano duet. Others present were: and has served two and one-half ventory.’’ Sunday School will con
Helen and Dorothy Carroll, Donna years in the Air Force He is sta vene at. 11.4) a. m. The Juniors
Steele, Linwood, Kenneth and Os tioned at Goodfellow's Field. San will meet at 5.30 p. m.. and the
wald Stetson. Roma and Glenda Anjelo, Texas. No definite date has senior group at 6.15 p. m.' The eve
ning evcpgelistic service will statt
i been set for the wedding.
Butler.
at 7 p. tn. The sem.cn topic will
Church News
Mrs Edward Andrews and son
be “The Song of the Redeemed "
Paul, have returned to Plainfield,
Mass will be celebrated at St. Special music at the morning
Vt. having been called here by the .James Catholic Church Saturday service will be rendered by junior
death of her mother, Mrs. Maud ■ morning at & o clock and Sujnday md adult choirs. The church or
Grafton.
I morning at 9 o'clock.
chestra will furnish music for the
Services at St. John’s Episcopal evening service.
Capt. and Mirs Earle Starrett
and son Paul, were guests Thursday Church will be Sunday merning at
The Methodist Church will hold
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vic ■ 8 o’clock.
its Christmas program Thursday.
Sunday School meets at 9.45 at Primary children will have recita
tor LeSan in Frankfort.
Robert Beattie, a student at ' the Federated Church Morning tions and sengs. Santa Claus plans
services
will be at 11 o'clock, the to be presept. Mr. Wentworth will
Bentley School of Commerce, Bos
subject, "The Glory of Bethlehem.’’ tell a story. Worship Sunday will
ton, is home for the holidays.
"Holy Night of Jesus be at 9.45
The sermon will be,
Miss Winifred McFarland, a stu Anthem
” (Helton •; solo, by'Miss Win ’Vistas of Tomorrow;’ Ernest Croc
dent at the Conservatory of Music, Birth
ifred
MacFarland.
“
The
Christmas
kett
will
speak
on the Pension and
Boston, will be soloist Supday
(Adela Adams ). At 7 o'clock Camp Cmpaign." Sunatv School
morning at the Federated Church. 1 Song"
of Youth of Fellowship will follow this service.
Mr. and Mrs Robert Bell of members
will meet for a Christmas tree and
Methodist Youth will go to Cam
Roslindale. Mass., are guests cf Mr. I party.
den Sunday night and help with
and Mrs. Frank Richards and Mr.
Baptist Sujnday School meets at the Student Recognition Service
and Mrs. Earl Bell of Rockland, 9.45
a. m.. and the morning serv- for college young people and sepover the holidays.
will be at 11 o'clock The stib- iors. At the parsonage Dec. 29 at
Miss Pauline McLain has re j; Ice
ject
be "The Attending Pres- 8. the new Boy Scout Troop Com
turned to Medcmak after visiting I ence."willEvening
subject will be. mittee will meet to form plans for
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hyler.
‘The Path and Goal of Life.” La the troop.
Everett Creighton, who is at- dies
Circle meets Tuesday
tepding Massachusetts Agriculture . with Mission
Gertrude Liniken, Dunn
School. Amheist, Mass , is spending street.MrsMrs.
Vera Roibinson is the
two weeks with his grandmother, ; leader Thursday
of prayer, praise
Mrs Grace Andrews.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M Stcne j and Bible study.
a « a«
Maude E. Grafton
of Brunswick are guests of Mr. and
MISS HM JIN M RICH
Mi-s. Oscar Crie. Beechwood street,
Mrs. Maude E. Graftop, 74, died
Ourredpolldeal
and Mr. and Mrs Harold Stone, i Dec. 16, at her home cn Brooklyn '
aa aa
Belfast, over the holidays.
I Heights after a long illness. She
Cpl. and Mrs. Charles Simpson | was born March 13, 1874, in Wal
Tel. 2214
and daughter Jacqueline cf New doboro, daughter ol William and
Jersey are spending thp holidays j Anne Winslow Winchenbach.
with Mrs Ada Simpsqn
' She was married to the late Ward
Mrs. Flora Weaver of Salisbury
Robert Watts, Jr . who is sta i M. Grafton of North Cushing in I Cove arrived this week to spend the
tioned at the Great Lakes, has ar i the Fall of 1894 by Rev. W. A Winter with her brother, Eugene
rived home to spend the holidays Newcombe pastor of the Baptist Bracy,
With his parents. Mr and Mrs. Church. They resided most of
The Christmas program of the
Robert Watts.
' their married life in this town Dur Methodist Church will be held this
Mrs. Franklin Comery and ing the many happy years of their afternoon, at 2 o’clock. Music, singdaughter Sandra and son Franklin, married life, seven children were ng of carols, a story by Rev. B. F.
of West Springfield. Mass., arrived bom tc them, all cf vhom are now Wentworth and games will be the
Wednesday to spend the holiday living. Mrs. Agnes Holbrook. Rcck order of the afternoon. Mr. Went
with Mrs. 'Lilliajn Comery and Mrs. land; Mirs. Edith Young, Cushing; worth will have “Vistas of Tomor
Davis Comery
Mr. Comery will Mrs. Ruth Andrews Plainfield. Vt.; row" for his sermon next Sunday
arrive tonight to spend the holi Bcwdoin. William. Flbridge, and morning. Orrington Cross will
day with his family
Forrest, all of this place.
speak briefly, at the morning serv
Llcyd Smith who is stationed at
A devoted wife and mother, she ice, on the Pension and Camp
the Great Lakes, is spending a found her greatest happiness in Campaign. The Camden-Rockport
leave with his parents. Mr and life ceptered around her family
Fellowship will have a Stu
Mrs. John Smith over the holidays. and home. A deeply religious na Youth
Ruth Snowman who is attending ture bore her through many years dent Recognition Hour at the Cam.
den church at 5.30, Sunday after
of hard work and later ill health noon at which Philip W. Pendleton
without complaining.
will speak on war experiences. Col
Other survivors are 15 grandchil lege students and High School
dren, three great-grandchildren and seniors will be guests. Refresh
three brothers, Frank Winchenbach. ments will be served. Evening serv
Riickland. Charles Winchenbach of
LAST TIMES TODAY DEC. 24 Thomastcp and . Walter Winchen ice will be held at the Camden
Methodist Church, at 7 o'clock.
bach of South Portland.
Miss Marion Hary is home from
"WYOMING”
Funeral services were held Sun Fisher
College. Boston, to spend the
SATURDAY, CHRISTMAS DAY day from the Davis Funeral Home holidays with her mother, Mrs.
Rev. H. F. Leach officiating. In Lucille Hary. Miss Edith Hary will
Continuous from 2 P. M,
terment was held in the village
cemetery. The bearers were five be heme from Augusta for the
grandsons and cne nephew James Christmas week-end.
Miss Grace Lenfest, a student at
Young. Douglas Young, Wendell
Young, George ‘Graftrp. Paul An Oberlin College, Ohio, ts home for
drews and Richard Winchenbach. the Christmas vacation.
Bemis
Mr. and Mrs* Stephen Gross and
IMCfSS
Itms
WMT
The manv beautiful floral tributeMEREDITH STEWART FONDA
were significant of the h'gh esteem Mr. Terry of Fall River, Mass., are
HMNR JKIH
fUl
spending Christmas with Mr. and
iAMOUR MOORE MacMMMl *
the community held for her.
Mrs. L. O. Gross.
Grade School children in each
Citrus research chemists say tiiat
Alsu
a simple way to restore the fresh school building observed Christmas
A Sea Story Filmed In Color
fruit flavor to canned juices is to with trees and parties in most of
pour chilled juice back and forth the home rooms. Under the direc
“16 FATHOMS DEEP"
tion of Mrs. Ruth Collemer, the Na
from one container to apother
tivity scene was enacted at each
SUN. AND MON.,
DEC. 26-27
building, with the pupils appearing
fyZoliOuA TICHNICOLOR
in costume.
Each presentation
JOLLY TIME

CAMDEN

CAMDEN THEATRE

WALLACE 1ANE HI2AUTN
BEERY POWELL TAYLOR

FOR YOUR

HOLIDAY FUN

CMHEM MIRANDA • R08FRT STACK

A

Judy

JfiUT,
TIME

ALWAYS POPS

LAST TIMES TODAY
Evelyn Keyes,

TODAY AND SATURDAY

Grand .Holiday Show
“A"lwABTRY!“A”t«r ACTION I
li a “Grade A" musical
western that's tops
ii iitertainment'

Glenn Ford

Public Works Department
Frederick H. Cates, Superintendent
The Public Works Department is the largest department
of the City Government, with the exception of the School De
partment, and thus requires the second largest appropriation
to adequately maintain a large mileage of streets, roads and
sidewalks within the City limits; the sewers, the catch basins,
other structures of the drainage and sewer systems, and the
upkeep of the motorized and other equipment necessary to
perform the varied work of this department on a year-round
basis and to carry out the work of a planned program of con
struction of these facilities.
MAINTENANCE DIVISION
Sanitation
During the year, this department repaired and cleaned
2400 linear feet ot ’.ewers, including the repair of the break in
the Tillson Avenue sewer, where excavation had to be made
to a depth of 14 ft. 242 catch basins were cleaned and repaired
and 716 cu. yds. of waste and ashes removed from public
buildings.
Highways
During the year, 27 bridges and culverts were renewed
and repaired, 4 of the former having new planking and 9 of the
culverts being installed.
Following our practice of graveling streets for surface
treatment the following year, we graveled 7,001 linear ft. of
city streets in the Fall of 1947 and surface treated with as
phalt the Summer of 1948. For the maintenance of tarred
streets, we used 180 cu, yds. of bituminous patching material.
264 linear ft. of sidewalks were repaired and 23 miles of streets
tarred.

ended with the singing of carols. 1
Mrs. Ruth Collemer entertained
her class of piano pupils last Friday j
at her home on Megunticook Street. Rockland Lobster In Alluring
A memorable gift was presented to
Styles Served By New
each pupil, a recording of her own
piano solos. Those present, and I
York Restaurant
making two records each, were: ]
Shelby Perry, Katherine McMinn.
Raymond Chisholm sends The
Doris Richards, Caroline Richards. Courier-Gazette the following clip
Mary Hall. Oinette Perrin, Judy ping from a New York newspaper,
Burke, Emily Randlette, Joyce Ros which will interest Rockland read
siter. Patricia Waye, Minnie Tran ers:
quillo, Filomena Tranquillo, Alice ,
Lane and Marie Berry. Due to ill
No greater tribute could be paid
ness, Shirley Thompson was unabl?'
to be present. Mrs. Leah Hopkins the celebrated Maine lobster than
assisted in the serving of refresh- i tlie 23 ways in which it ts prepared
according to time-honored New
ments.
The Rotary Club had its annual England recipes, at the Flying Lob
Christmas party Tuesday at the' ster, a splendid seafood restaurant
Y.M.C.A. Milford Payson acted as of two floors, which opened less
Santa Claus and distributed the than a year ago at 129 W. 51st
gifts, which later were turned over street, because a group of former
to Albert Means for children in GIs remembered their wartime lob
ster famine and wanted to catch up
the community.
Miss Edith Arey is spending the on their acquaintance with the re
holidays with her brothers and their gal crustacean. .
families in Worcester and Gardner, Only lobsters flown daily from
Rockland, Maine, to City Island,
Mass.
The Congregational Good Cheer where they are temporarily stored
Class will meet Jan. 5. at the home in a lobster pound, thence to a spe
of Miss Helen Boyden and Miss cially-constructed tank of refriger
ated sea water in the restaurant’s
Bartlett.
front window are used. With Mr.
Christmas Midnight Service
Coates, of the Bronx Zoo, as con
At St. Thomas Episcopal Church, sultant, a tank was constructed to
the annual Christmas service will hold 120 gallons of sea water and
be heralded by traditional hymns on 200 pounds of live lobsters daily.
the carillon at 10.45 Friday night. 1 You would think from this start
The recital will begin promptly at that the restaurant would be on the
II, with Maralyn Hooper Barter at freakish side. Actually, a resem
the console, and Robert Emerson bles one of the smart East Side
places in its decor and appoint
Laite, soloist. The program is:
Choral Prelude.
Albert D Schmutz ments. which reflect extreme good
Christmas Bets,
Edwin Lemare taste.
Softly the Stars Were Shining.
Three persons who will make your
Adolf Torovsky stay at the Flying Lobster happier
Mr. Laite
Slumber Song.
Robert Schumann are Fred Gulker. the personable and
Oe.su Bambino.
Pietro A. Yon
food-wise manager; Mary Jane
Cantlque de Noel.
Adolphe Adam Jenninfes, formerly a dietitian with
Mr. Laite
United Airlnes, who is hostess up
The Christmas Liturgy will continue stairs, and Hal Gaines, the host
at 11.30 with the following:
downtairs. The waiters upstairs
Organ Prelude: Ava Marla.
and the waitresses downstairs give
N. Enrico Bossl slick and polite service. My waiter
Processional: O Come. All Ye Faithful."
J. F Wade was Natha|n.
Kyrie Elelson.
Willard Poster
Now for the food. Before you
Sequence: ‘Thou Didst Leave Thy
know it there is a napkin-covered
Throne,"
Margaret
Gloria Tlbl, Laus Tlbt, Willard Foster basket before you, its treasure
Christmas Greetings.
The Rector therein some tasty clam fritters

Tempting Seafoods

Offertory: "What Star ls This, '
Michael Praetorlus
Sanctus. Benedlctus. Agnus Del,
Willard Poster
Eucharistic Hymns:
“Holy Night,”
Franz Gruber
“A Great and Mighty Wonder,"
Rosa Mystlca
Gloria ln Excelsis.
Willard Poster
Ablution: “Come With Us. O Blessed
Jesus,”
J S. Bach
Recessional: “When Jesus Left His
Father's Throne,"
R. Vaughan Williams
Cashier. Postlude: “Triumphal Procession,”
R. S. Morrison
December 7th,
99-F-103
There will be a celebration of the

THE ANNUAL MEETING OF
THE THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
Notice is hereby given that the Annual
Meeting of the Stockholders of Thr
Thomaston National Bank .will be held
at their banking rooms Tuesday. Janu
ary 11th. 1949 at 10:00 o'clock A. M
for the purpose of Axing the number
and electing a board of Directors for
the ensuing year, and for the trans
action of any other business that may
legally come before them.
Per order.
HAROLD P. DANA.

Thomaston,
1948

In

Maine,

“ THE MATING
OF MILLIE”
NEWS—CARTOON
SAT.-SUN.-MON.-TUES.

1 BIG DAYS

£ ifiUGH MAWA&e THAI
H£avm ■

h,rii§W§

IflllTQ $

r-EKE

ir<e<£“

Paramount
presents

SMILEY BURNETTE

MAIY LEE • (DWAtD NOIIIS
IKOUHINf Wills
SHORTS—SERIAL— NEWS
’riday Shows at 2.00—-6.25—8.30
iat. continuous from 2.20 P. M.
SUNDAY AND MONDAY

Paleface
»>HOPE
Rvsseu.
color w Technicolor

Produced h

D.rxM »

HIIIT I. WELCH - NORMAN 2. Mclitl
Christmas Continuous from 2.20

Sunday from 3 P. M.

-STRAW
TELEPHONE 892

We bring to you the
warmest ot wishes for
Christmas

... a greeting full of
good cheer for the
entire New Year.

RED & WHITE MARKET
MAIN ST.,

Tuesday-Friday
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TEL. 180,

THOMASTON

Holy Communion at 9.30 Christmas
morning in the parish chapel. Sun
day, the Feast of St. Stephen, the
Martyr. 7.30 a. m. Holy Communion,
9.30 a. m. Church School, 10.45 a. m.
Choral Eucharist and Sermon. The
children’s Christmas Tree will be
Tuesday, Holy Innocents day at 4
p. m. in the Parish House. .

The March of Time film, “Life
with Grandpa" will be shown Dec.
.8-29 at the Camden Theatre in
the interest of the aged.—adv.
103*lt

REPORT

In our winter work, the whole 56 miles of city streets and
roads were plowed after every storm and 12,200 cu. yds. of
snow removed from the commercial district. 14 miles of side
walks were also cleared of snow. The importance of sanding
streets and sidewalks during the winter can he recognized
when we find that we sanded a total of 76,000 ft. of streets
and 90,500 ft. of sidewalks.

MECHANICAL DIVISION
In this division, five new pieces of motorized equipment
were purchased and two non-motorized. All Public Works
equipment has been maintained by our own Mechanical Divi
sion, requiring 3,496 man hours of time. The inventory of
equipment is shown elsewhere in this report.
PARKS AND TREES
During this municipal year, we further developed White
Street Park by placing paved wells around the several existing
trees, hauling and leveling loam and seeding the whole park
area. The Community Park was improved by putting new
foundations under the grandstand and carrying out extensive
repairs to the structure itself; by installing new foundations
and re-erecting the chain link fence around the field and by
making a beginning on a foundation for a parking area adja
cent to Broadway. At the Municipal Landing, we increased
the tarred area of the roadways and effected very extensive
repairs (including painting) to the large float, which now, if
properly maintained, should last for a number of years with
out further major repairs. The other parks were maintained
by keeping the grass mowed and carrying out other essential
maintenance work. Our budget of $500 for tree work was
wholly expended in removing limbs and otherwise trimming
trees in a selected area of the city.
Capital Improvements
Within the municipal year, we paved 1917 linear ft. of
sidewalks, removing the old, broken paving, grading and in
stalling a proper gravel base. We laid 490 ft. of new sewer. 44
new street signs were erected as the year’s allotment for the
eventual installation of signs on every street corner.

From The Exciter
News Items Dealing With the
Central Maine’s Knox
County Folk

day in the life of the LutieJones-es.
Lutie and son Ed were at their
farm, and Lutie was out at the cor
In the special exhibition gallery
ner of the bam when he saw a
deer standing ln the field. He adjoining the auditorium of th<"
called to Ed, who went to the truck, Farnsworth Museum, there have
got his gun, loaded it and shot said been hung selections from the mu
deer—all in less time than it takes seum’s photographic collection of
world famous works of art.
to tell about it.
The museum possesse an exten
Our congratulations to Dorothy
Dalton of the Belfast office, who re sive study collection of acrhitecture,
painting and sculpture. These are
cently became a Mrs.
H. P. Blodgett, Robert Hudson and for the use of the publllc and lt ls
Lyford Ames report "no success” on to illustrate the material available
their recent hunting trips.
Al as well as to define the art of the
Young got a beautiful 11 point buck past that the photographs have
on his second hunting expedition. been placed on exhibition.
Examples of oriental and EuroJack Spear ts also in the fish
business and making a success of I pean paintings in full color are
it. too. He goes smelting outside of ‘ shown together with outstanding
working hours and peddles the architectural monuments.
Tne Library of the museum con
smelts to the boys at the service
tains not only books and photo
building the next day.
Floyd Benner is building a garage graphic files but also a collection
in anticipation of the purchase of a , of colored slides of works of art is
being developed for the purpose of
new car.
Our new home service girl, Ruth Illustrating lectures on the arts.
McBride, has proven she ls a won , These lectures will be held in the
derful cook. The office force has museum’s auditorium and will be de
already enjoyed several delicious livered by James Brown, director of
samples and have an eye out for the museum and guest lecturers be
ginning late in January.
more.
The museum will be closed on
Mrs. Abbie Hanscom , one of our
retired personnel, has gone to Flor Christmas Day. but open Sunday
ida to make her permanent home special music program to be ary
with her son. Her address is North nounced.
America and Pennsylvania Avenue,
Deland. Florida. Our very best Rockland have nearly completed ihe
wishes go with “Aunt Abbie" and cut-over at Damariscotta to the
we hope she will make us a visit now 2400 [ 4160
volt multi-grounded,
and then.
common neutral distribution sys
Our former correspondent and de tem.
voted employe, Mabel Corey, who
Many comments have been ex
has been out of the office for several pended, by our customers, oh the
months, recently underwent a ma outstanding appearance of the store,
jor operation at the St. Andrews which has been so well decorated,
Hospital. Boothbay Harbor. We all for the holiday season, by our capa
hope for a quick recovery.
ble Store Manager, Bill Emory.
Vacations are over for everyone, Bill has also exerted his talent irj*
at this time with the exception of giving the Damariscotta store a
P. W. Coombs, who will return to little Christmas spirit.
his duties next week.
Bill Jameson and crew from Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

A note of appreciation was re
ceived recently from Frank D. Rowe
of Warren, who wrote to Mr. Blod
gett expressing appreciation of the
way our service boys handled his
equipment on a new inlaid linoleum
in their kitchen. He complimented
the company on having such welltrained men.
The fiighlight of activities in the
Rockland office during the month of
November was the wedding of our
Junior Lighting Engineer, Harald
Colbeth, Jr., to Miss Dorothy Sher
man. A very lovely wedding and
reception at the Congregational
Church, Rockland, on Sunday, Nov.
28. Central Mainers were well rep.
resented in the audience. The
Colbeths are spending their honey
moon in Virginia, and on their re
turn will live in Thomaston. Our
congratulations and best wishes go
with them.
One of the little items that missed
the big headlines, ls ihe service
rendered by John Dalton of the
Rockland service department. One
of our customers, a little old lady
over 80 years old, asked for a service
call on her range. She was think
ing She would have to sell it and
get the push button type as she
couldn’t seem to manage to turn
the switches on the model she
bought of us. The ingenious John
called on her, discussed her diffi
culties, and decided he could take
care cf her trouble. He took an or
dinary brass socket cap. fixed it so it
would just fit over a switch button,
then he cemented on a piece of
sturdy rubber hose for a handle,
and now our customer can get a
good grip on the handle and turn
the switches cn and off very easily.
She wis so delighted she sent John I
some cigarettes and a sincere note
ol appreciation to the Company.
Saturday, Nov. 13, was a special

World Famous Works

Merry Christinas
AND

which you pick up in your fingers.
Try to choose a lobster dish, it's
mighty tough. I can remember two
that are so different. One, the
baked stuffed large lobster, is
highly seasoned with many good
tii.ngs includ n> a bit of cheese and
a touch of garlic. For Dlain. ultra
sweet eating, take the lobster saute.
In the old days, when lobster fish
ermen had only lobster to eat, to
keep from boring their stomachs
to death they invented rrqiny
recipes. The recipes were found by
Mr. Gulker in a cock book pub
lished n 1902 and owned by a farm
er's wife in Yarmouth, Me.

A Happy New Year
M. F. LOVEJOY
INSURANCE

PHONE 1060-J
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Tuesday-Friday
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Mr. and Mrs Sidney Cullen an
nounce the engagement of their
daughter, Beverly Merchant, to
Alan Snow1 Wilkie, sop of Mrs.
Helen Snow Wilkie of Bath. Miss
Merchant graduated frcm Rockland
High School in 1947 and is now a
sophomore at Gorham State Teach
ers’ College. Mr. Wilkie graduated
from Morse High School, Bath, in
1947. and is cn the staff of The
Courier-Gazette. No date has been
set for the wedding.

The boys and girls of the Grace
street sixth grade were pleasantly
surprised on the last day of the
Pall term when their Christmas
party was combined with a birth
day party for the Misses Helen
Snowman and Marjorie Bettis, giv
en by their mother, Mrs. Fred
Snowman. The prize for guessing
what was in Santa’s stocking was
won by Frank Taft and the prizes
for guessing the number of sticks
of bubble gum on the tree were
won by Earle Wid decomb and Ed
win Ingraham.
Joan DcCastro,
Edith Post, Nancy Nichols. Carolyn
Bray, Victoria Anastasio, Joan Dun
can and Margaret Sawyer assisted
the honored guests in serving the
Please phone 1044 or 1593, Mrs. Mil
Students home frcm Colby Col birthday cakes. Christmas candy,
dred Richardson, for parties, weddings, lege for the holidays' include Jane
lollipops and ice cream were also
guests and social events of all types
Barbara Koster. Conrad served.
The earlier asi Item Is phoned oi Perry.
White
of
Rockland,
Eleanor
Brown
mailed In, the more readily it appears
In print
of Camden and Joan Abbott of
Miss Ruth J. McLellan of Jersey
Owls Head.
City. N. J., is spending the holidays
Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. I,add went
with her mother, Mrs. H. B. Thomp
today to Melrose, Mass, to spend
Browne Club meets 'Monday night son.
the holiday week-end with Mr Dee. 27. witii Mrs. Charles Whit
and Mrs. E. Clifford Ladd.
more.
Miss Anna Helno, Gorham State
Teachers' College is spending the
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Varney of
7 he following students arrived holiday recess with her parents, Mr.
Washington, D. C., are spending the home last Saturday frcm the Uni
Christmas holiday with Mr. Var versity of Maine, Orqnc, and will and Mrs. Charles Heino, Old Coun
ney’s mother. Mrs. Verna Varney, remain until Jan. 4: Douglas ty road.
Main street.
Cooper. I.rrraine Curry. Mary Rose
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Brown
I Carrillo, Kathleen Paul, Irene An daughter
Genevieve, and grand
Miss Marion Freeman of Concord, derson, Carolyn Lindquist, Kenneth
N. H.. arrived yesterday to be the Chatto. Robert Gatcoipbe. Charles daughter Diana of Lewiston, were
holiday week-end guest of her Libby. Harold Wiggin, Hawley Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
mother, Mrs Rose Freeman, Grove Erannan. Donald Kelsey, Clarence Nestor Brown, Maverick street.
street.
Butler. Vance Norton Richard Ste
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Allen. Jr ,
vens and Mary Gerrish, RN.
of New York will arrive today to
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice F. Lovejoy
Szt. <fid Mrs. Kenneth Dailey of spend the holiday week-end with
will spend the holiday week-end
with Mr. and Mrs. Carrington M. Fayetteville. N. C. are rending the their parents.
holidays 'with Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Stanford in Wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Blaisdell,
Dailey and Mrs. Bess Dailev. Cedar
President and Mrs. Arthur E. street, and Miss Margaret Nutt at Walker place, will have a familydinner party Christmas Day Mr.
Haucli of Orono are the holiday the Water Company Apartments.
and Mrs. Leighton White lEarbara
week-en guests of Mr. and Mrs.
I The monthly supper meeting of Blaisdell) and daughter Cynthia of
Edward R. Ladd.
I Chapin Class will be held in the Augusta and Mr. and Mrs Bern rd
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Webster cf I Universalist. vestry, Tuesday, Dec Stiles i Dorethy Blaisdell) and
Fairfield, Mi’s. Rose Gammon of ! 28. Mrs. Ella Bird. Miss Mabel daughter Nancy of Marblehead.
Warren Mr. and Mrs George Lamb and Mrs. Lena True will be Mass., will . p?nd the holiday week
end with the Blaisdells On Christ
Moody, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard ‘ in charge of the supper.
mas Day they will be jeiped by Mr.
Teel and Mr and Mrs. Kenneth
Mrs.
William
Karl
entertained
and Mrs. Percy Blaisdell and Mr.
Carroll of Rockland will be Christ
mas Day guests of Mr. and Mrs. l the Wednesday Nighters this week and Mrs Charles Blaisdell and
Jesse T Carroll. Old County road. ! at her heme on Granite street with children. Charles Jr. and Mary
: husbands as special guests. A lob- Ann. This is the first Christmas
On Christmas Day only at Knox | s:er supper was followed by a joke the entire family has been able to
Hospital the visiting hours wiil be 'Christmas tree. Present were: Mr. “njoy together for several years.
from 11 a. m. to 8 p. m., only two | and Mrs. Ludwig Genevicz, Mr. and
Mr and Mrs. Victor A. Gray cf
visitors at a time to a room, de 1 Mrs. Austin Billings. Mr. and Mrs.
pending on the condition of the I James Sprague. Mr and Mrs. Rob- Sandy Point announce the engage
patient. No children will be al i ert Stevens, Mr. and Mrs. William ment cf their daughter. Margaret,
lowed in Maternity and no visitors Cummings. Mr. and Mrs. Austin tn Charles C. Lihbv son of Mrs.
can be admitted to Maternity while Kinney, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Bchn. Catherine I ibby of Rockland. Miss
the babies are in the mothers' | Mr. and Mrs. Kent Glover and Mr. Gray, a graduate of Westbrock
'vn’er College and ITniversitv of
rooms.
102*103 • and Mrs. Wesley Knight.
Marne, was a member of the Wave
and Is at present an Instructor in
-m»ernment at Rockland High
Cchcol. Mr Libbv served with the
Merry Christmas and
Army Combat Engineers in the
European Theaer and is at present
A Happy New Year
a student at University tef Maine.

Social Matters

Mrs. I. Leslie Cross
Complete Clothing
Cleansing and Repair
Service
i'll MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
‘The Bicknell"

Store Closed Until
Jan. 1.

Window -Holbrook -Merritt Unit.

American Legion Anxi’iirv. will
meet at the home of Mrs. Percy
fh'nsmore AO O|cean street, Monday

night at 7.39. Take beano prizes
'■nd gift for flee.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Watts of
South Thomaston will hold open
house Monday in observance cf
»upi..
w,dd‘n'r anniversary All
friend- are invited.

Mr. amd Mrs. Erwin Spear, Ran
kin street, are observing a family
Christmas with all the children at
home—.Marilyn from Tufts College
for two weeks. Mr. and Mrs Arthur
Greer of 'Portland, and Mr. and
Mrs Sherwin Bardsly and sen
Jeffry cf Spencer, Mass., for the
week-end.

Miss Evelyn Perry attended the
Christmas house parties at 3owdoin College this week as guest of
Carlyle U. Brown. Jr , a student
at Portland Junior College, is
spending two weeks’ vacation at
his home on Grace street.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Nichols are
spending the Christmas holidays in
Portland with Mr and Mrs. Hous
ton I eng.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Orr of Bos
ton will spend the holiday week
end with Mrs Orr s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Gerrish, James

Mr. and Mrs. Harold W. Lock of
Rockland Harold W. Look. Jr. of
Tilton Academy, Tilton, N. H., and
Mr. and Mrs. Louis G Loeber. Jr.,
cf Orono, ‘will be holiday guests of
Dr. and Mrs. Charles M Bonzey.
Jr., at Sherwood-at-Natiek. Ma ;.
Harold, Jr., will remain with the
Bonzeys for the duration of his va
cation. Mr. and Mrs. Loeber going
on to White Plains N Y„ to visit
Mr. Ioeber’s parents. 'Mr. and Mrs.
louis G. Loeber. Sr

Vernon Gerrish Donald Mar '
Charlie Perry. Rcbert Chatto. F'-’-ert Paul and William Holden, stu
dents at the University of Maine
annex at Brunswick, are home un
til after New Year’s.
The Odds and Ends of the Con
gregational Church held a Christ
mas party at the parsonage Mon
day night with Mrs. Edna Mmteith. Mrs. Virginia Congdon and
Miss Madeline Philbrick as hos
tesses. A Christmas tree with ex
change of gifts was enjoyed The
retiring president, Mrs. Mildred
Edwards was presented a gift from
the group which also sent a baby
blanket to Mrs. Frederick Newcomb.
The door prizes were wrp by Mrs
E Carolyn Riechel, Mtrs. Mildred
Edwards and Mrs. Virginia Kunesh.
A delicious lunch of fancy Christ
mas sandwiches and Russian tea
was served bv the hostesses. Guests
were: Miss Martha Wasgatt, Mrs.
Evelyn Munsey, Mrs. Dorothy Sher
man Mrs E. Crolvn Riechel, Mrs.
Thelma Ames and Mrs. Ethel Hcrton. Members present were: Mrs
Agn»s Brewster. Mrs. Mildred Ed
wards Mrs. Virginia Crfigden Mrs.
Helen Leaelf. Mrs. Sue Nel'”n. Mrs.
Virginia Kunesh Miss ' Madeline

Mrs. Crosby Spoke
President Of Rebekah As
semblies Guest Of Mir
iam Lodge
Miriam Rebekah Lodge met Tues- '
day night at I.O.O.P hall. Supper
preceded the regular meeting with
Mrs. Annie Aylward, chairman, as
sisted by Mrs. Elizabeth Moody.
The dining room was in charge of I
Lina Carroll, assisted by Addie
Brown, Ru:h Rogers, Ada Payson
and Naomi Benner, the tables being
decorated in green, with red candles.
Mrs. Inez Crosby, president of
the Associaticn of Rebekah Assem
blies of the World, was a guest. She
spoke interestingly of her trip to
Havana, Cuba, where she attended
Assembly sessions. An invitation
was accepted to attend a reception
in her honor, at Camden Opera
House. Jan. 15.
This being the occasion of the
annual Christmas party for mem
bers and their children, the fol
lowing program was presented by
Mrs. Mad’ene Jackson:
Chorus singing of Christmas
carols, with Leona Pierpont at the
piano; vocal duet, 'Silent Night.”
by Dorothy Green and Priscilla
Nash;
recitation, "The
Little
Savior,” Barbara Beals; piano solo,
"Starlight Waltz.” Delores Reams
recitation. ”At Little Mouse,” Carl
Achorn; recitation. My Stocking,”
Lenda-Mae Jackson; recitation.
"The Real Santa Claus,” Claire
Frazier; vocal solo, "Christmas
Carol,' Janice Rogers; recitation.
Hang Up the Baby’s Stocking,”
Above appear
an.- r.rrs. Fred C. Dyer of Cniun, formerly of Rock Ruth Ann Jackson recitation. "I
land. as they appeared Monday night at an observance of their fiftieth Saved My Cake for Santa Claus,”
wedding anniversary given at the home of Mr, and Mrs. Fred A. Snow’, Marilyn Wilbur; chorus singing,
'Jingle Bells.’’ Santa appeared
Fulton street.
and distributed gifts to all, boxes of
pop corn, candy and corn cakes were
Mrs. Esther Wolfe, vice
Engagement Announced
Six New Members served.
grand, was in charge of the Christ
Mr. and Mr.-. MaUlice Towle of
mas tree.
Liberty announce the engagement
.1 their granddaughter Regina lor.
raine Matthews cf I liberty *tc Har
old Keith Hutchins, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Kenjneth Hutchins of Wash
ington. Miss. Matthew is a senior
ind an honor student at Erskine
Academy. Mr. Hutchin- is em
ployed at the Augusta State Hos-

Mrs. Mildred Merrill, Cedar street
entertained at a Christmas party
for the children of her Day Nursery
Wednesday afternoon. Santa came
in the morning and candy boxes and
a gift fcr each child were distribut
ed in the afternoon. They played
games and sang songs. Refresh
ments of ice cream, cakes and
cookies were served. The group in
cluded: Caroline Rackliff, Geraldin and Isabel Anastasio. Bernard
Duffy, Saxon, Robert and David
Hillgrove. Linda Fales, Penelope
Kaler, Clifford Bedell, Carl Achorn,
Katherine and Constance Merry
Elizabeth Munsey Lee Jackson
Janet and Wendell Blanchard and
Franklin Merrill.

Received By Pratt Memorial
Church: Gifts Dedicated
—Guest Preacher

At the worship service in Pratt
Memorial Methodist Church last
Sunday, six new members were re
ceived, memorial gifts were dedi
cated and a 'guest preacher, Rev.
Eugene W. Schrigley of Hartford.
Conn., was heard.
Mrs. Frances Stevens gave a
brass altar cross and vases in mem
ory of her husband. Charles Fred
erick Stevens, and a pair of seven
branch brass candelabra in memory
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ar
thur Hamm
The presentation was made by
Rev. Eugene W. Schrigley. acting
for Mrs. Stevens; the memorial1
were accepted for the church by
Ralph U. Clark, president of the
board of trustees; the gifts were
dedicated by the pastor, Rev. Al
fred G. Hempstead.
The candles were lighted by Ralph
Stevens, younges; son and grand
son of those whose memories are
honored by these beautiful gifts.
The sermon preached by Mr
Schrigley combined the Christmas
season and the Christian altar in
the theme of the Christian altar
as the mystic meeting place of God
and the soul of man.

Miss Peggy Packard of Brooklyn,
and Ronald Packard of Hemphill
SVhool. Long Island. N. Y. are guests
I.ieut. and Mrs. J D Akers will cf their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Neil
vend Chr'tmas with Mr Aker’' Packard, Camden street until after
daughter Mrs. C. O. Warner at New Years.
Quonset Point. R. I.
Mrs Elizabeth L. Spear, is a pa
tient at Knox Hospital suffering
A HOLIDAY GREETING
May I take this opportunity to from a fractured left hip sustained
wish a M«rrv Christmas and Harmv in a fall on the slippery sidewalk at
New Year to all my friends and her home, 15 Birch street.
neighbors in Rockland.
Thomas Anastasio and brother round Risteen who died at her
•
Mrs. A. L. Babbidge.
Nicholas An stasio will spend the home in Thom ist'n Thursday.
Christmas holiday in Bcston as She is survived b. live sons Ar
thur ci Thomaston. Charles Rock
guests of Leo Carresi.
land. Earl, George and Albert, all
Mr. and Mrs. James East, Jr„ cf Bath and one sister, Mrs. Eve
.tudents at Columbia University, lyn McEwen of Bowdoinham: nine
are spending the holiday vacation grandchildren, and 10 great-grand
with his parents, Mr. and Mr.- children.
She was boijn in Batii daughter
James East. Sr., Maple street.
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On Christmas Day only, the visit
ing hours will be 11 a. m. to 8 p. m..
only two visitors at a time and de
pending on the condition of the pa
tient. No children will be allowed
in Maternity; and no visitors on
Maternity while the babies are In
'he mothers’ rooms.
—KOOH—

Miss Adams tells us the following
menu will be served on Christmas
noon:
Tomato Juice
st Turkey. Olblet Qravy
tato
Candled Sweet Potato
Squash
Boiled Onions
Cranberry Sauce

Pickles

Vanilla
Fruit
Tea

Celery

Olives

Hot RoUa
Pudding with Hard Sauce
Cranberry Pie
ce Cream, Strawberry Sauce
Fruit Cake
Nuts
Coffee
—KCGH—

Candles
Milk

Samuel Savitt of Savitt's, Inc.,
came to the hospital Tuesday and
showed Christmas movies to the
children.
KCOH

Mrs. Lufkin read stories to the
youngsters on Tuesday and Thurs
day mornings.
—KCOH—

Tuesday the Hospital Staff had
its tree in the Nurses’ Home with
Santa Claus giving out the "Joke
gifus." Guests at the party were
the doctors, their wives and friends
of the other employes. Dr. Free
man Brown, Sr., donated *10 for the
Nurses' Christmas party.

Scouts
Newslites

—KOOH

The new dishes for the private
rooms arrived in time to be used
Troop No. 10 Girl Scouts held on Christmas Day for the dinner
I. :r Cliri t;i.a,. party Monday trays.
KCOH —
night n the basement cf St. Ber
Two of the Seniors, who volun
nard's Church, under direction cf
Miss Helen Fiekett. and Mrs. Tillie teered their services, reported for
Anastasio. leaders. Father Bennett work on Monday evening. They
■nd Father Goudreau were special were Arlene Edwards and Maxine
nests. This program was present Denbow.
—KCGH ed: Card singing, accorr >anied by
Mr. Jones, electrician, has been
Barbara Marsh: an original play,
busy
installing
the heavy duty wir
The Night Belore Christmas” with
Mary Grispi a annoijhcer: Barbara ing in the Nurses Home for the elec
Marsh, reader: Carolyn Sncw as tric stove. Mrs. Blodgett is chair
Santa Claus. Other takin" part man of the project and the Hospi
were: Margaret Oliver, Yvonne tal Auxiliary is paying for the in
Belltrore; piano sclos by Joyce stallation.
—KOOH—
Black. Refreshments were served
Miss Vittrice Carini is spending
by the,leaders, assisted by troop
mothers. Mrs. Frances Bellmore. this week at home, completing her
Mrs Phyllis Grispi Mrs Marie Jo vacation for 1948.
—KCOH—
seph. and Mrs. Nathalie Snow.
New admissions: Horace Keizer,
Miss Margaret Birrows or Brook surgical; Mrs. Anna Brazier, medi
lyn, is spending the Christmas and cal. Mrs. Mary Weeks, medical Mas
New Years holidays with Mr. and ter James Graffam. Rockport, medi
Mrs. Warren Barrows. Glen Cove. cal and Frank Horeyseck, surgical.
Patients discharged, Mrs. Vittrivce
Walter H Bu’.ler, Jr. a .student at Haskell and baby. Mrs. Douglas An
Clark University, is spending his derson and baby. Port Clyde; Mrs.
Christmas
vacation with
his Pauline Lacrosse and baby, Mrs.
mother. Mrs. Walter H. Butler, Tai. Inez Bisbee, Miss Lee Dudley and
bot Avenue.

A MERRY CHRISTMAS

cf George G.. and Amanda Douglas
Williams.

While They Last
Wool Gabardine Skirt
Lengths. $1.50
Plaids and Plain Taffetas to
make gorgeous evening gowns
for your New Years party.

REMNANT SHOPPE
!02 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 119S-M

VVF. ( OVER BUTTONS

Services will be conducted by
H F. Leach with burial in Oak
Grove cemetery in Bath.
Rev.

Mr. and Mrs . Ralph U. Clark,
Broadway will have as guests over
the holiday. Miss Harriet Trask,
who is on the faculty at Gorham
State Teachers College, arrived
Wednesday. Miss Harriet Clark. R.
N a member of the staff at the
Central Maine General Hospital.
Lewiston and Miss Edith Clark, a
teacher in the Beverly, Mass, schools
will arrive today, also present will
be Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lagcnegro
'Evelyn Clark).

mm/

fly //te

Stonington
Furniture Co.
FARNSWORTH
MEMORIAL BUILDING

To all our friends both

and the fiappies*

our manv

friends.

BALDWIN’S
CLEANERS
17 ELM ST..

CAMDEN

LUCIEN K. GREEN
FURRIERS
;u SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND

-
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Church School Sings

ews
At St. Bernard’s Catholic Church.
Masses each Sunday at 8 a m and
10.45 a. m„ Rev. Charles P. Ben
nett. pastor. Mass in Thomaston
at 9 a. m each Sunday. Mass at
Our Lady ot Good Hope Church in
Camden each Sunday at 9.30 a. m.
• • • •
At St. Peter’s Episcopal Church,
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector. Sunday
services will be: Holy Cummunion
at St. John’s, Thomaston at 8 a.
m.. Parish Mass and sermon at
9.30.
• • • •
At the Congregational Church
Rev Charles R. Mcnteith. pastor,
Church School classes for all above
Secend Grade at 9.45. and for Sec
ond Graders and youjnger at 10.3?.
Morning Worship is at '10.45. with
tlie pastor taking for his topic Re
ligion in 1948.’’ Comrades of the
Way observe “old timers' night’ at
620 The program will feature a
film ’Boy Marries Girl." Appoint
ments for the week include Boy
Scout Troop 206 on Monday at 7
at the church; Deacons at 8 cn
Monday at the parsonage; Circle
supper Wednesdav at 6.15, with
church meetipg afterwards.
• • • •
At Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church Sunday morning worship
will be held at 1045. when the pas
tor, Rev. 'Alfred G. Hempstead, will
preach on the subject. "Adventure
Lies Ahead ” The Church Schcol
will meet at noon The Boy Scouts
wiil meet Monday at 7 p. m. Prayer
meeting will be held Tuesday at
720 p. m.
••••
At the First Baptist Church Rev.
J. Charles MacDonald will give a
New Years message igi the 10.30
service on the subject, ' Which Road
Shall I Take?" The prayer groups
will meet at 10.15. and the nursery

will be open for small children in the
corner build.ng. All classes cf the
church school will meet at 12. Tlie
Bible commission will have charge
of the Ambassadors' meeting at 6.
The evening service at 7 15 will in
clude a chcir and a sclo number,
and Mr. MacDonald will give the
fourth in his series of messages r(n
“Some First Christmas Characters"
with the subject this week, “The
Shepherds." The prayer and praise
meeting will be held cn Tuesday
at 7.30. The annual Watch Night
Service will be on Friday night be
ginning at 8.
• • • •
Sunday at the Littlefield Memo
rial Baptist Church pastor Rev.
John A. Barker will speak on this
timely theme 'Redeeming Our Re
grets." Suecial music will include a
solo by Miss Marie Dorr. Sunday
School fellows a; 1145 with classes
for all ages. The B.YF. meets
I in the vestry at 6 o’clock. At 7.15
the children will present a Christ
mas Concert. Instrumental num
ber'. solos, recitations and group
singing will be included in the proI gram. Come early to be sure of a
; seat. Mid-week prayer and praise
service Tuesday night at 7.30. The
Watch Night service Friday night
from 8.30 to midnight. An interest
ing progTam has been arranged to
I help pass the time quickly. A smart
way to end the old year and start
the new.
• • ••
I “Facing Our Three Tenses” will
; be tne subject of Dr. 7 owes New
Years Sunday sermon for mornijng
I worship at tlie Universalist Church
bcginjning at 10 40. The kindergarten
department for children of the preschcol age, meets in the children’s
reem during the Service of worship.
The Church School for all older

THE NEIGHBORHOOD CAROLERS

Food Prices Lower

First Baptist Event Was
Christmas News Which Will
Attended By 140
Cause General Satis*
How a Group Of Young Singers Thrilled Many
Children
faction

The Church School of the First
Baptist Church presented its
Christmas concert in the church au
ditorium Wednesday night. Around
140 children were present with
their parents and friends. Miss
Charlotte Cook was chairman of
the program, and she was assist
ed by Mrs. Ada McConnell, Mrs.
Elizabeth Williamson. Mrs. Rita
Snow. Mrs. Addie Rogers. Mrs
■ HSattie Richards, and Mrs. Bva
Stanley.
The following program was giv
en: Hymn, “O Little Town of Beth
lehem; ■ prayer, Mr. MacDonald;
“A Welcome," Frederick Palka;
"Not Too Young.” Margaret Dow,
Rebecca Bickmore; "Little Lord of
Lcng Ago,-' Marcia Bickford. Pris
cilla Curtis, Barbara Beal; trumpet
solo. Robert Crie; "The Angel's
Seng," Janette Cummings. Janice
B'c’tford: "The Reason.” Dotty
Pendleton. Betty Lee Clark. Rebec
ca Bickmore, Nancy Young. Carol
Philbrook, Burjny Mitchell.
Song, Primary Department: “My
Guest," Jackie Kaler; "The First
Giver." Marjorie Hart; “Best Gift,”
David Ames. Wayne Heath; "A
Merry Christmas," Daryl Blood;
"The Same Old Story," Patricia
Mitchell. Barbara Trentholm: "The
Best Christmas Story." Freddie
Stoddard; song. Beginner s Depart
ment. "Away in a Manger;’’ "The
j Greatest Gift ’’ Carlene Wooster,
Barbara Jean Butman; "We Can
Find Him," David Morey. Kendall
Merriam; piagio solo, Daryl Blood;
"There’s Always a Star at Christ
mas,” Lucille Sewall, Betty Wil
liamson. Sylvia Mackie; -Why I
Am Happy." John Dailey.
Song. Junior Department. “Silent
Night" and "The First Noel" with
solo by Sonia Dobbins; “Our Task,”
Alice Cole. Linda Llnscott; "Good
the Year Around.’’ Maynard PhilI Irrook. Robert ' Merriam: "Merry
Christmas," Sylvia Doherty. Judith
Harriman Joan Sewall, Miarcia
Foley; story. Mrs MacDonald;
classes meets at noon Youth Fel
lowship devotional meeting ip the
vestry at 6 p. m.
• * • •
"Christian Science" is the subject
of the Lesvson-Sermon that will be
read ln all Churches of Christ. Sci
entist. on Dec. 26. The Golden Text
is: "Great ls the Lord, and greatly
to be praised in the city of our God,
in the mountain of his holiness”
(Psalms 48:1).

Rockland Listeners
A happy feature of the Christmas
season has been furnished this week
by the Neighborhood Carolers—a
group of children, whose ages range
from 5 to 14 years.
The group was organized five
years ago by Mrs. Elizabeth Passon, and each holiday season has
found them performing their labor
of love at the Home For Aged
Women, homes of shut-ins, and at
the Maine Central Station greeting
the passengers on incoming trains.
Three selections have been sung
at each stepping place and the
blending of the youthful voices has
cheered many 'persons and touched
many hearts The ccgicluding se
lections
were "Silent Night."
•Jingle Bells" and “O Come All
Ye Faithful." The ’ Jingle Bells"
song was to the accompaniment of
bells adorning the arms of the sing,
ers.

Neighborhood Notes
A special town meeting will be
called in Thomaston next month to
consider a new school house in the
community. School Board officials
will present plans for a five-room
building to cost approximately $65.000 and to be located on town

When one of the Maine Central
trains arrived, the engineer left his
cab to make a personal request fcr
a song. One woman approached
the group and said: 'This is won
derful; my sister has just arrived
on this trajjn from Arizona; what
a welcome for her.” Another wo
man was affected to tears.
In the group of singers, directed
by Mrs. Passons, Were Harry and
Stanley French, George and David
Graves, Molly, narold and Albert
Colson, Clyde and Lucille Sewall,
Patty and Judy Pease. Priscilla
Curtis and Mary Smith.
Where
space permitted, the singers formed
a cross while singing, ajid each car
ried an old-fashioned lantern.
The singers Wore white shoulder
capes with white collars.
Wednesday night, Mrs. Passons
entertained the group at her heme
21 Gay street, and tach member
was presented with a bag of candy.

owjned land
Temple.

near the Masonic
• • • •
Roland M Leach of Portland has
been elected to the superintendency
cf the School Union embracing thtowns of Union, Brooks, Jackson,
Monroe, Swanville, Waldo and
Thorndike. The new official has
recently oecn head of the School
Union at Cherryfleld and Wilton in
Washington County. He ls a
graduate of Castine State Normal
School and Fitchburg (Mass.)
Teachers College.

hymp, "Hark, the Herald Angels
Sing.”
Alter the program tlie children
Erasistratus of Chios developed
adjourned to the vestry where a
visit from Santa Claus was enjoyed, an atomic theory long before the
Ohristian era.
and gifts of candy were received.
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JEWELERS
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
AND

BEST WISHES FOR THE NEW YEAR 1

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON, INC.

NORTH HAVEN
The seniors of the High School
presented the play "Here Comes
Charlie," at Andrews Hall Tues
day night. Taking part in the play
were Eldie ' MacDcnald Stewart
Baird. Freda and Priscilla Mills.
Jane Shields, Glenn and James
Pendletcp. James Hopkins, Corice
Gillis and Ronald Curtis. ‘ A gift
was presented to Miss Gwendoline
Green foT her services as coach.
Arthur Beverage, Jr., who is a
civil engineer with the ChaunceVaught Company, has been trans
ferred from Hartford, Conn., to
Dallas, Texas.
Gerald Beverage of Rockland
passed the week-end with his par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Beverage.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Taberman of Suffield, Conn , passed the
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Stone.
Miss Leona. Stone, Almon Ames,
and Curtis Dickey are home from
Bostogi for the Christmas holidays.
Mrs. Roger Raymcnd and sen
James of Gardir.cr are visiting heT
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bev
erage.
Mks. H. F Pease of Suffield,
Conn., passed the week-end with
the Misses Jennie and Etta Bev
erage.
Tlie Christmas program and tree
will be held at the Baptist Church
Friday at 720 p. m.
Stanley Waterman and Victor
Parsons, who 'are stationed at Fort
Bills. Oklahoma, arrived home Wed
nesday. traveling from Oklahoma to
Boston by plane.
Captain Murray Stone of Cam
den was overnight guest of his
brother, Leon Stone, recently.
Miss Fannie Ames is passing the
school vacation at her home in
Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Blanche Harkinson is visit
ing her parents, Mr and Mrs. H.
T. Crockett.
J. H. Roberts of Vinalhaven was
a recent visitor at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Stone.

Government figures disclosed a
continued decline ln living costs in
November. The index of the Bu
reau of Labor Statistics for midNovember was down eight tenths of
one percent from a month earlier.
Tiie fall was due to a drop in food
prices for the fourth consecutive
month.
The first declare from a steady
1948 living cost climb came in midOctober. So today’s figures record
ed the second straight monthly de
crease in cost of living.
The index measures the retail
prices of goods and services pur
chased by moderate-income families
In large cities. Food is the major
item in the index.
Pood prices have continued to go
down slightly since mid-November.
That points to a third decline ijn
the living cost index when figures
for mid-December become available
a month from now.
The index for mid-November was
172.2 percent of the 1935-38 average
of 100 At this level, living costs
were 4.4 percent above a year ago,
292 percent above June, 1(546. when
wartime price controls were aban
doned, apd 74.6 percent above Au
gust, 1938, when World War n be
gan.
Foods alone dropped 1.9 percent
from October to November. Cloth
ing and house furnishings prices
declined fractionally.
Poods in November were 24 per
cent higher than a year ago but
42.5 percent above the controlled
price period of mld-1946.
Meats dropped most among the
foods, but there were 2 percent de
clines in dairy’ products, fruits, and
vegetables, and fats and oils. Egg
prices rose 2 percent and prices of
sugar and sugar products ad
Average use of electric current in
vanced a bit.
1947 in Georgia was 1399 KWs.
The bureau said that butter
prices at T5 cents a pound averaged
lower than in any month since
June, 1947.

Ever See A Coypu?
Well, That’s What Fred
Blaisdell Found In Wilds
Of Oregon
Dec. 14. Oak Grove, Ore.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Once again time to pay up, so
here comes $4 with a homemade
Christmas card thrown in to show
you a bit of our Portland.
Ever see a Coypu? Neither did I
until I ran into one up in the hills
this Fall. They are the latest ad
dition to our fauna. I hesitated
whether to shoot it as a Russian
spy, collect it for the Zoo or Just
ignore it as one is supposed to do
with a pink elephant on a morning
after.
After wiping my glasses ano
shaking my head, and finding the
critter still there, and furthermore
gazing at me with a sort of pensive
expression, I dropped my riffle and
jerked out note book and pencil
preparatory to jotting down its
impressions rn the recent election
upset, the income tax, the Berlin
question and the Chinese aid pro
blem, but with a shake of its head
that nearly detached that useful
member from its body, it hastily
plonped into a nearby pool.
Oh
well, likely, it knew but lltte more
about those problems than do we,
anvway.
This Coypu hootnaqny looks like
a cross between a muskrat and a
beaver, with a few bizarre anato
mical details otf its own added for
good measure.
Seems that some
well meaning person imported some
of them to Oregon from South
America, 'thinking tiiat they might
prove a source of added income to
trappers. Come to think of it the
Coypu gets a break 'at that because
it need only to worry about being
skinned once. Most of us are not
that lucky.
Yours for a Merry Christmas, and
keep that indispensable CounerGazette coming my way.
Fred L. Blaisdell.

DUTCH NECK

I

Mrs Claude Miller Is spending a
week in Rockland, guest of her
daughter. Mrs. Warren D Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Melville Davis and
daughters. Carmen and Betty, were
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. L. W. Hurd in Lincolnville.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crosby went
Tuesday to Newburyport. Mass., to
spend several days with Mrs Cros
by’s brother, Ernest Dower, before
going on to Dover. Mass., to spend
the holiday season with their son
Gordon Crosby.
Austin Wallace was a recent visi
tor ln Boston,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W Vanderpool
and Peter were Portland visitors
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Chute spent
Sunday with Mrs. Chute’s sister.
Mrs. Herman Winchenbaugh In
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs Perley Winchen
baugh, Mr. and Mrs. Simmons and
son Wayne of Back Cove were din
ner guests Iasi. Friday of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Chute.

*€*€To all of our friends and patrons who have
helped make our year so pleasant—our best wishes
to you and yours for a merry Christmas... a
healthy, happy prosperous New Year... and a sin
cere hope that we may again enjoy your kind pat
ronage during the coming year.

MAINE BLUEBERRY GROWERS, INC.
r

ROBERT H. BLAKE, MGR.

:I

WEST ROCKPORT, MAINE

Subscribe to The Courter-Gerette
The joy» of this season

are many — and may
you enjoy them all!
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add our sincere wishes
for a jolly year to
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May this Christmas

Eastern
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bring you gladness and a full

measure of contentment.
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the New Year
open up
new vistas of happiness!!
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CHRISMS.

A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR
MtMFThe skilled chess plaver cleverly moves his pieces to achieve
the defeat—the checkmate—of his opponent. In just this fash
ion, the skilled hands, and minds, of highly trained scientists
have moved rapidly against disease—perfecting one marvelous
drug and chemical after another to checkmate many of the ill
nesses that have afflicted mankind. For our part, we maintain
a full stock of these latest drugs—thus aiding you, through your
doctor, to checkmate illness when it strikes.

GOODNOWS PHARMACY
FRED L. GOODNOW, Prop.

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

To ©yr many friends, we extend our
wishes for a Yu/etide filled with ell the

In the same old friendly way,
On the same old friendly day—
We extend our very best wishes
For a very joyous Yuletide,
And a very Happy New Year.

good thingt in life—good health, hap
piness, peace and prosperity.

SAVITT’S
A. C. MCLOON CO.

369 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

MAIN AT PARK STS., ROCKLAND, ME., TEL. 446
• ,T - ■ fc.S j
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Drivers Are Warned

Christmas Bonuses

Would Change Coins

Page Nine

The Boosters Club

To Be Extra Careful During i Extra Week’s Pay, Cash and Here’s a Group Which Wants By-laws Are Adopted and
Holiday Season—Don’t
Day Off For the Algin
2y2 and ?y2 Cent
Committees Chosen—
Drink; Don’t Speed
Employes
Pieces
Prospects Good
The jnation’s drivers are warned
by the National Automobile Dealers
Association to Ire extra careful dur
ing the approaching holiday sea
son.
“It seems to be a perverse twist
of fate," said the bulletin, “that at
the very time of year when people
should be at the high point of hap
piness, thousands of American
homes are saddened by accidents.
Based on past experiences, Christ
mas Eve and Christmas Day com
prise the period when all drivers
should be doubly careful. Deaths
in automobile accidents during
tiiat short time run two to three
times as much as thc daily average
throughout the entire year.
“Holiday gaieties, especially overindulgence in liquor is a large fac
tor in these conditions Last year
it was found that about one out of
every five of the drivers killed in
highway accidents had been drink
ing and one cut of every four adult
pedestrians killed by a motor ve
hicle was under thc influence of
alcohol.
‘‘To be safe when you drive, don’t
drink, don't speed, be on thc look
out for the showoffs and drunks.

Bart Pellicani, works manager of
the Algin Corporation, announces
! that his firm is distributing Christ' mas bonuses to all its employes.
| Employes who have been with the
J company over a year are receiving
an extra week’s wages; those with
i less than a year’s service are ret ceiving $20 each.
In addition all employes have
Christmas off with pay.
The bonus is a token of apprecia
tion not only for loyal and efficient
work during thc past year. Pelll1 cani states, but particularly for the
way all the employes co-operated
in re-building and resuming pro
duction after the fire which oc
curred on Thanksgiving Day.
' and sec that every part of your
. car is In good shape."

j

-----------------------

For a teen-ager’s room: Cover a
piece of plywood with felt or fabric
and fit into old picture frame. Hang
on wall for memos, dance programs
or a place to pin costume jewelry.
Young condors of South Ameri
ca do not leave the nest for a year
after hatching.

holiday greetings
TO YOU!
Wc arc adding our
Season’s Greetings to
the many we are sure
already surround you
In warm holiday spirit.
Our best wishes to you
and yours for a joyous
Christmas... a Happy
New Year... and a sin
cere hope that we may
continue to serve you
during the coming
year!
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593 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
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At the last ' meeting mimeo
graphed copies cf a proposed set of
by-laws were given to the members
for discussion
The laws were
amended, voted on and passed, by
the group. They will be published
•n this paper.
A committee for thc membership
drive was selected comprising
Chairman Austin Kinney. John
Duff, Sgt. Jchn Todd and Austin
Billijngs. Named for the entertain
ment committee were Fled H. Bird,
cliairman, Sgt. John Todd and
Clinton Robinson. Henry Marsh
tendered resignation cf the secre
tarial post owing to other Outside
activities. This position will be
filled by Walter Smith.
The following named ' members
were chosen lor the publicity com
mittee: Carl Griffith, Robert Jones
apd Donald Estes.
The membership drive is underj way with tlie goal set at 350 mcm| bers by the second week of March.
Lf this goal can be attained, then
the Boosters Club can serve its
purpose, for the youth of our city
If the people in this city show
the interest we are hoping for, then
it is certain that the Boosters Club
will be off to a tremendous start.
iThe reason for setting the dues at
I a minimum is to increase memberj ship We feel that any sports
i minded citizep will gladly contrib| tite to thLs worthy cause. We all
want to see our youth well trained
and educated in all fields of sport.
Athletics breed good outstanding
citizens. Why bot liave ours thc
best?
The next regular meeting of the
Boosters Club will be at the Higli
School Jan 12. at 7.30 p. m. Thc
public is invited to attend any cf
these meetings. Come and see how
this new club operates ajnd discuss
with your fellow citizens, plans for
the future of our youth. You. too,
can be a Booster.
Robert Jones, 'Donald Estes, Pub
licity Committee.
Proved Oil Reserve Soars

To Peak of Trillion Gallons

Despite tremendous production
the oil Industry has managed to
Old Christmas Trees build reserves to a new high level
The industry has pushed proved re
— oil known to be in the
Here’s A Timely Hint On serves
ground — to more than a trillion
gallons Geologists estimate that
What To Do With It
twice that many gallons still await
It s a little early to start talking discovery
about what to do with your old
In order to get oil delivered to the
Christmas trees. But the Fish and ultimate consumer, the 34,000 com
Wildlife Service took time by the
panies making up the American oil
forelock •today and suggested:
After the kiddies are through industry now are engaged In a tour
with it put ycur cld Chirstmas billion dollar expansion program
Exploration and drilling for new
tree up in the backyard as a bird
feeder, substituting popcorn and sources during 1947 ran about 14
suet for tinsel and fruit
per cent ahead of 1948; more than
But when you’re at tlie tinsel 24,000 miles of pipeline are planned
stage cf decorating the tree, thc ! or under construction, new tankers
American Red Cross advised, don’t barges and tank cars have been or
. use a pile of books or a wobbly dered refineries to process oil are
chair as substitutes for a ladder.
being built and new storage facili
That, it said, is a sure way of
now not to have a bright Christ ties erected near points where oil
is used
mas.

NADEAU’S
SEA GRILL

%•

There's a drive on to tinker with
our U. S. money. A group known
as thc American Institute ior In
termediate Coijnagc was formed in
New York over the week-end, and
it' immediately came cut strong tor
2 1-2 and 7 1-2 cent pieces.
Its board chairman Eciw.ud W.
Mehren, argues that il these coins
were .lvaili ble, merchants could do
a better job at 'pricing their goods.
This, he says, would save the na
tion's crpsumers $8,021,000 CO3 an.
nually
It fakes an act of Congress to
put p a new coin, ln the second
S&lacc. people den t like to have
their money monkeyed with. Even
a (change in design, people at the
U. 6. mint say. usually brings forth
howls of disapproval.
Maybe you forgot about them,
but before we went off the geld
standard, our coins were far more
numerous than they are now.
We had $20, $10. $5, $2.50 and $1
gold pieces. For a short time,
from 1854 to 1899. we 'also had a $3
gold piece, but no ojnc seems to
know why.
In tne silver line we have had
two different dollars. One was a
contraption known as the trade
dollar, larger than the regular dol
lar that you and I have learned to
love and cherish. It was used for
trading purposes in the Orient,
where, apparently, they go In for
big money
The halves, quarters and dimes
you know about. Then there was
the half-dime, which was the
father of the nickel.
We have had two different 3cent pieces The silver one was dis
continued in 1873, the copper in
1889
The two-cent piece was born in
*864. But it was in poor health
from the start, and 'died ip 1872.
The cent, of course, has been a
steady character, but the 1-2 cent
fell to cne side in 1857.
One of thc shortest lived of all
coins was the 70-cent piece Bern
in 1875. it died In 1878. Even the
American Institute for Interme
diate coinage will agree I thipk,
that it was just as, well.—Arthur
Edson, Associated Press writer.
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OLD, OLD STORY
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Take Extra Pains

Mclntire, of Malden, Mass., who
came especially for the occasion.

Their Fiftieth

Littlefield Church

Parents Urged To Teach Boys and Girls Will Provide Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Gardner
Observed Their Golden
Their Children Safety
Annual Concert Sunday
Anniversary
Habits
Night
Parents are urged to take extra
pains the year around—not just at
Christmas—to teach their children
safety habits.
'■idents and violence, a State
Health and Welfare Dei?artment
official said, liave killed in recen'
years seven times as many Maine
school-age children as contagious
disease.
Mrs. Margaret Oakes, assistant
director in the division of Com
municable Disease Control said
“Newspapers often carry stories
about big safety campaigns. The
small campaigns that fathers and
mothers carry on at home are even
more Important.’’
Mrs. Oakes said that from 1943
through 1947, there were 550 death;;
of children aged five to 19. an av
erage of two a week
In the same period there were
only 75 deaths in the same age
group from seven cc-mmunicable
diseases, meningitis, infantile pa
ralysis, diphtheria, measles, whoopin? cough and scarlet ajnd typhoid
fever.

Wc

still

have

few

a

Toastmaster Toasters, and

Tree Light Bulbs, all sizes,
Tree

Light

Sets

and

Bubble Lights,

Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Gardner ob
served their golden wedding anni
versary Sunday. They were mar
ried in Thomaston on Mr. Gardner’s
23d birthday and have always re
sided here.
They were the recipients of manygifts, including several beautiful
poinsettia plants and a large bou
quet cf golden chrysanthemums
from friends and neighbors. Many
friends dropped in during the day
to extend their congratulations and
good wishes, and numerous tele
phone calls were received from
friends at distant points. More
than 100 beautiful cards cf congratulation were received by mail.
Mrs. Gardner was assisted in serv
ing refreshments by a friend of
many years' standing, Miss Florence

The annual Christmas concert by
the boys and girls of the Sunday
School cf the Littlefield Memorial
Baptist Church will be presented
Sunday nighl at 7.15.
The boys
and girls nave been practicing for
this concert for several weeks un
der the direction of the pastor and
Mrs. Ina Hooper.
They will be
singing the familiar carols of the
Christmas season and in addition
to these there will be vocal solos
by Richard Mitchell and Joyce
Gregory, apd an instrumental solo
by Richard Davis.
Alonzo Dorr will speak on
'Christmas Secrets;” Judy Johnon Give In thc Name of Jesus;
Carol Sulin "Precious Baby;
Richard Mitchell, 'Come Again;'"
Sandra Kahrir.en, “To A Star;”
Priscilla Benner. “The Christmas
Star;" Alice Lord, “To Jesus;” |
Jerry Mather. “The First Gift;"
Carol Cross, "Christmas Prayer;” '
Joyce Gregory, “If You Will;’’ Judy [
Davis and Patsy Dugan, “What
Shall We Give To Jesus;" Donald
Cunnijngham. “Even Though:" As- 1
trid Thorwaldsen, "Long Ago and .
Far Away:'' Donna Mitchell, “My ;
iWee Stocking;” Linda Johnson;
and Nancy Packard. "What Would
| We Do." Sally Anderson. “Two
Stockings;" Jane Ixird. Barbara
I Ar-p Barker and Ernest Harrington, i
“Our Greeting:'” Danna Deshon
Raymond Withee. Judith Brackett,
and Billy Eaton, 'What We Want
for Christmas:" Beverly Dorr, i
June Willis, Billy Thurston, and j
Pearl Vanorse. 'The Christmas j
Story: ’ David Yeung, "Clinching
It;" Donna Smallwcod, “Door- J
ways;” 1 Pamela Harrington. "My
Christmas Wish;” Richard Davis. 1
'Remembered;'' Mary Batty. "Mv
Gilt;" Betty Withee, “Good Night
To You;" Hortense Micue. “Why’" j
Darrel! Micue. "‘The Best Fruit."
Everyone is welcome to share in
the joy of listening to these -boys i
and girls.
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COMMERCIAL

PHOTOGRAPHY
All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups,
Weddings, Industrial,
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Sidney L Cullen
TEL. 907 or 770

A
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SEASON'S

May your Christmas be one ol
joy and contentment. May your
New Year overflow with good

health.

DANIELS, JEWELERS
Your Jewelry Counselor

Wrap rheesr well in waxed paper. '
put in a container with a tightly [
fitting cover, and store in the re
frigerator.

STUDLEY
HARDWARE CO.

^1
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WISHING EACH AND
EVERYONE
VERY MERRY
CHRISTMAS

I»

’

THOMASTON, ME.

All tha pleasant
thoughts a gift can
bring ... all tha happy

c**

ith Memories ever warm of thr gentle, rich years that
passed and Hope, strung and brave, of the years yet lo

t
I

i

come—

Due to a typo error in

ehaarfully offered in our Christmas

our Dec. 21 advertisement

• y'.’z?
• 7 v<*

this truck was quoted at
$7.95; it should read as
below.

\
•

j

Once .Igain

I
I

"MERRY CIIRISTM.IS"

h

$7.49

vithtt, too . . . ara

j
arc

RIDER TRUCKS

VAN BAALEN HE1LBRUN CO., INC.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Burdell’s

jI

16 SCHOOL ST., ROCKLAND

\

CHRISTMAS

Are You Thinking About a

Holiday Permanent?
a,»i*»»»3«*S'>t»’»>»******J‘**"**>*****>'*>S'***’'*>i3<»<»

WINTER CLOSING TIME
Starting Monday, January 3

\
I

May W.e Help You?

Floy Fovorife With

MACHINE OR MACHINELESS
$5., $6.50. $7.50, $8.50, $10.
COLD WAVE

Heavy Duty

"Littla Fellers"!

RIDER TRUCK

$7.50. $8.50, $10.00, $15.00

$7.49

A Permanent Makes a Nice Gift!

GILBERT’S BEAUTY SALON
HELEN OLDIS KNIGHT, Prop.

375 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

Visit Our Gift Bar]

TEL. 142

It’s tip-proof and all steel—Abie
to support 175 lbs. Has two 20”
removable ladders and a bell;
32'.'," long, 15" high. Fun to ride
and easy to steer.

BITuer’S

NEW
YEAR

We Have

We will close at 8 P. M. weekday evenings and

4.

at 9 P. M. Saturdays during the Winter months.
102-105

MMNNMM

CHRISTMAS
SUGGESTIONS
and NYLONS, too
93-84-T-U

------ SUPPLY--------I

TEL.677-470 MAIN ST.

•BOCKLAND.ME

103‘lt

MAIN ST. HARDWARE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

97’tf
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referred to as "regular” or “stajn- with effective means for preventing
dard,’ reduces braking distance and the formation of frost or fog. The
increases forward traction on snow old manifold type of heater should
as well as cn ice, but is not ef not be used unless it is exceptional
fective in controlling side skids. ly rugged gid is 'frequently checked
Because of the comparatively poor for leaks and other defects.
performance of the round-wire
Jaiiabing the brake pedal so that
chain on ice, some drivers distrust there* are a series of fast, short
all tire chains for prctecticp on ice. brake applications, each one of
However, the Committee's tests wliich locks the wheels for an in
have shown tliat the types of tire stant and then the brakes will dis
chains in which each link of the engage for an instant. The average
sulation of the cab is adequate. cross-chain is specially constructed driver in first attempting this may
added traction are not only very find it difficult and will be inclined
Openings around pedals, steering for
effective in reducing braking dis to not let the pedal come back far
posts, heaters, etc., should be made tances and increasing traction but enough to release the brakes How
air-tight. There is very little dan also effective in preventing side ever. tests have shown that this
ger of carbon monoxide poisoning skids, even on glare ice. In this method properly executed is the
while driving, regardless of weather, connection, of course, it shculd be best known for obtaining the short.
road conditions or window adjust realized that maximum help against pcssible bare-tire stops on glare ice,
ments, providing the exhaust sys side skids is obtained with these ' whether straight head or on curves.
tem is free of leaks and that the chains on all four wheels, rattier
Keep the windshield and windows
tail pipe extends to the extreme than on the rear wheels only, as clear of outside snow and ice and
rear or above the vehicle.
is customary. With chains on the inside fog and frost at all times.
The electrical system should be rear wheels only, there Is greatly Lower the side windcVs, if neceschecked for good condition Proper increased stop-and-go tracticp and isary, to maintain side vision.
insulation of the wires and connec improved control against rear end
A table within the booaiet shows
tions is more important in the Win skids, but side skidding cannot be i the varying distances required to
ter. since there is then more mois entirely prevented because the bring a vehicle to a full ston under I
ture from snow and other sources front wheels will slide or skid different conditions. With all i
to cause short circuits.
sideways on the slippery surface speeds figured at 20 miles per hour, ;
Headlights should be checked for and throw the vehicle out of its 21 !eet is required on dry concrete
proper fccus and fim. During snow course.
| and 26 feet on wet concrete. Drivstorms and in fogs, the light from
It shculd be realized that for best ing on packed snow. 40 feet is reheadlight beams aimed too high is performance on ice. chains should I. quired
when the car 'has chains on
reflected back and blinds the driver. be in good conditicp—Committee the rear
wheels against 69 fen
Tires with good treads are espe tests have shown that saii-worn I without chains.
On glare ice, cars
cially desirable in those sections of chains give braking distances from ! with natural rubber
no chains,
the country where wet pavement 15 to 50 percent longer than new rente to a stop ijn tires,
feet; cars
conditions are prevalent in the chains; acceleration and circle per with synthetic tire 169
equiped cars,
Winter, because tires with good formance is also poorer with old without chains, require
197 feet.
treads give better traction than chains.
| Operating on sanded ice with no
smooth tires on slippery, wet paveDefrosters and frost shields ! chains natural rubber tires requir”
mepts and. to a limited extent, on Drivers must be adequately pre
wet ice. On hard-packed snow or pared for the most severe visibility 38 feet to come to a stop. Chairs
-dry” ice, however good treads of conditions they may encounter. The Ion the rear wheels stop the car in
, 86 feet.
fer no added traction.
equipment necessary varies with
The above guide c« average pas
Special Equipment for Winter
tile severity of conditions likely to senger car braking .distances ac
Tire chains. Because of the ha • be encountered.
cording to condition of read surface
Heater-defrester combinations, or is based om all the test projects of
zards of snowy and icy pavements,
and to help avoid traffic tie-ups. special fans, for uireoting heated [»he Committee on Winter Driving
drivers must be prepared with ade air against the windshield are rec Hazards. (Total stopping distances
quate means of self-help for im ommended when they are of a de i are about 22 feet more than the
proving traction. Tire chains should sign adequate for keeping the out I above braking distances, however,
be carried Ijn passenger cars as well side of the windshield free of rpow, | since stopping distance is the sum
as other vehicles, because their use slush and ice, and the inside free i of braking distajnee and reaction
is at times as essential as that of of frost and moisture.
distance
It takes the average
windshield wipers and other equip
Frost shields of non-breakable
three-quarters of a second
ment. Under severe snow and ice transparent materials may be at 1 driver
to react and apply brakes after seeconditions, tire chains reduce pas tached to the inside surfaces of the i ing reason to stop, and this means
senger car braking distances around windows ias well as the windshield, 22 feet at 29 miles per hour).
40 to 50 percent, as compared with if no heater-defrester combination
braking distances possible with bare is available! to prevent the forma
GROSS NECK
tires. They also provide added trac tion of fog and frost on the inside
tion oftep essential for getting un surfaces of the windows. Glass
Recent callers at the home of Mr
derway or climing a grade. Then- frost shields are not recommended, J and Mrs. Melvin Genthner were
use on icy and snowy pavements Is however, since persons striking Mr. and Mis. Irvine Condon. Miss
iiighly recommended both to pro them in suddqn stops or collisions Esther Genthner of Thomaston, Mr
vide added traction and to reduce may be badly cut by broken glass. and Mrs. Cliarles Collamore and
braking distances.
blear vLsion through the rear Mrs. Pearl Delano of Friendship
It is important for drivers to real window is as important during the Jesse Havener cf South Waldoboro,
ize, hov,ever, that the effectiveness Winter as in other seasons. Wind Donald Genthner and sfjn of Dutch
of all tire chains is not equal. The shield wipers especially adapted for Neck.
original round-wire chain, usually use on rear windows have been
Mrs. Nora Gross of Bath called
marketed, and their use Is highly Monday on friends here.
desirable. Outside rear-view mir
Mrs. Arthur Poland and children
are useful all year round but
Merry Christmas and 2 rors
are especially helpful during the I and Mrs. Matilda Eugley visited re
cently with N‘r. and Mrs. Irovrie
A Happy New Year g Winter.
Heaters. Many cars today are ! Genthner in West Waldoboro.
FROM
«
William K. Winchenbach of
equipped with excellent heaters.
Their use is recommended to avoid Dutch Neck spqnt an evening re
WEAVER'S
the hazards of numbness induced cently with Ernest Eugley.
Antiques and Secondby long perioas in cold vehicles.
Mr and Mrs. Lloyd Foster were
hand Furnishings
£ They should be used in conjunction ! visitors Saturday in Damariscotta.

SAFETY1N W1NTER DR1V1NG

Motorists Will Do Well To Heed Every Line Of
Safety Council’s Advice
The directors of the National
Safety Council have issued a book
let entitled 'Safety in Winter Driv
ing" which it is circulating through
the chiefs of police of the naticp.
Chief of Police George Shaw of
Rockland has passed along a copy
of the publication which gives the
recommendations of the National
Safety Council relative to Winter
driving. These recommendations
come from a study of conditions on
the highways of the nation and are
well foujnded. Shaw urges that mo
torists locally read and heed the
good common sense contained with
in them.
They are reprinted below for the
use of the readers of The CourierGazette.
Snowstorms are hazardous be
cause of reduced visibility, but
snow on the roadway is not par
ticularly dangerous as long as it
remains snow. The real hazard lies
in the fact that snow can easily
chajnge to ice. due to temperature
changes or the action of passing
traffic Removing snow as rapidly
as it falls to prevent the formation
of ice, removing ice after it has
been formed, and improving trac
tion on ice already formed is the
largest part of the safety program
in Winter maintenance operations
in the snowbelt States.
Maximum safety is of course pro
vided when snow and ice are com
pletely removed, leaving a bare
pavement surface. This is highly
recommended, especially on heavily
traveled streets in metropolitan
areas.
Brakes should be cheeked period
ically the year round, but it is par
ticularly important that they be
kept equalized during the Winter.
Windshield wipers should be
checked for condition of the motor
and the cleaning effectiveness of
the brakes, to be sure that they will
be able to sustain the added loads
during snow and sleet storms.
Double wipers are recommended for
wider vision.
Exhaust manifolds gaskets, pipes
and mufflers should be checked fcr
leaks, cracks, and other defects.
The floor boards and fire wall be
tween the motor and cab of trucks
should toe checked to see that in
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Bought and Sold
15 IIYLF.R ST., TEL 149-3
THOMASTON, ME.
Open 12.00 to 9.00 P. M.
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Mysteries and Adventures of the
TENANT’S HARBOR
Atlantic Coast, by E. A. Snow.
Mr and Mrs. James Cant, Sr..
As Others See Us. by A. Visson.
Fireside Book of Yuletide Tales, ■ went Thursday to Philadelphia,
where they will be guests of Mr.
by Wagenknecht.
and Mrs. James Cant, Jr, On re
Fiction
turn they Will visit Mr. and Mrs.
Bold Galilean, by L. Blythe.
Henry Cant in WhitipsviHe. Mass.
Fire in the Heart, by H. BuckClayton Hunnewell went Wed
master.
Big Fisherman, by Lloyd Doug nesday to Caratunk, where he will A <
be guest of his parents for the holi
lass.
Semi-detached House, by Qnily day.
Oram Simpson of Criehaven arEden.
Most Sacred of All, by J. Farnol, j rived Tuesday to spend the Winter
i
with
his family.
Dinner at Antoine’s, by Frances
, A Christmas tree and program
P. Keyes.
It Gives Me Great Pleasure, by were held at the Baptist Church,
.Tuesday, with a large httendapee.
E. Kimbrough.
The Hickory Stick, by Virgil After the program, a group of
young people visited several shutScott.
Hearth and Eagle, by A Seton. ins throughout the village to sing
i Christmas carols.
Kissing Kin, by E. Thane
Mr. and Mrs Whitney Wheeler and
Love Among the Ruins, bv A.
daughter of Augusta were guests,
ThirkeU.
The Conner That Held Them, by Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Charles#
Wheeler.
S. T. Warner.
j Henry Bryant is visiting in
Lighter Fiction
Brockton, Mass.
More Beautiful Than Murder, by
Miss Gertrude Lantz is ill at her
O. R. Cohen.
home in Long Cove.
Face of Hate, by T. DuBois.
Spring Dream, by C Holliston.
June 20 to July -2 are the dates
I Hear Adventure Calling, by E for the Wimbledon tennis cham
Loring.
pionships in 1949, the All-England
Ten Day's Wonder, by E. Queen. , dub announced today.
Where’s Mr. Chumley. by Seldon
1 Termites carry small, one-celled
Truss.
Five O’clock Sure eon, by D. P. apimals in their digestive tracts to
Walker.
help them digest the wood they ,
jeat.
_ ________
|
Marseilles is the biggest and
most important harbor in France. Subscribe (o The Conr’er-Gezette

SERMONETTE
Onward Not Backward

Conclusion
Throughout this series of arti
cles it has been noted how easy
it is to slip backward in a com
munity or State by yielding
ground long safely held as right,
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
on pressure from groups who
Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian
clearly do not represent the best
Svery week-day: 9 o. m. to 8.30 p. m.
• • ••
in the American way of life.
The Song of Songs
This State is making a profit
of approximately eight million For us the gracious Savior came,
dollars yearly, selling rum to her
For us He lived and died;
sons and daughters, with daily For us was oom a little Babe.
accidents on her highways; race
For us was crucified;
track gamblers with a yearly And so the Christmas carol, sung
take of six and one-half million
By angels long ago,
dollars; failure to remember the Is sweeter than all other songs
Sabbath.
Which Christians sing below.
I just rereived a card from
Frcm the Christmas Book.
Hon. George C. Wing, Jr„ from
•• • •
•
St. John. He wrote: “You would
A very Merry Christmas to all
enjoy the Sabbath here. The library patrons and friends.
people observe it.” This State
Have you seen the Christmas
Is making light of marriage, cactus at the Library? It is well
neglecting children, permitting worth your time to drop in and see
the sale of cheap and indecent the more than 100 blossoms.
literature, fails to supervise
The library is very festive with
movies and radio with the result
its decorations of evergreens, tinsel
—poor music.
brightly lighted Christmas tree
As people sow. so shall they and
subsequently reap.
Old-fash over the door.
A series of Book Reviews are be
ioned? Yes. It has recently
been seen how just one man set ing planned to be held at the li
at defiance the teachers in pub brary during the Winter months.
lic schools in an attempt to This was a library feature two
swerve them from a mandate years ago and proved a great suc
laid upon them by statute law. cess. Many cf our patrons have
One cannot go on disregarding. requested that they be continued
God’s laws as outmoded. He is' again this year. The first in the 5
series will be held January, the
never mccked.
Churches and theologians, for date to be announced later.
New books added to the shelves
centuries, have been creating a
divided Christianity. It is the during the month;
Non-Fiction
right of every person to hold
The Story of John Hopkins, by
strongly to his particular faith
and yet without wavering there M. B. Bernheim
Champlain, the Life of Fortiture,
from, to recognize that right in
others.
Catholics, Jews and by M. Bishop.
Proper Study of Mankind, by
Protestants must stand together
for righteousness. The Issue to Stuart Chase.
Peace Ijn Our Time, by Noel
day is not difference in theology
but among all the free people of Coward.
The
Road To Reason, by L.
this earth it is Christianity or
Du Nouy.
Communism.
Crusade In Europe, by D D.
Christ truly said, “Man can
not serve two masters.” Swing Eisenhower
City and the Tsar, by Harold
ing to a little left of center is a
dangerous business as is the doc Lamb.
Edwin Arlington Robinson, by E
trine of expecting to be support
ed by the Government. When Neff.
Furniture Treasury (two voLs.l, by
God drove man from the gar
den. He decreed that "he shall Wallace Nutting.
earn his bread in the sweat of
his brow.” There is no substi
tute for individual initiatve.
The reason for saying these
things is apparent. The issue
GOLD BOND ROCKWOOL
is here, cannot be avoided. Free
people must choose for good or
WEATHER STRIPPING
evil, right now. “Onward then
DOORS and WINDOWS
not backward.”
—William A. Holman.
Combination
ALUMINUM STORM and
Wool felt in vivid colors makes
SCREEN WINDOWS
smart and serviceable skirts, mit
tens and caps for children. Felt
BEST MATERIALS
need not be hemmed, as edges are
EXPERT WORKMANSHIP
are pinked.

Rev. Thomas Scott said “A man
cannot leave a better legacy to the
wona (hail a weil-educated family."

3)3l

Central Insulation Co
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PHONE CAMDEN 525
JOSEPH L. BREWSTER

Sales Manager Eastern Division
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A. mERRy CHRISTINAS

Q-

PARAMOUNT
RESTAURANT
377 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

THIS RESTAURANT WILL BE

a

CLOSED SATURDAY
(CHRISTMAS DAY)

5
I

To Allow the Staff to Enjoy the Holiday at Home.

95-tf

The hills of Crete provide ideal
pasture fcr sheep.

■

itfctpe’ev wgwe'e?wre

INSULATION

First team to win the World’s
Series in four straight games was
the Boston Braves of 1914.

*

Tuesday-Friday

|

I

i.

V
May your Yulelide lie enjoyed

•A;

with good cheer, good health and
good friends.

on fetf)
Christmas is more
than a day or a season.

( <
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HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

Eh

f
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It s spirit lasts
forever with an

ever deeper, stronger

faith in "Peace —

i

»

Good Will —To all Men.”

• • •

1

Merr) Christmas to one and all.

QUALITY SHOE STORE
DONALD J. CHISHOLM, Prop.

310 Main St.,

Rockland, Me.
-x'

■eat >-
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Our greetings go out to you for the merriest Christmas
a

-

3;-

■>

......... .....

i'-y

... z

ever. May yours be a holiday overflowing with happiness

and good cheer. With our Yuletide greetings and

SANTA CLAUS
(AND ALL HIS HELPERS)
To all our friends we wish the mer

riest of Merry Christmases and the

happiest of Happy New Years.

JOHN BIRD CO.

best wishes for a happy New Year go our heart-felt thanks

AT TOYLAND
Thank You and Wish You All a Very

for your kind patronage of the past — for your

Merry Christmas
continued patronage in the future.

WHOLESALE GROCERS
ROCKLAND, MAINE

BITLER
CAR & HOME SUPPLY
470 MAIN STREET. TEL. 677
ROCKLAND. MAINS
TIRE SERVICE HEADQUARTER*

Superior Gas & Oil Co., Inc.
and Associated £sso Dealer S /

i

4
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Tuesday-Friday
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GAVE WATERVILLE A BATTLE
Rockland High Was On Heels Of the Mighty
Kennebec Team To Last Period
Matching sub for sub throughout
the game, WatervUle’s flashy court
squad outlasted the Orange and
Black at Community Building,
Tuesday night to take the leading
edge of a 55-41 score.
The teams went through the first
quarter at a fast pace, emerging in
a 13-13 tie. At half time, Water
ville led 23-21 and the locals
looked good to stay with one of the

hcadlipe teams of the State to the
final whistle
Waterville widened the gap
slightly in the third quarter, emerg
ing with a 36-30 lead. The final
frame of the game, the Purple
Panthers uncorked a flurry of
working'of the ball into scoring po
sition and sunk it for 19 points
and the ball game.
Murgita scored 17 points for
Rockland and Copnellan another 11,

CL risrmas
ring

many
muc

essings
■■

appiness

but Waterville had three heavy
scorers and that was the differ
ence in the Anal taffy. Mitchell
collected 18 points. Harmon 17 and
Jabar 11.
Had Rockland tripped Waterville,
it would have been a mighty upset
as that crew has marched through
their schedule to date with little
trouble with teams considered to be
tops in the field this year. In fact,
Rockland came as close to doing
the job as any outfit has to date.
The Jayvees of Rockland took a
trimmijng too from their opponents
from Waterville by a 40-32 score in
a good court game
The summary:

Cainden (37)
O.
Heal, lf .................. 5
Marriner, rf ........... 4
Milliken, rf ............. 0
Young, c ................. 3
Dearborn, c ........... 1
[ Huffman* lX ......... a
] Rrvant l’o
Ra„iPV’ r* ............. i
.....................
Totals ................. 18
Referee, Collamer. Time. 4 10s

Masalin, lg 1............
Eaton, lg .............
Sparta, rg .......
Wilscn, rg ..........
Manning, rg ........

1
l
1
0
0

Page Eleven

3
parade in Westbrook detoured pas*
2
the window of a bedridden 9-year3
old boy saddened by his inabifftyl
Last
Sunday
night
at
the
Com

0 munity Building, the Elks and
to see the marchers on Main street.
Mrs.
Smith
’
s
Election
Placed
0 Van Baalen made up their post
When a Bangor woman started
Her
At
the
Parade
Head
hitchhiking with her baby to reach
poned
match.
Van
Baalen
was
too
Totals ................ 15
39
her soldier husband in California,
much for the Elks taking all five
—Other Matters
Union (21)
the Army, 'friends and strangers
points. Gray and Hefts were tied
P for high sihgle of 116 for Vajn
Margaret Chase Smith’s personal teamed to unite the family at Old
G
Hilt, If .................. o
1 Baalen. Hoffs having high total of triumph at the polls led Maine's Orchard Beach.
Accidental deaths soared on
Luce, rf ...............
1
4 341. Knowlton and Arico each had parade of major news stories in
Maine's highways apd ln its vast
Payson, rf ............ 0
1 high single of 97 for the Elks,
1918
Mrs.
Smith
’
s
political
accom

hunting
land. Highway mishaps to
Knight, c ......
11 Knowlton having high total of 280.
date have claimed 172 lives—12
D Cramer, c .
plishment
won
for
her
the
title
of
0
Van Baalen: Epstein 295 Murgi - Woman of the Year” in a National more than ln all of 1947. State Po
E. Cramer, lg
0
Got A Good Start
276, Leo 290, Gray 2S6, Hoffs 341, poll of editors of Associated Press lice said excessive speed and wornLeonard, lg
0 ta
total
1501
Elks: Dondis 246,
Victory by a generous margin [ Day ~rg °
o
out autos were heavy contributors.]
4 Knowlton
280. Williams 258, Carr newspapers.
marked the opening game of the!
Other politically distinguished Eighteen deaths resulted from
254,
Arico
272,
total
1310.
Union Merchants Monday night,
Totals ............... 4
21
names also loomed large on Maine hunting season ' gunshot woundsl
Waterville (55)
when they defeated the Maine Col Referee, Quinn. Time, 4-8’s.
Tuesday night the Elks took four news pages. Senators Robert A and one from immersion ip an icy
Cr
legians 51 to 34. The latter's down- Girls' game, Camden 41, Union points to the Post Offices cine. Taft of Ohio and Owen Brewster lake. The toll topped 1947 by four.
1 Kirschner, lf ........ o
Dondls had high single of 130 and cf
fall was certainly not the fault of to
Famed Old Orchard (Beach lost
Maine 1 made
Nation-wide
R. Bishop. If ....... 0
high total of 309 for the Elks. headlines when their plane crash- its roller coaster and several con
Clarence Leonard, who racked up
Bucknatn, rf ....... 2
Rackliff had high single of 106 with lajnded on Kennebec River ice last cessions in the year’s most spec
21 points to lead the field. Gibson
Wiscasset 38, Waldoboro 25
i Bickford, rf ......... 0
a high total of 290 for the Post March. Neither was hurt, and they tacular fire, a $250,000 [postseason
was the Merchants’ Star.
Harmon, c ... . .... 4
Wiscasset
Academy and Waldo Office.
continued their trip in behalf of blaze.
Merchants
(51)
I Stewart, c ......... .. 0
boro High fought neck and neck in
Murder findings or charges re
Elks: Dondis 309. Knowlton 243, Taft's presidential aspirations.
G
! Jabar, lg .............. 5
the first half of their game at Williams 255, Carr 300, McPhee 277,
Former Gov. LouLs J. Brann. only sulted from 13 Maine deaths known
Thomas, lf ........... 5
iP. Bishop, lg ....... 0
Wiscasset Tuesday night, and from total 1384 Post Office: McGinley- Democrat re-elected Maines chief or believed to be violent, but the
Calhoun, lf .......... 0
| Mitchell, rg ....... 7
that time out the home team 248. Harrington 219 Moulaison 280, executive since Civil War days, died case that generate widest interest
0 j Calderwood, lf ...... 0
Barrows, rg ......... 0
showed superior class. Dalton and Mcsher 281, Rackliff 290 total 1318. in February at 71.
was dropped when it reached Mu
0 Gibson, rf .......... 5
* Halliday, rg ......... 0
Odell were high scorers for their
Two deeds of kindness stood out nicipal Court.
Tuesday night the Maine Central
_ j Aho. rf ...........
0
respective teams.
Attractive Mrs. Margaret Marcil
boys wen four points to the Cen in flowing testimony to the public's
55 j H. Leonard, rf .... 0
Totals .... .......... 18
36 of Schepectady N. Y., accused
Wiscasset (38)
warmth
of
heart.
A
Memorila
Day
tral
Maine
Power
Line
’
s
one.
Dean, c ................. 4
cf poisoning her husband, Oscar,
Rockland (41)
G
P Brackett had higli single of 135
[ Moody, c ............... 2
Dalton, lf .............. 8
20 and high total df 325 for Maine with a high three string total of 56. at Spednic Lake, was freed of
O
? Rich, lg .............
3
a murder charge at Calais when
Reed, If ................. 0
0 Central. Por the Line Crew Achorn 295.
[Murgita, lf
...... 7
0 [ Butler, lg ............. 0
said Marcil’s stomach
K. Sherman, rf
4 had high single cf 118 and high
[Heino, lf .............. 0
Gulf Oil: Hopkins 278. Hallowell prosecutors
Kenoyer, rg ........ 5
(contain enough of any drug
Huber, rf .....
0 total of 295.
ConneTlan, rf
4
11 Heath, rg............... 0
249. Colby 300. L. Drinkwater 284, didn't
to kill him. Heart disease was giv
leavltt. rf ...
0
j Deshon, rf ....
0
0
Maine Central: Anderson 302, Danielson 274, total 1384 Texaco:
T Sherman, c
5 Carsley 2SG, Bourne 276. Richard J. McLoon 277, A. McLoon 247, en as cause cf the Schenectady su
i Holden, c ......
2
4 Totals ............. 24
3
permarket manager’s death.
Grover, c .....
2
Poote. c .........
0
1
297, Brackett 325, total 1493. Morton 295. Perry 279, Gatcombe
Police guns cut down lumber
Collegians (34)
O. Dalton, c .
2 son
Bartlett, lg ...
0
1
276, total 1:74
Line
Crew:
Kennedy
264,
Achorn
Braidis, syaler of a deCost, c ...........
0 295, Jamesqn 272, Leach 273. Hast
2
Holt, rg .........
5
G.
F.
Friday night Armours won four jack Peter-iff.
a Holden woods
Fahey, lg ...
2 ings 272, total 1376.
0
0 Gleason, lf ........... 1
[ Pease, rg ......
1
points to the Rcckland Wholesale camp battle in
‘hat ended ip an
M'Guestion lg
0
[Proctor, rg ........... 1
2 Mcarland, rf ........ 1
0
one.
Simmcns
had
high
single
of
Wednesday night the mat
be
2
Pove. rg ...
Morton, c ............. 0
1
112 and high total cf 302 for Ar eight -day armed search for the ac
Colby, rg
1 tween the V.ater Company and mour's McFarland had high single cused murderer.
41 Day, c .................
Totals .............. 16
2
1
Central Maine Service was forfeited for the Wholesale.
Referees, Wctton and DiRenzo. Pinkham, lg ......... 1
o
Sukeforth Triple killings climaxed two
Totals .............. 16
38 by the Maine Service, so the Wa had high three string total of 279. family disputes at Columbia t ails
Time. 4-8’s.
C. Leonard, rg .... 10 ,
1
ter Company made up its post
Topsham. In each case the
Waldoboro (25)
Armour's: Buchanan 246, Jame and
poned match with tlie Lime Com
central figure was among the dead,
Those Belfast Merchants
Totals ............ 15
4
G
P pany. The Water Company won son 255, Roberts 252. Hodgkins 272, obviating prosecution.
Referee—'Bosser. Time—4-40’s. Orff, lf ................ 4
8 four points. Doak had high single Simmons 302, total 1307 Rockland
The Belfast Merchants walked
• • • •
Levansaler, lf ...... 0
0 of 102 with a 291 high total for the Wholesale: Sukeforth 279. McFar
away with Monday night’s game in
GOOD MAN, ANYWHERE
Camden
39,
Union
21
2 Water Company. Melvin had high land 242. Korhonen 222. Lawrv 268
Lee, rf ................... 1
Camden, defeating the Legionnaires
Col.
Francis J. McCabe, chief of
Cook
268,
Cook
256.
total
1299.
At
the
end
of
the
first
period
ijn
0
Paul, rf ....
0
j 58 to 37. The home team led in
of 105 and high string total
The postponed matches between the Maine State Police, and for
0 sffigle
I the first period and the visitors then i Camden Tuesday night, tlie home Russell, rf .......... 0
of
284
for
the
Lime
Company.
2
Maine Service and Na mer -warden of the State Prison,
took the reins like a runaway horse. team was leading Union 11 to 2, Peacock, c .......... 1
Company: B Winslow 282. Central
tional Guards and Central Maine has received word of hLs appoint
11 Water
5
Waworski, Colby College star, scored and that ratio was maintained Odell, c ..............
Curtis
276,
C.
Winslow
245.
Hallo

pretty much throughout the game. Winchenbach. lg
0 well 242. Doak 291, total 1336.
Service and Rockland Wholesale ment as a general member of the
0
24 points for the Merchants.
Hearty scored 13 points, while Moody, rg ............ 0
have been forfeited by Central American Legion Law and Order
2
Belfast (58)
Committee National Commander
Lime Company: Melvin 284 Orff Maine Service.
Knight was carrying the Union
Perry Brown poufii h him. r ing
G.
P.
P. fanner , with 11.
25 210, Snowman 253 Rowling 232.
Totals .............. 11
League Standing
the appointment had been con
McGuire .............. 4
2
i
Camden (39)
Referees, Hobbs, Arnold. Time, Holden 274, total 1303.
Won
Lost firmed bv the National Ex: Knox, lf .............. 1
0
Wednesday night the General General Seafoods.
opp 4-8's.
41
14 Committee. McCabe is a V, rid
Kaworski, rf ....... 10
4
The girls- game was won by Wal Seafoods won four points to the Texaco,
" 1 Bennett, lf ......... 1
o
2
40
15 War Two veteran.
Coombs, rf............. 0
0
Lime
Company's
one
point.
Lowell
doboro
29
to
25.
” Grgincll, If ......... 0
0
0
Van Baalen,
39
16
Gates, c ................ 4
2
•
•
•
•
had
high
sipgle
of
108
and
high
to

10 Crockett, lf ......... 0
0
0
Spruce Head,
36
19
The University of Mississff ,.i -.\
Cooper, lg ........... 2
0
tal
of
'296
for
Seafoods.
Snowman
4 Hearty, rf ............ 5
3
13
Central Maine Line Crew. 35
Nelsons 32, Bath Elks 20
20 add 10,009 seats to its footbai st
Holmes, lg ........... 0
0
had
high
single
of
110
for
the
Lime
0 Laite, rf ..... .„....... l
o
2
Odd Fellows,
33
22
dium.
The
Nelson
Bros,
team
played
a
Biggers, rg ........... 2
2
Company. Melvin had high total Post Office,
6 Christie, rf ......... 0
2
2
32
23
game in Bath Wednesday of 292.
Davis, rg .............. 1
o
2 Thomas, c .......... 4
19 return
Elks,
31
24
Baldpate ducks are closely relat
night,
and
was
victorious
by
the
General
Seafoods:
S
Willia
276,
— Drinkwater. c ..... 0
0
0 above score.
27
28 ed to European widgeons.
The contest saw- Lowell 296. Raymond 261. Genevicz Water Compajny,
Totals .............. 24
58 Hauson, c ............. 113
Main
Central.
26
29
plenty of fast and fancy passing, 274, W Willis 288. total 1395 Lime
Wholesale,
22
33
but it was rather deficient in re- Company: Melvin 292. Or" ’-J Rockland
National Guards,
21
34
Snowman 265, Rowling 247, Holden Gulf Oil.
19
36
271. total 1349.
Lime Company.
14
41
Thursday night the Van Baalen Armour.
14
41
team won four points to the Odd Central Main Service,
42
13
Fellows one. Chummy Gray had
WISHES YOU
Next
Week's
Schedule
high single of 110 and high total
of 304 for Van Baalen. Mr Ben
Tuesday: Van Baalen vs. General
ner had high .single of 112 with Seafoods; Odd Fellows vs. Texacos.
high three string total of 316 for
Wednesday: Maine Central vs.
the Odd Fellows. Van Baalen: C.M.P. Sen-ice; Lime Company vs.
ANU
Epstein 269, Leo 302. Bernstein 254 C.MP. Line.
To All Our Friends and Customers
Thursday: Gulf vs. National
Gray 304, Murgita 276 total 1405.
Odd Fellows: Shute 258, Chaples Guard: Rockland Wholesale vs.
251. Legage 262, Makinen 273, M. Elks.
Friday: Post Office vs. Spruce
Benjuer 316, total 1360
397 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 708
Spruce Head team was too much Head; Water Compajny vs. Armour.
for the National Guards Thursday
night taking all five points. W.
Drinkwater had high single of 129
for Spruce Head. A. Drinkwater
had high total cf 308. Bartlett had
s
The joys of this season
high single of 107 with a high to
are many — and may
tal of 279 for the National Guards.
Spruce Head: A Drinkwater 308.
you enjoy them all!
Davis 279. K. Drinkwater 298. Alley
273. W. Drinkwater 295. total 1453.
Anti after the last
National Guards: DeLaite 255, Gus
carol has been sung, we
tin 266. Brtlett 279. Ellingwood 238.
Estes 264 total 1302.
add our sincere wishes
Friday night the Gulf Oil team
won four points from the Texaco
for a jolly year to
team Colbv had high single of 111
with a high total of 300 for Gulf
follow.
Oil. Merton had high single of 107

Community Bowling Maine’s Major Events

Endicott Johnson

[[.,;■<

Merry Christmas

MAINE MUSIC CO.

Happy New Year

JJeace on

Peerless
Engineering Co.
ROCKLAND,
MAINE

order to allow our clerks to spend Christmas
Eve with their families, this store will close at 6.00

p. m. Friday, Dec. 24.

HUSTON-TUTTLE
ROCKLAND. MAINE

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
PERRY’S MARKETS

Christmas is more
than a day or a season.
It’s spirit lasts

forever with an
ever deeper, stronger

faith in "Peace —
Goodwill —To all Men.”

• • •

Alerr) Christmas to one and all.

GILBERT C. LAITE
FUNERAL HOME
Dorothy S. Laite, Robert E. Laite
9 MOUNTAIN ST., CAMDEN, ME.
TEL. 8223

0

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL

I
MAY THE JOY AND PEACE

suits. F. S. Allen was: high with
17 points. The work of the Rockland team was a decided improvement over the first game
Nelson Bros.
p
F
G.
17
8
1
Allen, rf..............
1
5
Coffey, If ........... . 2
3
1
Whittier, c .......... . 1
0
2
McIntosh, rg ...... . 1
0
0
Powell, rg ........... . 0
5
1
Teel, lg ............... . 2
0
0
Ames, lg ............. . 0
Bath Elks
p.
F.
G.
4
0
McKellar, lg ...... . 2
2
0
1
Boardman, rg ....
0
0
Bcurget, c .......... 0
5
1
3
Gilmore, c ..........
0
0
Cummings, lf ..... . 0
9
3
Desmond, rf ...... . 3
Rockland .......... .... 9 15 18—32
Bath .................. .... 5 5 12—20
Officials. Tabor. Hatch-i Time
4-10's.

AND
A HAPPY NEW YEAR

A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR

OF

CHRISTMAS

'C’-CMay we take this opportunity to express our

To our many friends, we extend our

earnest appreciation of the generous patronage ac

wishes for a Yuletide filled with all the

BE WITH YOU ALWAYS

good things in life—good health, hap

corded us the past year.

piness, peace and prosperity.

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP

435 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME

KARL M. LEIGHTON
JEWELER

ROCKLAND

MAINE

Page Twelve

Farmers who order commercial
fertilizers early, take delivery and
haul it home before planting time,
can help increase the total amcunc
of fertilizer available next Spring,
according to authorities at leading
agricultural colleges.
C. J. Chapman, soils department,
Wisconsin College cf Agriculture,
declares: It is predicted that the
demand for commercial fertilizers
will be the greatest in all history
this coming Spring. But the man
ufacturers Just cannot turn out a
sufficient tonnage to meet this an
ticipated great demand uness
farmers order part of their next
Spring's requirements now. and
when it arrives haul it heme and
store it.”
He explains that manufacturing
plants do not have the storage
space to hold the millions of tons
that will be used in America next
Spring. As their storage space
fills up, production slows down. Il
the fertilizer moves out to the
farm in a steady flew, production
can continue at a regular pace.
Another good reason for taking
early delivery of fertilizer is ex
pressed by Dr. M. C. Rochester,
Clemson College, South Carolina.

words. ‘Congratulations for com Cobb at the village for the Winter
Mrs. Bertram MacKenzie. R. N
mendable driving.'
”1 hope that the example that a member of the nursing staff of
Salem. Mass , Hospital, spent
Drivers
Ofns State
Owned Cars ments for the threeft month period, the
the week-end with Mr. MacKenzie
*
j i nt n t
Are Models Ul bate
the Governor declared, "will encour at the home of Mr and Mrs. W. E.
age private citizens to drive with Aldus.
Driving
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bardsley. Sr.,
safety at all times. Operators of
That drivers of State-owned and St ate-owned cars and trucks have attended the Masonic assembly,
17 In Rockland.
operated cars and trucks are setting given a convincing demonstration Dec.
Pfc. James Bardsley has been
that accidents can be reduced. It
an outstanding example in safe is to be hoped that private citizens transferred from Korea to Yoko
driving is indicated in a report re- j particularly during the coming dan- hama, Japan.
leased by Gov. Hildreth. The re- (gerous holiday season, will achieve
These pupils were neither absent
port, compiled by the company i the same kind of record."
nor tardy last term; Intermediate
which insures Maine operated ye-----------------Jered Carr, Sandy Gammon. Elaine
Gelo, Dale Marriner, Muriel Wing;
hides, shows that in the final quarSEARSMONT
ter of the year only 32 accidents
primary, Carol Gelo, Kenneth
Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson and Marriner,
were reported, although 1103 cars
Trudy Mauriner.
and trucks were in operation. The family and Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Girls’ 4-H Club, accompanied
and family, all cf Camden, byThe
accident frequency record is one of Bachelor
their
club
leader, Mrs. Lester
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Stearns, and their
the lowest among the states and is were
song leader, Mrs
Wyman
Drinkwater,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
far below that registered in Maine Leland Drinkwater of Rockland, Harcourt Daniels, will sing carols
for the same period last year.
at the Honor Roil, Dec. 24 at .6.30
Although 37 branches of the State Mr. and Mrs. Frank Drinkwater of p. m., after which they will go to
government use motor vehicles.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. James
Governor Hildreth pointed out, 28
. ,e recent callers at the i Robbins for carol singing. Any
agencies operated them
in the Drlnkwaterhome,
I shut-in persons of the community
period Sept. 8 to Dec. 8 without a
Mrs- Arthur Hart and two daugh- who would like to have them sing
single accident The State High- ters of
were recent callers at i at their homes, can do so by ar
way Commission, with 455 vehicles the homeof Mrs. Jennie Caswell, ranging with Mrs. Stearns.
■n operation, had a phenomenally I Mr. and Mrs. George Sibley were
The grammar grades presented
low frequency record, as did the [ recent business visitors in Bangor. the famed Christmas Carol, by
Adjutant General’s Department,
The Woman's Society met Dec. 14 Charles Dickens, Dec. 14 at Victor
operating 126 cars and trucks with with Mrs. A. W. Adams. Business Grange hall. Members of the cast
out a single mishap.
matters were discussed, and the were James Gammon. Jack Vogel.
The fact that State-owned ve- hostess served refreshments. A Russell Knight, Jr.. Charies Corson.
hides arc being operated day after pleasant social occasion was enjoyed Murdock Ratten. Russell Knight,
mrtrr'ih c»,drier “iL»Ci°ndit«nS' °°V
The Ways and Means Committee Juniqr, Ruth Cushman, Daniel
?
a
T of Rosewood Chapter, OES., held Knight, Esther Cushman, Jeanne
proachinr zero frequency is Import- ! a public supper and sale. Dec. 14 at Keene, Edgar Hemenway, Daniel
ant in itself. But in addition there
Knight. Gordon Ripley, Charles
hall.
are two other factors which are im theMr.Masonic
and Mrs. Millard Herrick and Corson. Carols were sung by Es
portant to taxpayers. For one daughters,
Ann and Mary, were ther Cushman, Jeanne Keene, and
thing, the record encourages us to
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ruth Cushman. The play was
hope for reduced insurance premi guests
coached by Donald Allgrove. ,
Woster.
um rates. For another, this record Freeman
At
the
Community
Church
Dec
of safe ooeration means that the 26, the pastor. Rev. J. Clarke ColSWAN’S ISLAND
State’s vehicles are out on the road lind, will speak on "New Year Beati
A Christmas concert and missicn
and at work rather than in the re tudes.” There will also be singing
tree for the children were held last
pair shop.
Christmas carols by a group of Friday nigh’, in tiie Metl ■
"Credit for this splendid record is of
young people of the community Church by the school teacher.-.
due both to the drivers who arc set the
are invited.
Mrs. Luella Savage Mrs. Elizabeth
ting such a fine example, and to AllMr.
and Mrs. AJbert Bardsley, Jr., Hemlng. Rev. Thomas Heming and
Department heads who are co-op and son,
are spending Mr. Mrs. 'Elizabeth Morse.
erating wholeheartedly in our edu Bardsleys Billy,
vacation from his studies
The Methodist Sunday Schocl
cational campaign to keep accidents at the University
of Maine, with his had a Christmas tree and party
at a minimum. I think it is signi parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Saturday afternoon at the home o.
ficant that the State’s insurer, the Bardsley.
the Superintendent and teacher
American Automobile Insurance
Mrs. Hale Sparrow and infant Mrs. Cleveland Trask, and wXi
Company, added to its report the son
Willard, spent several days last other
teachers, Mrs.
Bernice
week at the home of her father, Sprague, Mrs. Lunnette Smith, M;
Colby Howard. Carl Howard, who is Betty Heming, Mrs Leila Wh:tehill
a sophomore at Skowhegan High and Mrs. Ruth Orcutt. A program
School, is spending his Christmts was given and refreshments were
vacation at the Howard home.
served.
Mr. and Mrs. Wyman Drinkwater
W. P. Bauer of Atlanta. N. Y .
and Miss Ola Dorrity of Moody was here for four days recently in
Mountain, are staying with Harold interest cf the R. E. A. project for
lights for the Island. He regi-tered
at the Trask House
Elliott Smith returned Sunday
from dragging to be heme for the
SUBSCRIPTION
holidays.
Miss Marylip White and Euroe
HEADQUARTERS
Kent arrived home last Friday
night
for the holidays from Hig
ALL MAGAZINES
gins Classical Institute.
PUBLISHERS' REP.
Schools closed last Friday for 11.
Christmas recess.

Set A Good Example

Better Order Early
Bound To Be a Shortage In
Commercial Fertilizer
Supply

Tuesday-Friday"

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Friday, December 24, 1948

25 YEARS AGO
A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested

Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period of 1923.

A visitor in the city predicted
that ooal would be $5 a ton in two
years. [Gallup outdone],
Rockland organizatlcjns made
chcice of the following officials:
G. H. Blethen, commander of the
Sons of Veterans; Nellie Achorn,
president cf the S. of V. Auxiliary;
Mrs. June Winslow, president of
Edwin Libby Relief Carps; Ralph U.
Clark, thrice illustrious master of
King Hiram’s Council. RB.M.; Har
ry E. Robinson, captain of Cantcp
Lafayette. P.M., I.O.Of.
John Watts, recovered from a
sprained ankle, thanked friends for
the wooden leg and poem they sent
him.
Miss Leona Reed was elected

He points out that more fertilizer
is being used in new preas. As a
result, the 1949 supply will not be
sufficient to meet the demand, par
ticularly in regard to nitrogen. He
also cautions that prices of fertili
zers are expected to average high
er in 1949 than in 1948.

BALL
POINT PI
WITH A 10 YEAR WRITTEN SERVICE POLICY

president of the Junior class at
University of Maine.
I A Rockland man dug a mess oi
dapdelion greens Dec. 9. Capt.
‘Still’ Eaton was pointing out
frogs in a (mud puddle
Dick Reed was playing on the
Junior basketball team at Ocburn
Classical Institute.
Lewis IH. Gray, 63, former Rock
land patrolman, died at his home
on Hill street.
Bebe Daxuitls was starring in
l locally shown moving pictures.
Col. E. A. Robbins (bought Mrs.
Jesse Ogier's controlling interest in
the Camden Herald.
Earl Wilson sold his grocery
business in Camden to Leslie Ames.
Grace Howe was elected presi
dent of Joel Keyes Grant Circle.
The farm buildings of Alvah R.
Carle at Pleasant Point were
destroyed by fire.
Hilma Mainen's garage at Long
Cove was burned.
| Edgar Bradstreet was elected
(commander of DeValois Commandery, K.T.. Vinalhaven.
George Thomas was elected presi
dent of the Camden Athletic Club.
Agnes Eaton Dunbar, 90, died ln
South Hope.
Benjamin Weston, who had been
in charge of the Knox Railroad at
Union went to California. He was
succeeded by Robert McKinley of
Presque Isle.
There was no milk uvailabe for
office workers' cups of tea in Wel
lington, New Zealand, when a long
drought was followed by floods in
the milk producing areas.

WRITES TO 3 YEAES WITHOUT REFILLINO
I pares with expensive pens. No leak, no «kip. Instant drying. Makes 8 carbon
copies. Inexpensive refills available. 10 year written service agreement. Mail
orders filled 151 extra. Hurry 1 Supply limited. Ask for PEERLESS pen at

I

1 ■'GOODNOW S PHARMACY, main and park st.

kJ
am

General A. A. Vandergrift is the
18th man to heal the IJ. S. Marine
Corps.

km

Big

STATE NEWS COMPANY

eciais

mas

Mrs Elmer L. True. They were en
route to Sebago Lake, where they
Farm Bureau members met Dec. will spend the holidays with Mr.
15 at the Grange Hall to work on and Mrs. Simon W. Moulton.
Christmas greens and hold their
annual planning meeting. Dinner
CUSHING
was served by Mrs. Donald Brown
Schools in town closcl Friday for
ell and Mrs. Elroy V. Beverage. Mrs.
Flora Thurlcw of Lincolnville and the Christmas vacation of two
Mrs. Frank Thorndike of Camden weeks.
Miss Mina A. Woodcock has re
were out of town guests. Officers
are: Chairman. Grace Hunt; as turned home from Pleasant Point.
On account of the measles epi
sistant chairman, Bernice Robbins;
secretary, Marjorie Beverage, foods demic the Sunday School concert
leader, Georgia Brownell; clothing and time planned for Christmas has
leader, Lura Norwood; home man been postponed to Jan. 7 at 730
agement leader, Alice True; 4-H o'clock at Broad Cove Church.
The children of District 3 under
representative, Bernice Robbins.
the supervision of the teacher, Mrs.
A health clinic was held last Martha Payson enjoyed a concert
Friday at the school with State and tea Thursday at the schoolnurse Ada W. McConnell and Dr. house. Refreshments were served
Hqrry Tounge in attendance.
and it was a merry party.
Frank Thorndike of Camden was
Schools united last Friday in a
a recent caller on Mrs. Florence concert at the Grange Hall. Under
Alien.
the auspices of the P.T.A. a Christ
David Hardy and William True mas tree with gifts and candy for
are home from the University of all the young folks, was provided.
Maine for the holidays.
The children were a credit to them
Mr. and Mrs. James Wentworth selves and teachers in their recita
and sons John and Peter, and tions, dialogues and songs. Candy
Thomas White, also of Orono, arc was served and a pleasant evening
with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Went enjoyed.
worth for the holidays.
The temperature cf the surface of
Mr. and Mrs. Willard R. Moulton
and Miss Lora Moulton, of Orono, the sun is calculated to be about
were week-end guests of Mr. and 6000 degrees centigrade.

HOPE

ENJOY THIS

DELICIOUS,
HEALTHFUL, HOME-STYLI
%

(NON

ALCOHOLIC)

COMES ALL READY TO CHILL AND SERVE - NO FUSS —

ORDER

A

QUART

NO BOTH!#

TODAY/

ROUND TOP DAIRY, INC.
TELEPHONE 622
RCCKLAND, ME.,

102-103

The heaviest known materials are
metals, but some metals are among
98-tf the lightest known materials.

$20 Saving on an Easy Washer

A favorite with xMaine housewives for many
years the Easy Spindrier makes an especially
line Christmas present that will banish those
“washdav blues.”
MODEL 19SS REGULAR PRICE $189.95

SPECIAL
FOR XMAS

J16995

Only $34 down—balance $9 a month

$20.50 Saving en a Royal Cleaner

One of the greatest work-savers in the home is this
Royal cleaner, together with attachments for com
plete home cleaning and a revolving brush floor
polisher.
ALL 3 ITEMS REGULAR PRICE $90.45

SPECIAL

We'll be doing all we can to

FOR XMAS

Only $14.95 down—-balance $5 a

month

help you have a Merry Christmas

There’ll be operators at every avail

able switchboard, and many new circuits
will be in service.

CENTR

i

AINE
iPAN V

With so many wanting to use the lines,
there are bound to be delays.
Rather than risk disappointment in

But no amount of stretching can take

greeting far-away friends and relatives,

care of the tremendous telephone traffic

why not call before Christmas Eve or on

that comes on this one day of the year.

the Sunday following Christmas Day?

w

Tuesday-Frida?
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citing bowling matches ever seen in
the old Cascade
Perhaps it was the beans and fish
that Captain Grimes had
And “Heap Big Injun” Am- cakes
served at the C &C. restaurant be
fore the match, that pepped up the
bushed the Vinalhaven
Gander boys, it might have been
Palefaces
the old songs of the Gay 90s that
The Ganders threw a big scare they unlimbered after the supper,
into the ranks of the Skippers and or it might have been that the Gan
their followers last Monday night, ders just decided they had been
around about long enough,
when they almost won a game by |J kicked
decided to do something about
the most spectacular bowling finish j and
seen at the Cascade Alleys in a gen it. Whatever the reason it furnished
eration.
big kick for everybody and those
The Skipmen took the first heat by 1 aSkippers
who have any hair to turn,
a slim ten pins, and then, as has
it turn a bit grayer as the eve
been their habit all season put in saw
wore on. Perhaps if the Gan
a walloping second string, totaling ning
cat\ start in next time where
SOI to the Ganders’ puny 442. ders
they left off, they can really get a
Fifty-nine and 10 make 69 and that victory out of the bag.
was the amount the Ganders were i The score:
behind going into the last string.
Skippers
Then the worm turned.
1 Drew .......
87 81 80—248
The Ganders all seemed to get I Anderson ........... 81 109 90—280
mad at once and the pins began to Peterson ............. 93 99 95—287
suffer, in consequence. Bickford Guilford ............... 79 117 79—275
turned in an 88, a tremendous string Poole .................... 84 95 99—278
for him. Doc Mills forgot his pet
lobster long enough to get a nice
424 501 443 1368
109. Sanborn shook the kinks out
Ganders
of his lame knee to shake down a
94, while Shields really got hot and Bickiford ............... 74 76 88—238
blasted out a sweet 119 and the Mills .................... 78 88 109—275
ft Goose brought up the anchor with Sanborn ............... 84 101 94—279
Shields ................. 91 84 119—294
a 99.
All this totaled 509 for the string, Qoose .................... 87 93 99—279
while the Skipmen had a bad case
414 442 509 1365
of stage fright and dropped back
Heap Big Injun
to a 448 total. If you are quick at
figures you will have discovered
It was a whooping, dancing band
that the Ganders won back 66 of of Redmen that came out of the
those 69 pins they needed but the Pequot woods Wednesday night,
other three were just three too after laying in ambush all the week,
much.
j waiting for the Paleface Bowling
The game was in doubt right up team to make their appearance. It
to the last ball thrown, for in his . must be confessed that it was quite
9th frame the ol’ reliable Goose a surprise to the Palefaces to have
flopped over a nice 8 pin spare and the tables turned on them for it
it put the Ganders in the lead by a has been the Redmen who have bit
few pins, and then the irrepressible the dust every time the pins
” Poole, w’ho has been a thorn in the cracked for lo, these many years,
side of the Ganders all season, but for once at least the Red Man
daubed in a 7-pin spare in his very- had his day.
last frame to squeeze his team
Haskell was the Big Chief for the
home ahead, in one of the most ex Indians in this encounter, his 305

Ganders Threw Scare

total and 113 single being tops for
the evening, and it is understood
that Big Chief Dyer is going to
pick him out a likely looking squaw
as a reward for his valor. On the
other side of the wigwam however,
• Ol’ Hoss” Davis seemed to be in
trouble for the Palefaces, his first
string of 61, being the poorest the
old timer ever turned in.
He seejped to get better as the
game wore on however, and after
some of the kinks had been
smoothed out of his system he was
getting better. One of the weird
est strings turned in by anybody,
anytime, O. Dyer’s first string of
85 when he alternated with spares
and 4 boxes for the whole string.
Oil, yes, it’s true funny things can
happen in a bowling match, even to
the Redmen winning it.
Palefaces
S. Davis, Sr. .
. 61 75 84—220
White .........
. 100 84 90—274
S. Davis, Jr., .
. 95 102 79—276
Littlefield ............ 81 83 91—255
Oaxes ................... 89 85 72—246

which General Motors engineers
i and research experts Tiavc had upder process of development for
years. It is the product of
Features the 1949 Olds- several
an entirely new engine Iplant in
mobile—New Futuramic Lansing, Mich., which Olrismobile
calls the newest, most modem mo
Design Throughout
tor plant in the world." AccordHighlighted by the debut of the in?, to Mr. Skinner, tiie ccmpresratio cf the new engine is
new "Rocket'' qngine. and featur jsitjn
7:1.5 to 1. With only miner me
ing new
"Futuramic’’ design chanical modifications, this ratio
throughout all models, the new can be stepped up in future models
1945 Oldsmo'odes arc now on public , to 12 to 1, as soon as higher oc
display in the showrooms of more tane fuels arc available.
' Oldsmobile’s 1949 Rocket en
than 3560 Oldsmcbile dealers
throughout the nation. This an gine,’’ Mr. Skinner revealed, “is the
nouncement was made today by most powerful ever installed in an
S. E. Skinner, ‘vice president of Oldsmcbile. Its 135 horsepower is
General Motors Corporation and j an increase of 20 horsepower ever
general manager cf Oldsmcbile Di Oldsmobile's eight-cylinder 1948
engijne."
vision.
For 1949, all series of OldsmoThe ‘'Rocket" is a 90 degree
btles will be “Futuramatic" accord ‘djanked cylinder" engine with
ing to the announcement. The new overhead values. Hydraulic valve
•Futuramic” Series ”76'’ will intro lifters iiave been introduced for
duce (Fisher’s nev.e t body, which quiet operalaion. Pistons are a
along with newly-styled frontal and new type with cutaway skirts and
fender treatment, gives it Oldsmo- slctted auto-thermic construction.
426 429 416 1271 bile’s characteristic Futuramic’ The new dual dewn-draft carbure
Men
look. The Futuramic' Series ''98" tor has a low resistance air intake
F Dyer
84 95 104—283 will be newly styled outside, and which allows the engine to breathe
Haskell
. 113 88 104—305 newly appointed inside. Mr. Skin 'ffeely.
H. Alley
. 71 81 82—234 ner said. Both Series will offer new
‘From an engineering stand
Nelson
. 72 80 86—238 engines—the "76” powered by an point,” said Mr. Skinner, "the
O. Dyer
85 78 80—243 improved "Big Six," and the W I most distinctive feature of the
featuring an entirely new high- ‘Rocket’ is its vibration-free oon425 422 456 1303 compressicn power plant—the Olds- ! struction.” "Engine vibration," he
mobile 1949 "Rocket' engine.
i explained, "has always been an ob
The Futuramic “76" Series will stacle in the development of high
GLEN COVE
consist
of
six
body
types.
In
ad

compression. Oldsmobile has solved
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Cousens,
dition to the Four-Doer Sedan, the problem by designing a cylin
daughter Anita, and son Ronald Club
Sedan.
Coupe
and
Convertible
were guests Sunday of Mrs. Orrin models, there will be an entirely der block so rigidly reinforced that
there is not the highest distortion
Wing. Belfast.
new streamalined Four.Door Town under the three and a half ton
Mrs. Rex Anderson, daughters Sedan and a new deluxe six-pas pressures developed over each pis
Dianne and Sattie were visiting in senger Station Wagon with steel ton. Also, the crankshaft has been
Readfield for three days recently. top. The "Futuramic" Series *98' shortened, and supported with main
Olaf Thornaldson is home with mcdel will include three body types bearings between each crankshaft
bis family for the Christmas sea — Four-dcor Sedan. Chib Sedap. throw. The piston stroke has been
son.
and Convertible Coupe. The "Fu- designed shorter than the cylinder
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wincapaw and turamic" Seres "76" will occupy a diamaetcr to i educe centrifugal
Betty Lou Jewel were dinner guests substantially lower price range forces and cylinder wall bearing
pressures.
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Win- then the Series "98."
The new "Rcekct” power plant
capaw’ in Thomaston.
"The 'result of such a design," ac
is the same high-compression cording to Mr. Skinner, “is an en
Suh crihp to The Com ier-Gazettp
eight cylinder, valve-in-head engine gine that acts and reacts with ijncredible smoothness and quietness
at all speeds. In our opinion, it is
impossible to appreciate the performan-e cf this new engine withcut an actual behind-the-wheel ex
perience "
In introducing the new Series
'76' Futuramic. Old-mobile Divfc'.cp continues the same popular,
smart styling that marked last
vear's "Futuramic" Ser.es 38 ' mo
del One of the most conspicuous
tyle changes is evident in the
'rent end. The leading portion of
the front fender has been rede;igned to accommodate headlamp
parking light and air Intake louvres
n cne attractive element. Tliis
Yes . . . Christmas always cheers the hearts of everyone
pew arrangement simplifies the
. . . and we are especially glad that*"Peace on earth
frontal appearance and accents the
'Futuramic' effect of broadness and
and good will toward men" prevails again during this
lowness. In addition, an entirely
holiday time.
new world symbol has been mount
7'>tx-v /£fl
ed on the forepart of the hood.
This symbol follows the general de-

X

The Rocket Engine

Oi

PHILCO

IGA

tbop «tobgy

il
WALNUTS c.iio49c
j| /X
NUTS 1 LB Calio 49C
<< /X
FIGS
8°'Pk<> l“c
^X
DATES 7 « Pk’ 23c
4
SEASONINGS” P^1U«
4O
STUFFING oi ptg 12c
Pop Corn 2|0«'Ti">«53c
Eft
COFFEE1 LBV.cJ.r
f “W
TEA
H lb pt,
/c
4 ^X
JELLIT
3
Diamond Budded

I IB

Fancy - MIXED

Calmyrna - Layer

Sheik Brand - Pitted

CHRISTMAS MORNING

Bell's - Poultry

BREAKFAST SPECIALS
ISA

Bell's

Pancake Flour 3p£35«

Big Buster

IGA - BuckwF.Mfc

Superb*

«rl7«,

Flour

Royal Guest

Log Cabin

Syrup

IGA - Gelatine Dessert

Sarift’t Broolh.ld - PURE PORK

Sausage

RoH

49c

pk«‘ 19c

SALAD DRESSING

Golden Rod • Thrown Sl.11.4

OLIVES 2 2 Ol Bot, 3/c
JK /X
OLIVES 4'v«Bot 4»Jc
PICKLES
21c
PICKLES 12 « J" 21c
Fruit CocktailNc«"'43c
Fruit Cocktail c.V 25c
PEAS
N°2C."
PEAS
No2C«" 2oc
TOMATOES c,“ 23
jl O
MILK 3 Toll Can. 43C

P

Superba - Placed Stuffed

Superba - Fancy Sifted

&
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ROYAL
GUEST

SUNNY
MORN

f p j"
4<JC

C

LB

Bag

O

I LB
™ Bags

0

79<

HOME RADIOS
CAR RADIOS
PORTABLES
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS

P

„
H

1

The Radio Shop C
517 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 844
99-F-tf

PHILCO

IGA - Evaporated

0

Interests Farmers

Are Told They Will Gross Called Best ‘‘Salad” Apple
More Money But Net
and Pushes McIntosh For
Will Be Smaller
Popularity

Henry Fonda, star of the
Broadway success, “Mt.
Ilnbrrlii'' stars also in GREAT
SCENES FROM
GREAT
PLAYS, radio presentation of
the Protestant Episcopal
Church, witii the Episcopal
Actors’ Guild cooperating. Mr.
Fonda will play in “Young Mr,
Lincoln."

The Episcopal radio pro
grams arc presented each Fri
day evening at eight o’clock in
the eastern time zone, corres
ponding periods in the other
zones. Loral newspapers give
exact time and station. All sta
tions of tiie Mutual Broadcast
ing Company arc used, together
with a large number of inde
pendent stations
.sign of Oldsmobile's new Futuramic" emblem.
The Series “76 ' iias an entirely
new Fisher Body of ' Futuramic' de
sign. with greatly improved vision
lor all passengers and wider seats
fcr increased riding comfort. Th?
rear seat, for example, is 7 inches
wider than the previous "76" mcdel.
The 1945* Series ''76'' Futuramic
Oldsmobile lias a wheel-base of
119 1-2 inches and an over-all
length of '202 inches.
New appoTiiments in both "Futurainic ' Series "76" and '98 ' mo
dels include an unproved steering
column, which encloses the Hydra Matic Drive control 'haft and the
automatic shut-efi for the direc
tion s gnal. Instrument grouping in
the Series "76" follows the general
"Futuramic’' pattern of the Series
"98.”
This year. Cldsmdbile will cele
brate its lOtn anniversary as the
orig'giatcc of Hydra-Malic Drive
This General Motors development
with its safety-first acceleration
feature "Whirlaway'' will again be
offered on all models Indicative of
tiie estaabl’sffed acceptance cf
Hydra-Matic Driv*> is Olocm' bile's
decision to make it standard equip,
nient fcr 1949. in all "Futurainic'
Series "98" Oldsmcbiles.
The
Series “76" will continue to offer
GM Hydra-Mhtic Drive as optional
equipment.

Agricultural use of the helicoptei
Is gaining from year to year Since
delivery of tha first duster, May 8
1947, to the National Cranberry
association, tens of thousands of
acres of field crops and orchards
have been dusted and sprayed by
more than 30 customer operated
commercially licensed helicopters
during more than 2,100 hours of
flight ft was not until 1939 that
America’s first practicable hell
copter made Its Initial flight Dur
ing the summer of 1946 a helicopter
was shipped to Washington where
during a three-month period, it
dusted 10 different crops ranging
from apples to hops.

CHEESE «79c

IGA - Strained

MAYON
NAISE
*“27«
Jar

49c

HOLIDAY TIME

SWIFT’S PREMIUM—SMOKED

HAMS,

CELERY,

TENDERIZED 10-12 LB. AVE.
Strictly Fresh, From Certified Pork

Whole or Rib Cut
SWIFT’S PREMIUM—SMOKED

PICNICS« Shankless lb. 45c

CALIFORNIA NAVEL

ORANGES

lb. 45c

PORK LOINS,

3 tbs. 33c

APPLES,

lb. 67c

BACON,

Cottage Farms

MILD
SUGAR CURED
For Christmas Party Snacks

SPINACH
Cello Pkg.

BOLOGNA
lb. 49c

19c

« JUICES

«

❖

<•

Florida

ORANGE46 « c.n 22c
Florida

BLENDED ”>°‘C.»21c
Grapefruit 46 oz Can 20c

Florida

Bessey'f

SWEET KASIIER SLICED

d«z 49c

Today we are thinking of all of you in your homes,
busy, hustling around, doing for others, and get
ting ready for our most joyous time of year,
Christmas.
It is a time to be grateful for such nice people as
you; and say “Thank You” for being with us during
the year. It is your patronage and our desire to
serve you that makes the year so pleasant and all of
our sincere wishes are extended to you at this time.
To Each and Every One—“A Very Merry Christ
mas and A Happy Prosperous New Year.”

lb. 65c

COTTAGE FARMS PASCAL

EXTRA FANCY CORTLAND

APPLE

46 oz Glass

25c

Town Made

CHOCOLATES
I LB Bon

59c

SUNSHINE '

CANDY
PEACH
BLOSSOMS

14 oi Jar

47 C

NOBILITY
ASSORTMENT

COr 1
53C 1
8c

I tishop’s Market

Stevens’ Market

38 MAIN STREET

216 MAIN STREET

Camden, Me.

Camden, *Me.

»

Cunningham Bros.
Market
TT

I
*

Gal

kkkkkkkMiMihkkM

LOW PRICES EVERY DAY

’.J1'

gi

In Your Own Container.
Three Gallons to a Customer.
Limited Supply Of
PRESTONE and ZEREX left.

FIREPROOF GARAGE

WINTER STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

HELEN, JEAN, MAXINE

^CIDER

9 6 WASHINGTON ST.

* Weymouth’s Mkt.

ZERONE ANTI FREEZE
991 GAL.

GILBERT’S BEAUTY SALON
BESSEY'S

Animal and Toy

Cookies

HOME/IPPLYCO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Dear Customer:

CRANBERRIES, ,',11,, 21c

FOR CHRISTMAS AND THE NEW YEAR

“The Colorful City”

CRANBERRY
SAUCE
't" I6c

CAPF COD

DR. R. N. ABBOTT

KEYKO:39
Regular Pkg 37c

IGA

bunch 23c

Farmers will take in a little more
The Cortland apple lia.s been
money this year than last despite named the finest "salad’’ apple in
declining income in recent months, the country, accorcing to a food
the Agriculture Department says.
But their pet income will not be experts' poll released to the Maine
as high as in 1947 the department Apple Committee this week.
The Cortland variety—a compa
said. This was attributed to high
er production expenses.
ratively new commercial crop in
The prediction of higher income Maine—was the only apple that re
in 11*48 reverses earlier estimates ceived an "excellent’-' rating in the
tliat. it would be slightly lower. Re salad category, according to the ex
cent declines, however, have not perts and was due to its ability to
been great enough to offset gains remain white lor many hours when
earlier in the year.
exposed to the air. The Cortland
The department estimated farm also Joined the McIntosh. Delicious
ers cash receipts in 1948 at around and Northern Spy varieties ijn the
$30 807.000.000. This compares with "excellent" eating ratings and ri
$30,200,000,000 in 1947. It said the valed the McIntosh for top lienors
volume
marketings for the year in pie and sauce uses
will be a little lower than in 1947 i The experts attributed the Cort
but average prices for the year wall land's all-purpose qualifications to
its "mild sub-acid flavor as an eat
be a little higher.
December income was estimated ing apple, its ability to remain
at $2,600,000,000. This is 7 percent white when exposed to the air and.
below December, 1947, and the therefore, its excellence for salads,
third month In a row in Which ajnd its sub-acid flesh which re
cash receipts will be less than in quires little sugar in cocking and
the corresponding month last year. baking.”
As the situation now stacks up, I W. Deane Haskins, chairman of
income from crops wiil be a little the Maine Apple Committee, ad
below last year. The gain in total vised that the Cortland apple had
income will result from an increase been in commercial production in
of about 5 percent in livestock and Maine less than 20 years and that
products.
it represented around 15 vrrcctit cf
Fales of most livestock and live the total apple production in Maine
stock products have been running as compared to the near 60 per
behind last vear, but the declines cent represented by the McIntosh
in marketings have been mere than variety.
offset by higher prices.
I He described the Cortland as
Receipts from poultry and eggs similar !n appearance to the Mc
are estimated at about 5 percent Intosh. being a little more flat in
higher. Prices of eggs and poultry shape and not quite as t,hin-sk«nn~1
are above those of last year, espec and its flesh white, crisp end aro
matic.
ially in the case of turkeys.
Haskins also announced that ad
ditional free copies of the Maine
Beekeeping In California
Apple Barrel were again available
The honeybee ia not a native of and could be secured merely by adCalifornia. Early records indicate dressiing the Maine Department of
that it was first imported in 1853. Agriculture. State House, Augusta,
In March of that year, 12 hives Me.
This 32-page informative guide to
were landed at San Francisco but
only one colony was alive. This good eating provides a wealth of
was moved to San Jose, where it information on the popular varie
o-f Maine apples, sources of
cast three swarms the same season: ties
supply many new and old apple
two of these swarms were sold at receipes and other Interesting ap
auction that fall, one for $105 and ple facts.
the other for $110. By Importations
and natural increases, the number Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
of colonies in f anta Clara county
alone reached about 1,000 by the
beginning of 1860 Beekeeping con
tinued to expand in California to a
point where, in 1873. John S Har
bison, a pioneer beekeeper of the
state, shipped the first carload of
comb honey to Chicago. At present,
VETERINARIAN
approximately 12,000 individuals
own gome 461.000 celonies of bees—
an investment of several million
Tel. 1047-22
dollars. The number of colonies
maintained by each beekeeper var
ies from one to several thousand,
ASH POINT, ME.
with a majority of the keepers
owning a comparatively small num
76*104
ber.

MARGARINE
Mandy Squeeze Bag

SUPERBA Fancy
York Stale

The “Cortland” Wins

Rockland, Me.

Woodcock’s Market

|

UNIVERSAL AND HOTPOINT

the way you want it-and ray/y
AT %umoZ, you get cash
** quickly because the YES
MAN a/one makes the deci
aeon—aaya “yea” to 4 out of 5.

At
you select the
loan plan most convenient.
Phone or visit the Ata«sa/’s
YES MAN today.

learn $21 ta $400 sr am* M il|Mtura, fvraitura ar tar

Thomaston, Me.

IXI

Electric Ranges and Water Heaters
I

Hall’s Market

Simmons’ Market

Payson’s Inc.

T enant’s Harbor,

Port Clyde, Me.

East Union, Me.

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
442 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND.

finance

ca

2nd Fteer • FARNSWOND4 MCMONIAl 0100.
154 MAIN STRIR, ROCKLANO, MAINI
Diana 1133 • Mm Sawyer, Jr.. YB MANager
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Ben Franklin Contributed
To Knowledge of Forminc

Cinema Highlights
(By Bill Coffleld)

By Governor Horace Hildreth
Augusta. Dec. 20—The Christmas
season was made the occasion Tor a
tribute to the remarkable recovery
which has been made by the Maine
towns that 'were ravaged by forest
fires a little over a year ago. The
Maine Broadcast System made it
possible for me to extepd a Christ
mas greeting to the citizens of those
towns and make known the fact
that they are to receive an extra,
and in some cases completely un
expected, Christmas present •
A visit to the towns which suf
fered most in the disaster of 1947
gives convincing evidence tiiat the
spirit of our Maine forefathers has
pot been diminished by the years.
Many new homes will have their
first Christmas trees this year, and
still more are on the way to com
pletion.
Through the generosity of people
al) over the United States, many
families in the fire areas will re
ceive complete Christmas dinners,
with the town Selectmen co-operat
ing in designating those families.
Further, the full balspce in the
Maine Fire Emergency Fund,
through action cf the Executive
Council, will dc devoted to the sup
port of the school systems Tn the
fire tewns. In some cases major
repairs will be made, and in all

Former Rockland Boy Figures In Sei
Basketball Affair In Denver

Tlie motiep picture industry has ;
become a real pig business. Ac
cording to the Department of Com
merce there are 18,765 film theatres
located in over 10.000 cities in the
Prominent in local sports circles appeared in yesterday’s daily pa United States, with a total of 11,393.000 seats. In this industry,
1
here some years ago was a popular pers:
there are 256,000 employes repre
young athlete pamed Ralph Fowler,
senting 125 various arts, crafts and
Denver,
Dec
22—
A
pupch
in
the
but better known to the fans as
trades. The average negative cost
■Gabby.” Following the advice of chin which Syracuse basketballer of a feature moU.qn Ipicture during
Horace Greeley he went West, but, Jerry Rizzo gave Referee Ralph 1946 was $665 863.
in spite of the fact that he has an Fowler here Monday night resulted
Virginia Mayo, lovely star of
today in suspension of Rizzo from
excellent position, just naturally the
National Professional Basket •Seng Is Born," is astounding
Hollywood with her dramatic abilicouldn’t keep out of athletic sports. ball League.
The sequel is found in the follow
Doxie Moore, commissioner of the ities. Mias Mhyo, a former mem
of Billy Rose’s Diamond Horse
ing Associated Press story which league, said this morning that the ber
suspension would be enforced for shoe unit, after playing strictly
the remainder of the New York comedy roles turned the tide in her
the Governor’s address on the club
’s schedule this season." Moore career with a superb performance
American free enterprise- system, added
Al Cervi Syracuse’s in "Best Years of Our Lives.'' Vir
which was delivered at that con playing that
coach,
had beep fined $50 ginia will be seen in Rockland
vention. Second was a tribute irom fcr running onto
the court and when “Song Is Born" returns to
the Council cf State Governments, •pushing officials around"
after the Strand hfter its highly acclaimed
of which Maine's Governor was [argument be ran.
midnight preview recently.
President.
Rizzo’s single punch to Fowlers
President DeWitt Emery of the j chin
The features receiving the most
a .highlight of a game be
Small Business Men's Association tweenwas
votes, via admission tickets at the
asked authority to provide eacli Nuggets.Syracuse and the Denver box offices, during November, are
member with a copy cf the address,
The
tiny Syracuse forward in the order of their popularity:
ana permission was granted. A num jumped
off
the bench apd galloped "Julia Misbehaves," "Johnny Be
ber of major business concerns liave onto the court
when an argument linda," "Scpg Is Born,” "Red
also asked reprint rights so that arose over Fowler
’s decision on a River,’’ “June Bride," and “Road
they may distribute copies to their foul against a Syracuse
player. House."
• • • •
employes.
Typical was the com Moore said Fowler was holding
In “June Bride," now at the
ment of S V. Gray of Flint, Mich., basketball in both hands and wasa
Strand Theatre, Bette Davis wipes
President of one automotive con
vulnerable" when Rizzo "let the salty tears of tragedy from tier
cern, who classified the Portland "pretty
fly
with
a
right
hand
bringing
blood
eyes and substitutes the coquetish
This Christmas fipds Maine’s di address as “the finest I have ever from the official’s chin,”
saster communities well on the j read or heard." Response to the | "This is the first time apy such glances cf trivolity that go with
way to complete recovery and to i speech qn free enterprise attracted ! suspension has been effected in her first comedy role in almost
[ such wide interest around the coun. [basketball anywhere," Moore said. eight yqgrs. We re anxious to see
normal operations
L. C. Fortier, Chairman of the • try that it was apparent that the , "When it gets to where a player the “new" Bette.
Hollywood films, with the excep
Maine State Committee for Em Maine tyfie of thinking cn econo- can slam the officials around we
tion of super-duper productions like
ployment of the Physically Handi j mic matters is highly regarded,
I might as well call off the game of "The
Three Musketeers" or ’’Joan
capped, has given me the first of j Of equal interest to Maine citi- basketball . .
of Arc" are growing shorter. The
what will be a monthly series of 1 zens was the message from Frank
Mcore said he reached his de average length of “A” pictures
reports on the activities of that Bane. Executive Director of the cision after conferring with officials
group. The committee, which I i Council of State Governments. Aft- of both teams and with Fcwler anri made here this year is 94 minutes,
made a permanent body so that 1 er expressing the appreciatiep of others who officiated the Monday compared with 101 m’putes in 1047.
The footage of class "B" produc
Maine’s handicapped citizens might [ that (body for the matter in which night contest.
tions have also been cut down lo
• • • •
have the benefit of their year- the Governors’ Conferences Execu
[I remember a game cp the 67 minutes on an average. This
roupd supervision instead of only tive Committee meetings and Joint
during the annual observance of j Tax Meetings have been conducted, Broadway ground not so very many move will meet with gTeat approval
least.
National Employ the Physically .the Executive Director declares: years ago when Gabby was sub around Maine, • at
• • •
Handicapped Week, indicates that [ "We want 'to tell you hew much we jected to good natured heckling
The
success
of
MGM's popular
at the beginniiig cf this month 128 enjoyed working with you and how from some of the fans It finally canine star. Lassie, now bppearing
:
we
appreciated
the
job
you
did
at
got
under
the
athlefe
’
s
skin,
-iv
handicapped men and women were
in “Hills of Home," at the Strand
ln training upder tlie supervision ! the meetings of the Board of Mana- walking to the third base bleach".s next week, has brought boom times
of the vocational rehabilitation di , eers and the Geperal Assembly. he premised to meet any of the to all hog trainers in Hollywood.
vision of the Department of Edu [You have been a great asset to the hecklers who would care to step (Everybody wants to get into the
I Council of 'State Governments, the down. Nobody stepped down and
cation.
’ Conference and to the •here was no more heckling of act!) As for Lassie himself, his
Three types of training are being Governors
States."
Gabby Fowler ip that game.—Ed.l film fame has spread to radio,
employed, with 93 registered for in
where he is pow listed as the first
school training. 10 in employment
canine star of the air, with his
training apd 28 in correspondence
cwn weekly show. There’s noth
or tutorial training
When these
ing wrong with being in the dog
handicapped
workers
complete
house these days, men.
• • ••
training they will either be placed
When “Sign of the Ram" un
in jobs developed by the rehabili
winds at Park Theatre next week,
tation divisions, go into self-em
fans will see more than just a
ployment or be referred to the
powerful emotional drama. They
Main- Unemployment Compensa
will witness the real life reward of
tion Commissiqn for placement.
its lovely star Busan Peters, who
During November, 333 disabled
would pot be licked when fortune
workers were interviewed bv em
dealt her a losing hand. Mi's
ployment counselors in MUCC of
Peters, as some will remember, ac
fices. Of that number. 198 were
cidentally shot herself while on a
handicapped veterans and 16 were
hunting trip two years ago. Faced
women. In the sam» month the 16
with the prospect of never being
Unemployment Compensation of
able to walk again. Susan would
fices had 92 new applications for
not permit this handicap to keep
jobs filed by handicapped workers.
her from happiness and success in
Including 37 by veterans. In that
both public and private life Thus
period, 118 placements were made,
began the long up-hill fight to eain
including those ol 79 handicapped
the achlevemfpt of stardom which
veterans. At the close cf November
'he so richly deserved. "Sign of
business there were icb applications
tftfe Ram" is a glowing tribute to
on file by 1263 handicapped work
a great actress and a swell girl.
ers, including 686 veterans apd 113
• • • •
women.
Another person of interest *n the
"Ram” cast is our own Phyllis
The Governor made known this
Thaxter Miss Thaxter is a Port
week two unusual compliment
land girl, a 'graduate cf Deering
which Rave come tc him, one di
High School there, who went on
rectly stemming from the National
to gain fame in the Summer stock
Grange convention at Portland on
ROCKLAND
theatres of Main- and utimatelv to
Nov 9 First was the request of the
stardom in Hollywood Her first
Naticpal Small Business Men’s As
great roles were in “Thirty Sec
sociation for permission to reprint
onds Over Tokyo" apd "Tenth
Avenue 'Angel.”

One of the earliest Americans tc
perceive that the agricultural re
sources of the country should not be
wasted. Benjamin Franklin termed
I ming "the in st honorable of all
employments, the most useful in
itself and rendering man the mosl
independent." This remarkable in
ventor and scientist felt that farm
ing must be something of a busi
ness and a science as well as a way
of life.
,
Franklin’s work in the field of
writing had perhaps the most wide
spread influence in directing at
tention of the public at that time to
t’ > value of education in agricul
tural science. On May 14, 1743, he
published his "Proposa’ for promot
ing useful knowledge among the
British plantations in America." In
it he suggested the collection and
dissemination of information on a
great variety of scientific and prac
tical subjects, such as the virtues
and uses of new-discovered plants,
herbs, trees, toots; new discoveries
i. chemistry; introduction of new
methods of improving the breed of
useful animals; new improvements
in planting, gardening and clearii g land; and the nature of the
soi' and productions of different
regions.
Outstanding among Franklin’s
services is his introduction of new
varieties of useful plants and grains.
From Europe he brought Scotch
kale, the kohlrabi and Swiss barley,
hr promoted silk culture in Penn
sylvania He introduced the yellow
willow for basket making and he
taught the farmers nt Pennsylvania
to plaster their land. From Virginia
he brought the broom corn, and
from China, by way of England, he
brought rhubarb used in medicine,
unlike the already common garden
>ype known as pie-plant in America
Abroad his agricultural activities
profited France, which learned of
the Newtown Pippin while England
became acquainted with fowl mea
dow grass. To France, he also
brought knowledge of various
American trees, including nut
bearing trees and shrubs.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

God looked down on His children
With compassion from above,
And promised a Redeemer;
Tn the greatness of His love.
Then from the Heavenly Throne He

Adelbert Norwood is aTmember of
the junior varsity basketball team
at the University oi Maine.
The honor roll at High School as
announced by Principal Fred Per
kins Jr., is: All A’s. Helen Carroll,
Sarah Hartford and Eini Riutta.
seniors; Jean Maxey and Bertha
Keto, jupiors; Janet Philbrook,
sophomore; and Ernestine Harttord, freshman. A’s and B’s, Mary
Boggs, Dale Messer and Phyllis
Payson, seniors; Barbara Soule,
junior: Lois Colburn, Maxine Lind-ey, Carolyn Lufkin, and Marion
Starrett, sophomores;
Margaret
Penney, Phyllis Leino, Sadie Gammep, and Mary Berry, freshmen.
Work on the 1949 year book, The
Alewife, has, been begun bv the
editorial staff at the High School.
Recent speakers at the High
School were Ralph C. Wentworth,
County agent, on Forest Conserva
tion;" Arthur Walker, chairman of
the board of selectmen of Rockport,
on "Taxation,” and Supt. Earle M
Spear, on High School ClassifiMrs. Hubert
Swetnam and
daughter, Mary, who visited Mr.
epd Mrs. Harold I. Drewett, have
returned to Worcester, Mass.

CLARK ISLAND
Peter McCourtie

Funeral services for Peter McCourtie were held Saturday from
the residence. Rev. Earl Hunt
Tenant's Harbor officiated. Bearers
were Jchn Olson, James Clegg,
James Caven and Charles Crom
well. interment was in St. George
cemetery.
Deceased was born Aug. 12. 1863,
'p Creetown, Scotland, and came to
this country at the age of 19. He
built his home ‘here and always re
sided in this town. He was a pav
ing cutter by trade, and was a
member bf the Odd Fellows Lodge,
Besides his widow, he is survived
by a daughter, Mrs Albert Seavey
of Lcng Cove. William McCourtie.
and George McCourtie of Detroit,!
Mich.; five grandchildren and three
great-grandchildren.

According to the Post Office De
partment, rates on packages to Ire
land are 15 cepts for each half
ounce or fraction thereof.

St. Moritz has become a mecca
for Eurofiean tourists.
Syracuse University's 130-piece
marching band is garbed in orange
and blue ski clothing this Fall. ,

A MERRY CHRISTMAS

V

Interest in Public Health

A round-table discussion on the
responsibilites. and methods for im
provement of the .public Health
Committee, was held at the tea
given by the committee Wednesday,
at the Congregational chapel, In
honor of Mrs. Lucy Hawkins, dis
trict supervisor of Public Health
Nursing, and Mrs. Ada McConnell.
State field nurse.
A review was made of the work
accomplished, and it was pointed
out by Mrs. Hawkins, that the pro
gram of child health work had in
creased over eight years from the
conferences, to activities which
carry to every part of the commun
ity. Now the program reaches into
the schools, deals with communica
ble diseases, and builds up a health
education. The matter of quarterly
meetings of the Public Health Com
mittee was brought up also, and will
be taken up as a change in the by
laws.
Guest was Miss Keitha Johnston,
R. N., of Clinton, a trainee in Dis
trict 3, for the staff.
Mrs. Grace Simmons jaoured. and
the refreshment table bore a cen
terpiece of evergreen, with large
single, red taper, arranged with
colored glass Christmas balls.

In Yuletide Spirit
May the Good Cheer

sent.

Rose B

ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
o

man’s Club, under the direction of
Mrs. Olive Boggs Entitled Christ
mas Bella, the narrator was Mrs.
Florence Kimball, assisted by Mrs.
Alice Buck, with Mrs. Marion Lermcnd, the soloist: apd with vccal
selections by Kenneth Starrett.
Mrs. Helen Emmons was accom
panist.
The stage setting, pleasingly ef
fective, depicted the home Christ
mas scene with the fireplace,
stockings, and Christmas tree, the
arrangement by Mrs. Eleanore Per
kins, cluib president, and Mrs. Ma
rion McCluskey. Rcll call leader
was MSss Tepa McCallum, assisted
by Mrs. Evelyn Robinson, Miss
Frances K. Spear, Mrs. Anna Star
rett, Mrs. Edna White, and Mrs.
Jessie Walker.
Received into membership was
Mrs. Norma Manning
It was
voted to give $10 to the new fire
equipment fund; $2.50 to the Heme
for Little Wanderers, and $1 to the
penny art fund. There was dis
cussion on the question of a meet
ing place the coming Winter
months.
Ribbon candy and ccrn cakes
were served by the hostesses, Mrs.
Lillian (Mathews Mrs. Helen Maxey,
Mrs. Edna White and Mrs. Edith
Wotton.
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Patriotic Order Elects

CHRISTMAS DAV

Tenant's Harbor

WARREN

Mrs Luella Crockett was re-elect
ed president of E. A. Starrett Aux
iliary, SUV., Wednesday at the an
nual meeting.
| Other officers are: Mrs. Edith
Wotton, vice president; Miss Ida
Stevens, Mrs. Clara Lermond, Mrs,
Alice Peabody, trustees; Mrs. Edith
Spear, treasurer; Mrs. Lula Cun
ningham. patriotic instructor Mrs.
Minerva Marshall, chaplain; Mrs.
Alice Peabody, guide; Mrs. Marie
Stimpson, assistant guide. Mrs.
Agnes Crockett, Mrs. Lubelle Sidelinger, color guards; Mrs. Flora
Peabody, inside guard; Miss Mary
Kalloch, outside guard Mrs.. Lubelle
Sidelinger, pre-s correspondent.
Mrs. Agnes Crockett was initiated.
Covered dish dinner, followed by
initiation is planned for Dec. 22.
Chosen delegates to the depart
ment encampment are Mrs. Edith
Wotton, and Mrs. Minerva Mar
shall; alternates, Mrs. Lula Cun
ningham, and Mrs. Inah Over
look; delegate and alternate to the
national Encampment, Mrs. Luella
Crockett and Mrs. Alice Peabody.
Installation of officers will be
held in January.

(For The Courier-Gazette)

Tn miracle of birth.
The Infant; Blessed Son of God,
To dwell upon the eerth
That night of nights the eyes of men
A wondrous sight beheld:
A heavenly throng that filled the skies
As angel voices swelled
In glad hosannas, hymns of praise
Before that Sacred Dawn:
For lo, beneath a star of light,
The Holy Child was born

Tuesday-Friday

and Peace of Christ

An American Heme program with
accent on tlie Christmas theme was
presented Thursday at the Wo-

TO OUR PATRONS
May there be a “Song in Your Heart" all through a
Merry ('hristmas and Happy New Year

PETER PAN BEAUTY SHOPPE
Clara L. Nason,

431 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

mas be with you on
this day and always.

ROCKLAND LOAN &
BUILDING ASS N.

Hupper.

18 SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

To all of our friends
and patrons who
have helped make
our year so pleasant
—our best wishes to
you and yours for
a merry Christmas...
a healthy, happy
prosperous New Year
... and a sincere hope
that we may again
enjoy your kind pat
ronage during the
coming year.

We’re sextons this Yuletide ... We're
climbing to the belfry and ringing those

May this Christmas
bring you gladness and a
measure of contentment.

And may

joyous, silver-toned bells till everyone of
our friends hears the peals of Merry
Christmas and a Happy New YearI

the New Year

open up
new vistas of happiness!!

FIRST NATIONAL STORES
431 Main St., Super Market
328 MAIN 8T„

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
LOBSTERS, FISH, SCALLOPS

ROCKLAND, ME

This Store Will Be Closed at
6 P. M. Friday Night

6D4 Main St., Northend Store

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Tuesday-Friday
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put the Community Building back , Death was ruled as due to natural
in its proper place as a community causes.
recreational center for the young < 10.—Knox County Superior Court
people.—The Junior Chamber of was in session with Justice Merrill
held its charter night * presiding.
Naming Principal Events Commerce
with Charles Bicknell 2d as presi- [ 13.—Carl Jensen assumed the
dent.—Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mur managership of General Seafoods
Which Interested The
phy of Friendship observed their Shipyard Division.—The Rockland
Courier-Gazette
golden wedding anniversary.
office of the Veterans’ Administra
23.—Lubec natives were accusing . tion closed.—The dragger. Aloha.
Readers
Rockland and Portland draggers of Capt. Frank Ross, went aground on
spoiling their lobster grounds by | Andrews Island but was taken off !
JANUARY
dragging lobsters.—P. Willard Pease by other draggers with a minimum
1.—Frederick G. Payne cl Wal announced his candidacy for Sher of damage.—Thomas Lamont, North
doboro announced his candidacy iff.—The Rcckland Municipal Air- ! Haven Summer resident, willed that
for the governorship of Maine.— port at Ash Point was leased to community $59,000.—President Ack
George Finley of Washington was Jack Dodge for a five-year period at erman of Lawrence Portland Ce
appointed Deputy Sheriff, and be $1000 per year.—Vandals who had , ment Co., in a letter to the Rockfore the year was out was to inves been 'damaging property at the ! luand City Council, estimated that i
tigate the death of a fellow towns Schofield-White Park skating rink dust collectors installed on the
man, Harry Belyea, by shotgun were arrested.—The March of Dimes i stacks of the Thomaston plant
wounds allegedly administered by was underway with Postmaster 1 would cost a quarter million dol
his son, Charles, 17.
James Connellan heading the local lars.
6—JESmer C. Hart escaped death program —Russell Simpson of Crie17.—Horace P. Maxey, principal
when a tractor he was driving went haven was injured on the island by of Thomaston High School, tend
through the ice on Lily Pond. He a falling dock boom.
He was ered his resignation to become effec- i
was pulled from the water by Frank brought to the mainland by the tive at the end of the school year
Willis as the tractor settled in 20 , Coast Guard cutter, Snohomish.
to accept the principalship at Scar- I
feet of water.
27.—A. Victor Elmore of Camden. boro.—Gloria Studley was crowned
9.—The new Rockport High | former owner of Whitehall, died.— Queen of Kippy Karnival which was i
School Band gave its first concert An estimated $15,000 damage was a huge success.—Details of the new I
at Town Hall under the direction of caused by fire at the plant of South End School and its location
Vere Crockett.—Mr. and Mrs. Oliver ■ Sim's Lobster Co* of the Thorndike on the Broadway airport were re
leased.
B. Lovejoy, Rockland, observed the ! <& Hix Wharf.
30.—Alton B. Carver of Rockland
20.—The Elks tendered the Rock
58th wedding anniversary.—Lady
Knox Chapter D.A.R. observed its I was held by police on charges of land High athletes a banquet.—Al
seven
burglaries.
—
Philip
S
Pinkbert
E. MacPhail was elected presi
50th anniversary.—The illegal clam
diggers on the Georges River and ham of Rockland was rescued from dent of the Rockland Chamber of
the coastal wardens were appear the freezing waters of the bay after Commerce.—Decision on the Palaing in court regularly.—The Studle.v he had slipped from the deck of dino will case was withheld by Su
parking meter case was heard be the lobster smack. "Billy B.”—Cap perior Justice Merrill with a deci
fore the City Council.—City Mana tains and crews pf Rockland drag sion to come later.
24 —The Set ond Congregational
ger Frederick D. Farnsworth was gers demanded an opportunity to
offered the managership of a New- have their stcry heard on the Church of Warren observed its
Hampshire city.—1947 fish landings I charges of Lubec natives that they 120th anniversary.—State Senator
William T. Smith of Thomaston
totaled 50,522,523 pounds with the were dragging lobsters.
died.—The Camden Firemen's an
David A., as pert highliner for the
FEBRUARY
nual ball netted $1500—Harold P
year
3.—Rcckland Winter sport follow
13.—A Navy BT plane with pilot ers won the annual Knox County Blodgett was honored by the staff
Knox Hospital for his long and
and passenger was forced down on interscholastic Winter Sports Meet of
faithful service to the institution.
the farm of Milford Keene at at Camden Snow Bowl.
—Rockland High's basketball team
Simonton in a snowstorm. Neither
6.—The will of J Frank Rich left ■nded its season schedule with a
of the occupants hurt —Ralph T. $8000 to Knox County General Hos •eccrd
of 13 victories against 6 de
Lee of Owl’s Head was elected presi pital together with ether public be feats and
headed for the State
dent of Knox Hospital.
quests totaling $29,000 — Belfast Tournament. — Harold Niles of
16.—Mrs. Dorothy Folta entered Searsport and Stonington harbors Rcckland was held in $5000 bail
duties as superintendent of Knox were closed by ice witli the cutter
n charges of wounding Frank RusCounty General Hospital—General Snohomish, assigned to reoipen -ell
with a 38 revolver.
Seafoods announced the expansion them.—Pin bail machines were
(To be continued)
of its fillet plant to accommodate ruled ’ out’' in the city by police.—
30.000.000 pounds of fish yearly.
William H. Parnell, 71. was found
Ceylon is trying to buy American
20.—A program was underway to frozen in his Lovejoy street home. machinery for a (new tire plant.

Reviewing The Year
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Gladiolas From The Genial George

^ave ^ew Names

i Coast and Geodetic Survey
Makes ’Em In Lincoln
and Hancock
The Coast and Geodetic Survey,
seek ng standardization of maps o.
the coast of Maine, has suiomitted
a new list of 23 place-names for
certification by the Board of Geo
graphic Names
The new list, now under study by
the ttoard:
In Hancock County—Southwest
Harbor, an unincorporated village
in the town of Southwest HarbCr
cn Mount Desert Island, nine miles
outhwest of Bar Harbor.
Not
South West Harbor.
Lincoln and Sagadaho" Counties
—Lower Hell Gate, crooked passage
betwecji Beat and Westport 'Islands
leading from Knubble Bay to Hockcmr.ck Bay and forming part of the
Sasanoa River. ' Not Great Hell
Gate or Great Hurl Gate.
Lincoln County
Bradstreet Cove on the west side
of Pcorhouse Cove.
Eastern Branch, eastern of the
twe main branches of Johns river.
Not East Branch Eastern Cove,

Fifteen

Foster Owe.
Poster Island, a 10th of a ■mile
wide and two-tenhis of a mile low,
on the east side of 'Johns river at
the entrance of Eastern Branch.
Not Festers Island. Pooles Island.
I Ncrth Branch, western cf the two
main branches at the head of
Johns river. Net Western Branch.
Poorhouse Cove, on the west side
of the head of Jchns river. Not
Rebin-on Cove or West Branch.
Sprcul Pc n . cn the west side of
Jchns river (between North Branch
and Pcorhouse Cove.
Not Clarice
Point
McClinic Pcint. Sprouls
Point.
Wiley Brock, two miles lepg,
heading northeast of Walpole vil
lage in South Bristol town and
emptying into Wiley Cove.
Wiiey Cove, cn the north side of
Wiley Pcint on the east side of the
Damariscotta

river.

Not

MERRY CHRISTMAS
And may the New Year bring Health, Happiness
and Prosperity to You and Yours.

George W. J. Carr, of Warren. President of the Clearwater Concert Association, who Winters at the
Maine C
Safety Harbor, Florida, pie. i-m
. d zen pedal gladiolus to thi winner of largest
al«; of mrmb rship for the Concert Drive George Carr of Warren, and Rockland, better known to his friend
:• the Captain of the Georges River Show Boat, has taken the Clearwater Concert Association to a complete
<11 out of concert seats numbering over 1,000.
'1 his is now the largest concert Association in the South. Chairman of the concert membership drive
was Mrs Donald Alvord, wife of the Gladiolus King of the Soutti
Mr. Carr will return to Maine the early part of January to attend the inauguration of Gov Payne in
Augusta and will bring with him orchids for the first, lady presented by Clearwater, Fla., with all good wishes
Mr Carr campaigned in Florida for Payne amon ail the Maine State Societies which have grown in
great numbers in the past 10 years

O’SULLIVAN’S TAXI
ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 1482-W.

Bessie Harad n; patriotic instructor. dent, Mrs. Lina Carroll, who ha
Mrs. Eliza Plummer; Council No I served the Tent as president for
I. Mrs. Lina Carroll; Council No. j four years was well remembered
Mrs. Bessie Church; Council No. wilh gifts from several members and
Elects Mrs. Jennie Pietroski II.
III. Mrs. Annie Aylward.
the Tent.
Refreshments were
President—Installation
Plans are being made to have in served, climaxing a pleasant eve
stallation of officers Jan. 17 An ning.
Jan. 17
invitation has been extended the
Fiel4 Mouse Control
The Ruth Mayhew Tent meeting Department President, Mrs. earl
Field mice do untold damage
Monday night, was well attended. Banks of Bangor to install
The Patriotic Instructor present • each year to cucumber, cantaloupe,
Supper preceded the meeting with
Mrs. Bessie Church as chairman, as ed the following program: Chorus and watermelon fields by destroy
sisted by several members. Sick singing of Christmas carols read ing the seed which have been
and shut-in members were reported ing by Lina Carroll. 'How Phillip planted and also by damaging the
and Christmas remembrances were Brooks wrote, ‘O. Little Town of plants after they are up and bearsent to them. The following offi Bethlehem:" vocal solos, "Silent j ing. The damage is done by meadow
Night" and A Whi<e Christmas.' j and pine mice.
cers were elected:
President. Mrs. Jennie Pietroski; t-nnie Pietroski;' readings. Bessie
The meadow mouse destroys the
senior vice president, Mrs. Cath llaraden and Carrie House
seed after they have been planted
erine Libby; junior vice president. ■ 4 Chr-s ” as tree presented i while the pine mouse burrows into
Mrs. Inez Packard; chaplain, Mrs. by Herb; rt Payson was enjoyed with
Bessie Sullivan, treasurer, Mrs. a gift fcr all members. The Presi- 1 the ground, following ground mole

Ruth Mayhew Tent

i tracks, and cuts off the plants at
1 th> ground
The destruction of
| plants is usually done when they
have fruit varying from the early
stage to fruit about ready to be
harvested. The mice produce rapi idly and it is estimated that from
i one pair a million mice are pro
duced in one year Two poison baits
i have given very satisfactory con
trol for a number of years One
of these is strychnine-treated rolled
oats. Another bait, which can be
prepared at home, is made by using
one-fourth ounce strychnine sulfate,
one pine syrup, and one pint water
The mixture is brought to a boil and
allowed to cool after which two or
three saccharine tablets are added.
The poisoned syrup is used on old
melon, cucumber, or cantaloupe
seed, grain, chicken feed, peanuts,
or small cubes of cheese.
The
above mixture makes a sufficient
amount of poison syrup to treat six
or eight quarts of bait, depending
upon the kind of bait used

lt**
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To all our friends both
old and new ...,
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C. E. MORSE
JEWELER
344 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

Opposite Strand Theatre

We utis/i you oil the joys of the Christmas season

May your Christmas Day be gay, and many the

gifts that come your way. And as the New Year

and a very happy i\eiv Year too!

ALBERT E. MacPHAIL

follows through, we wish you joy and warm

friendships too.

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.
HOME FURNISHINGS

281-283 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND. ME.

Whitey

Cove.
Wiley Point, cn the east bank ai
the Damariscotta river almost four
miles below Damariscotta village.
No- McClure’s Point or Whitey
Point.
Witch Is'and, three-tenths of a
mile in diameter, in the northwest
ern nart of John's Bay iust north
of Rutherfcrd Island Not Davis
Island.

PLUMBING AND HEATING
445 Main St., Rockland, Phone 738-W
19-tf

VESPER A. LEACH
SPECIALTY STORE
367 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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Mrs. Smith’s Choice

Farm Bureau Plans

The Highway Toll

Maine’s New Senator Selects The West Rockport Grange Sgt. De Winter Gives Some
Workers Intend To Be
Excellent Advice As To
Modest Suite In Office
Busy the Coming Year
Motor Accidents
Building
Senator-elect Margaret Cha.se
Smith has chosen one of the small
er suites In the Senate Office Build
ing. with a fine view of the Capi
tol and parkway, rather than a
larger suite on a court. She will
take Suite 329. to be vacated socn
by Democratic Senator Fulbright cf
Arkansas, who will move into the
larger suite vacated by defeated
Senator Stewart of Tennessee.
Mrs Smith is packed up in her
old office which she has occupied
nine years in the House Office
Building, and will move between
Christmas and New Year's.
She
got some priority in choice of of
fices in the Senate Building because
of her previous House service
Miss Blanche Bernier of Skow
hegan and Miss Helen Wine of
Win’hrcip, secretaries on Mrs.
Smith’s staff, will lake off by auto
Wednesday for Christmas at home,
with Mrs Smith s nephew. Richard
Chase of Skowhegan, and Edward
Hudcgi of Brunswick assistant li
brarian of the Supreme Court.

Thanks Mr. Dreicer j
For That Nice Little Boost
You Have Given Maine
Lobsters
A New York lecturer Whose hob
by is eating came to Maine’s capi
tal Friday to announce that Maine
lobster is "'the finest in the world."
Maurice C. Dreicer. who also pro
duces radio shots between meals,
presented a gold lobster fork and
a ’certificate to Gov. Horace Hil
dreth attesting the supremancy of
the Maine crustacean.
Dreicer, by the wav says he
hunted the world over for the per
fect steak—and is still looking.
Amffw the reasons he gave for preferriP'' the Maine lobster
It ha’ the greatest proportion of
edible meat.
Its claws are exceptionally fine,
with large pieces of meat.
The flavor is "superb" regardless
of the size.
Maine waters are the ideal tem
perature for the shellfish, neither
too V'rm nor cold enough to im
pair the flavor.
Because of Its reputation it iusually packed, shipped and cocked
with more loving care than lobsters
from other areas.

WE WILL BUY

GOOD CLEAN USED CARS

MILLER’S
GARAGE
OeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
20-31 RANKIN ST..
ROCKLAND

98-F-tf

Plans for the coming year were
made at a meeting of the West
Rockport Farm Bureau Dec. f< at
the home cf Mrs. Elmer Merrifield.
The chairman Evelyn Merrifield,
assisted by secretary, Dorothy
Hamalainen, presented an interest
ing program from which the mem
bers selected the projects for next
year. Tire dinner committees were
also chosen.
The subject fcr 1949 will include:
Fashion." and finishes, prevention
and control of fire in the home,
better measl lor less money, new
cake methods time and energy
management, a bock report, kno
knead rolls, slip covers, buying fcr
men and boys (to be held with Si
monton >, Christmas box of gift
suggestions, and a Christmas party
will complete the year s work.
Three of these meetings will be
under the dlrecticn of Mrs Esthre
D. MCayo. Heme Demonstration
agent, and the rest under the di
rection cf project leaders in the
group: Mrs. Gladys Keller, foods;
Mis. Annie Starr, clothing; and
Mrs. Laura Fuller, home manage
ment.
The members are invited to meet
at Mrs. Fuller's cottage at Norton's
Pond for a picnic Julv 6
Mrs Evelvp Merrifield demon
strated several Christmas decora
tion suggestions.
Two 1949 community projects
the Community Christmas tree;
were chosen: First, to heln with
second
to help Mt. Pleasant
Grange tc select and decorate a
centrally located club room.
In the afternoon, a Christmas
party, with an exchange of gifts,
was enjoyed by all.
The next meeting will be held
Jap. 19 at Laura Fuller's in Cam
den

The mepth of November added 16
more names to our mounting list
of highway accident victims. This
brings the number of fatalities for
the first 11 months cf this year to
167. Six of the persons killed dur
ing November were pedestrians anc
five cf these accidents happened
after dark. Three cf these six ac
cidents occurred in rural areas and
the ether three were in urban or
built up sectlop. s.
So far this year the pedestrian
accident rate 'has shown a marked
improvement, being abcut 19 per
cent less than in former years, but
v.e must bear in mind that the next
few months are the dark months—
tiie cold wintry mqnths,—when
the pedestrian toll is the highest.
Many evenings visibility is very
poor before headlights are legally
required. At these times we should
turn on our headlights since we
have all noticed how difficult it la
for a driver to soe an approaching
car without lights, especially when
this car is traveling with others
which are using their lights.
Motorists and pedestrians alike
must remember that they each
have a responsibility when using
the highways. The motorist must
remember to give the pedestrian
the right of way and the pedestrian
must not forget that the driver of
an approaching car does net al
ways see him.
With the Christmas Holidays just
ahead and with a New Year rapidly
approaching let us keep always in
mind the seasonal hazards of re
duced visibility and inadequate
traction which, combined with increated traffic on special holidays,
account fcr a higher traffic toll.
Sgt. John deWinter. Director.

Most Admired Men
President Truman Heads the
List, According to the
Gallup PoU

4. Winston Churchill.
5. Secretary of State Ocorge C.
Marshall.

6. Herbert Hoover.
7. Gov Thomas E. Dewey.
8. Pope Pius.
9. Harold E. Stassen.

10. 'Albert Einstein.
Harry S. Tiuman. Gen. Dwight
A similar survey to find the 10
D. Elsenhower and Gen. Douglas most admired women will be re
MacArthur lead the list of the. 10 ported next week.
men living anywhere in the world
whom the American people most
Grandma's pickle crocks and blue
admire. This is indicated by a na glass Jars of well cooked food have
tional survey conducted by the In
stitute among a cross-section of the been replaced pretty generally by
new freezers that preserve raw food
adult population.
Winston Churchill. war - time with “Just picked" flavors And the
prime minister of England George long days of steaming kettles, steri
C. Marshall, secretary of State, and llzed Jars and sealing wax also have
former President Hoover rajnk next given way to a simple morning’s
in order In the "admiration derby." work of packing cleaned food into
The question Was put to voters paper cartons that stack neatly Into
this way:
freezing compartments It la best
"What man, living today in any to pare, pit and cut fruits or veg
part of the world, that you have etablea Into the sizes most generally
heard or read about do you admire used so that they will occupy the
the most?"
The top 10. in order of fre least space and also be ready for
Instant use without further handling
quency, were these:
Meats should be boned If possible,
1. President Truman
with excess tats and unusable parts
2. Gen. D. D. Eisenhower
3. Gen. Douglas MacArthur.
cut awav

Tuesday-Friday

Experts In Charge
The Formal Opening Of New
Advertising Agency Is
Announced
The formal opening of a new
Maljne advertising agency. Fosdick,
Payson it Company, Inc., is an
nounced by the firm's treasurer,
Douglas Fosdick of Auburn.
This advertising agency, which
has been organized to give complete
advertising, merchandising, and
public relations service to Maine in
dustries will have its headquarters
iji the cid Dr. True's Elixir plant, at
15 Drummond street Auburn, Me.
Douglas Fosdick. former publish
er of the Rumford Falls Times, will
be in charge of the Lewiston-Au
burn offices. Mr. Fosdick. a past
president of the Maine Press As
sociation, was associated with a
New York advertising firm for sev
eral ‘years before he became pub
lisher of the Rumford paper. Mr.
Fosdick will be assisted by James A.
Byrnes, former newspaper and ra
dio man, and recently account ex

ecutive with a large Boston agency.
L. Nortin Payson will be in charge
of the Portland branch with bfflces
at 53 exchange street. Mr. Payson
.vas formerly associated with the
Gannett newspapers in Portland,
and prior to tliat was with Ameri
can Overseas Airlines in Amster
dam. Mr. Payson will be assisted
by Allan Bonney, well known Port
land advertising executive.
Two experienced advertising art
ists will be available for up-to-date
art work on all accounts..
Miss
Dorothy Purnell, New York fashion
and advertising agency artist, who
has just retained from five years'
travel abroad, will head up the
fashion department. Lincoln Rock
well of Boothbay Harbor, who re
cently won first prize in a National
Illustrators' Society contest for
posters, is well known in the State
of Maine.
First American treops to land in
Cuba during the Spanish-American
War were U. S. Marines, who es
tablished a beachhead at Guanta
namo Bay in June, 1898 l

Down With Him!
Searsport Weather Prophet
Says Winter Will Have
33 Snowstorms
Charles U. Curtis, 76-year-old
Searsport weather prophet, says
There will be 33 snowstorms in
this region this season."
It is like this—the first storm oc
curred Dec. 17. The moon was
then 16 days old. The sum of 17
and 16 is 33. And that is that-—
all very simple.
Asked how many years he has
used this method to forecast the
local snow fall. Charles replied. 30.
Asked hew accurate the forecast
has been the reply was, "Surpris
ingly accurate.”
He then went on to explain that
snowstorms worth counting must be
of sufficient depth to “track a cat."
Anything less was a mere flurry..
Jotting down the storms as they
conae will be helpful.

This Is “Miss Rockland
As She Has Appeared of Late!

John Mitchell property. The latter
family will continue to occupy it
Supper guests Saturday of Mr.
S hools closed Friday for two and Mrs. K E. Thompson were Mr.
weeks' vacation.
and Mrs. O. A. Rodamer and family.
Mr and Mrs. Bromo and family
George Hunt and family of Bos
are occupying part of the Everett ton are spending several days at
Russell home in East Friendship
their heme here.
Billy Beal suffered a broken arm
in a recent fall.
The retail value of tiie vitamins
Mrs. Erma Davis of South Wal alone in the 1948 canned food pack
doboro is having a house built near amounts to more than S2.990.CCO
the home of Mrs. Jennie Stamens. the National Cahners Association
Mr Warden the contractor and Mrs. estimates cn the basis of scientific
Warden of Lincolnville are renting studies that have been carried on
the Alice Bessey apartment.
since 1942.
Capt. and Mrs. Walter Davis of
Aigenti(na 1s having difficulty in
Monhegan were recent guests of
obtaining Diesel trains and motor
Mrs. Bertha Young.
Recent callers at K. E. Thopm- coaches for its government rail
son’s were Mr. and Mrs. Almond ways.
Hall. Mrs. Geneva Hall and Mrs.
Bellian Broom of Wiley's Corner.
Mr. and Mrs. Burt Clark, Miss
Underwood
Isabel Clark of Port Clyde and Mr.
Verrill of Lewiston, Mrs. Frances
Winchenbach. Mrs. Stella Lambers.
Mrs. Leila Smalley, 3nd Mrs. Olive
Underwood, Sundstrand
Brazier of Thomaston.
Mrs. Shirley Bagley. Mrs. Pamela
Di Napoli and guests of Waldoboro
were callers Saturday at O. A. Rodamers.
STATE NEWS CO.
Mr. and Mrs. Hartwell Davis have
468 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
been in Massachusetts for a few
Knox County Distributor*
days.
Burton Mitchell has bought the
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Today She Reverses The Usual Custom
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President. Harry S Truman's mid
The metal osmium is ,22.5 as
heavy as water, while hthiium is dle initial is an alphabetical orna
about half the weight of water.
ment.
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Through these columns Miss Rockland and Miss Knox and Lincoln Counties thank the
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merchants of Rockland for providing such fine and complete stocks for her pleasure and for

providing such efficient and accommodating clerks to serve her—

TO ONE AND ALL SHE WISHES A

MPCWe are adding our Season’s Greetings to the many we

are sure already surround you in warm Holiday spirit. Our
best wishes to you and yours for a joyous Christmas...
a Happy New Year ... and a sincere hope that we may
continue to serve you during the coming year!

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
’A"

